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The purpose afthis qualitative inquiry was to look closely at the teaching-learning 
dynamics during an d e w a d u a t c  group's learning experience The mearcher. as pan of a 
Gradme Teaching Ro- panidpaled in an undergmdmc wwse in Educatinul Psychology 
as bath an obseryer and ateaching udistant This m h  grow out of the i n 4 8  
r~eagmition of the imponance oflifelong lepming in the i n f o d o n  age and was d imed  by the 
goal ofbringing student voices Lno the andmgogical dialogue As the Heuristic mthdology 
shaped this rerearch study, the msearcher fmsed  on undersad@ and articvlahg the 
experience of the participants of thjr, learning cxprience The r-ch pmicipants included a 
gmup of m t y - s i r  l e a m a  in a third yew Educational Psychology tours+ the pmfesmr of the 
c o w  and thm other graduate studemo who acted as third psny ahwrvers S w y ,  intaicw 
and observational data were interpreted in light of obxrvatioos made by third party reactions to a 
video tape afa'wcal" flass~oom q m i r n c c  Data from divme source and tims enabled the 
m h e r  to idem@ thanes through the u x  ofmangvlabon sows time. perspective and 
collenion mnhad. The r w c h e r  noted a l emm preference for grwp laming activities, a 
di inm in kc- and a passive learning orientation in leamao The studem perecption of a 
lack ofchmge and opnncrr within the university Pityonmmt points to a need for funhr 
explaation ofwnemponryunimsity teaching p & c  The m h e ~  highlightl the prads 
learning orienutlm obPervcd in this univadny wwse and shares her insight into the uacting- 
learnin8 &en@s) under i n v e s I i 6  The d d i m w e  the impliwimof 
findings for university teachins in(ormal learning s a h g s  and the cvmm mining and 
developmm demnd for applioation oriented lemirg. 
Chapter One 
The Age of Lifdwg Learning 
Inaearjngly. sociefy's dehning charactemtic is change C a n r ~ t  and rapid, modFmity's 
rate of mutormaion demands that citizen. naruform accordingly ToWa's W e  Shwk 
(1970) suggerted that change is happening faster Ihan humans are preparing far it Bridges (1980. 
1990) believes TotBn'r ideas to be relevant to the world of the 1980's as well as the 1997s We 
need only look around our world to discover haw rapidly ohange is ocurning as we approach the 
nm rmllnmium Contemporary literature designed to aka career plannao inevitably condmw 
the growing need to adapt to ohangc ( Faae and StoffmaR 1996, LiRon. 1993. Ritchm. 19%. 
Rubric, 19%. Smith 1994) Change has become a guiding (one' propelling mciefy into the 21' 
Century Toffler's (1990) more rcMt bwk Power SM.  Knowledme Wealth and Violence pl 
the Edpc of the 21' Centur/ d i s c u w  haw this pace of change has nanIformed lolowledge and 
learning into modm swvivpl tools. It is wthin this eonten that I embark upan this research 
This &on will introduce the gads of Ihk resesrch and the place 60rn which tlus 
research has merged. I t  is hoped that this chapter will clearly present the m h  to be 
critiqued This d o n  begins with a review of Adult A i n g  Mmds  and I d s  inlo a 
discussion of Fonms or Adult Lnn img The hl I s t i o ~  Rdections an And-, 
I Ivey (1990) wntmds thst Ihe humanchange prwese 1s a nahtral &om of life in the 
modan world. He cxpiainathc dynamic of change as anincvitable aspect of h a .  dwdopmnt. 
Such a concept has implicatiom fa bnh individual as 4 as safieml d e n l o p m t  In this Pgtu, 
the atiility to learn - or, as madem andmgogical thinkms hold - to became a d - d i n c t d  I-err 
is merging as a bsdc suvid sldU for the 21' Century. 
provides an overview of the d+ of the study The &on colrludes with an & of this 
the& man. 
The Canfnma Board of Canada's 1992 ~ m e y  o f  employer needs indicated that learning 
and academic shllr are one of the three maet impartam sldll domains ( m q a n i e d  by teamwork 
and paswal management slults) Thne is a growiog prception of fbe modem worker as 
versatile, able to leam and milling to change N&kl and Aberdem (1985) describes undtilled 
people as W e  one obstacle to the promise of proqmky u, the m v  information society" (p 119) 
and indicates that the a b i i  to develop and I- new skills is essential to sumival m 
this age of lifelong Ieaming h e a n  Council on Education (1997) aplains thst the 
"problem is not so much that grads are w o w  than they used to be, but that the eqemtions for 
paformanee are much higher today than mr before'' (p 3) Lielong leaning is kon tmg  a way 
dl i fe  which cant-rary thinkm and d m  are embracing as a &c need 
Although many people w n w e  leaming for its invindc incrrasingly it is becoming 
an crpnafon ofthe labour market thu members of the work force e a b e  it as a means of 
o w  mmgemmt. If one does not yet appreciate fbe value of developing an e&nive learning 
disposition. U s  is only a matter of time The f w s  in tids r-ch ir on how this leaning 
diPpardtion is &Id t h g h  a uoivusity learning emimmau 1169 than m a r c h  is written 
largely 6om the m e &  of market med mher than the aesthetic valve of learning itself 1169 
pmpmive is a denion  of my p m n a l  arianation in the world as a tail md baby b w m d  
(athawise lmovvn as h a t i o n  X) and a full time employment w ~ I I o r  in one of the more 
wmpetitive labour mar!&$ in Canada These qni -  have hap4 my undersanding of this 
growing md for educated wokas in an infomtion age. 
Lifelong learning is a basic tenet of c- developmat. This reality is wohmd in the 
gmwing d for bnh  job *ken mi holden to reeagix the imponam of education LMI of 
education has ban linked to d e w  of employability (Stanstics Canada, 1994) Ln fact. 
m l m m t s  o f  older mdenu in university and college M time study has daubled h e e n  1976 
(12%) and 1990 (24%).' It ap- that adult learning activity is on the rise' Richard Wmzel 
(1994) holds that "if you are not m l d g  your pmfeuion every 4-5 ycan then you are cither in 
1 dead end jab or are risking oburl- and unemploymmt". Rubric (1997). a Canadian 
sonomin, recently c a n t i d  this merging norm of continuow training to remain employable' 
and highlighted the impomce of l d g  ability as a marketable eemmcdity - a basic 
employability W Kronquin and Sea (1997) &r to this as a 'tmdmcy for m d a t r  to 
develop a mare inmumental atumde toward knowledge and study" where the focus is an 
2 The reader is diieaed to the r m  baak by Foote and S t o h  (1996) h c h  highlights 
the m p l ~ t  shiftsand limitations asmhted with thb and other dmomphic posit~on(s) 
3 This i n f o d o n  war takm from a DepPmnem ofthe Secretary o f  State publieation 
entitled Higher Education in Clnada (1992) 
4 I t  is her- to note that Shor (1980) e x p k  tb rise as l imional for an W w e  
labor market '2arge surplus mmmoditin and q l u s  labor have been absorbed by taking workers 
out of the labor p w l  and in0  h i m  educationnn (p 5). While his incrprNItion may be 
questioned, Shor is Maring to the growth of adult leaners (or l d g  practice) e the 
info""a,on age. 
'training for a career" rather than learning far its awn sakeee (p I). Modem leamen must 
grapple with the reality thaf, for them, lifelong laming may w&e into m k w m  by virtue of 
the world in which they have ban born. While this -@en msy very well be & w e d  u an 
'5mUumtal smtude', the reality is that those who do not nnb- this 'aniMc' may well end 
up withut susfainable incame. Lifelong learning, although off* innLuic value far tk 
persanal interest and development, has become a velucle through which mdividuals al become 
nonomica& nelfsJtfioian eilLcn. 
Whether on the job or in the classmm modem work life increashgiy d d s  that its 
citizens consmtly learn Nailiil and Absdene (1985) explain. that 'In a world that is 
conmuly chat& thse is no one subject that will swe you for the f w d l e  hm, I* alone 
the r t  of your life, l k  most impantant skill to acquire now is Iemntnghov 10 I m "  (p. 133) 
Leaming ability is becoming a basic employability skill6 in modem life Cmtemporq writers 
codrm modernity's demands an adults The sbility to abwrb, main, apply and update 
lrwwledge ?-!ores can, in fact, influence an individuals markRsbility. In a society that has 
experienced an i rbmt ion  q l a s ion  significant movgh to have generated the commonly heard 
ad u n d m w d  t a m  infDmtion age. it become m i d  that learnera and w o r k  become adept 
at the process oflearning 
6 This t am hsr emerged nn of an in&s rem@on and exploratim of the a m  of 
anploymmt Ernployabity W s  raprum tho= skill d o d m ,  separate from pmfuaional skills, 
t h  conmhe to whether or not an individual al obtain and swain Bainful employmeot 
Forum Of Aduh Learning 
S y m s  of adult education (formal and informal') mndate labour market d d s  
(&ledge and skills) imo modem cuniculvm for pdult leamrr. Many adult l a m a s  m to 
past-mndary darsmom to gain mare oppomwiry for anploymen aod skiu enbaneemem 
Although post-secondary classmoms take many f o n o ,  this research is intmded to inchde the 
leama's pm@w in the m d y  of c h o m  I- 
spdca l ly  The 1994 domem'Ua t ing  the Challenge Status Rrpan on the lmpkmtation 
ofthe Strategic Eoonomic Plan" d e c h  that pon secondary training sites need to rerpond to the 
chan@g labour market. Other recat government publicatiom aclmawledge that post-secondary 
mining aRen the wi lb  Ieamer L reservoir of *ills and howledge each holding a key to 
ecmmic life (Economic Council of Canada, 1992, and R o d  Canmission of Inquiry, 1992) 
11s -nee and continued devdopmem are crucial to mccers in the 21. Gary for learners and 
Iociety alike The Task Force on Transition irno Employment'- 
Pi- Tognher- Toward a Coherat Trai t ion Synan for Canada's Labwr F o d  (1994) 
rug$ntr tha' ..the mle of providers of education, training and lifdong learning is to set 
avricula to achieve Itandards, respond to training need,; and, to relate to the labour make" (p. 
10) Educational agadas Md to be aligned with& labaw m k a  wads if duoton and 
the i m i ~ t i m  in which they wnk M to meel the d m d s  oftifeloug lama needs and omp=se 
with growing alt-tiws to traditional educational imiutitutiom. The America C d  on 
E d d o n ' r  (lW7) I- d forbusinem and ti& &tion 70 work tog& mare dosdy 
7 Clarke's m h  (1990) wealstha mat of Ihc '% t m i b g  sysmnr" -@g 
as an out5wnb a of a p p r r c i w d  indbility of tmivenitier to  p d b  employee r eds .  
to meet the d d s  o f &  chan- global ecmmny" p 4) dgnals the need for a shift in how 
education is orgmmd and delivered 
kcem mearch %dings by both CImke (1990) on the  
Amaim C d  on Education (1997) suggcsf a pnoeption of university as m w i b g  to change 
Naisbin (1985) nrplains'khave V e y  the same educationsl system we had inindwtrial 
mciay m d  we are trying to u s  it to equip us far the information age" (p 120) Nthwgh 
Nailbin speaks pednnimtly ofthe secondary afhaol sptrm. with the growin8 daund for aduh 
learning, one cm readdy oec how this may apply to the post-secondary q m  as well. Althovgh 
universities, histmidly, have changed to accmmodate soda1 developments md the form of 
histmy, as %tchen (1996) points out '' p m w s  keeps picldngupspeed up speed The. mplndty of 
our mrld keeps i n c r a s q  'Ihe rate ofchange keeps aEeeIerItingBB (p. 25). As'lifdong larming 
hss made a de-to-the-grave feBNre of life" (Shor, 1980) the need to bnome 
responsive to addl M g  d W  is clllcial to social md W d u a l  d~ lopmcnt  This meam 
that s i te  afaduh luming need to b m e  open to hearing and responding to the needs of 
I-em This study explores the nahm of the Iuming mvirmm &red to the I- as a 
source affeedbaek on the educational offering itself. 
Education (Latin. edu-) refcrs to drawing wt wbu b already there (lvcy, 19%). The 
auumption is dm given the o p p t m i t y  md the t w b  to learn, I m s r  win murally develop 
their inm p o t e d .  While the educational prows h'i ahvays &Id quite as mmrdly as 
ideals wovld like, eomemperary satiety is becoming aware ofthe effmr of ~m academic factors 
(adult reapcnsibililies, repmaire oflearning snacgies, v n a l  belief system learning 
envim-ts, motivariwd l m l s  and memingbl activity) an this "drawing out* pro- k 
di- earlier, many hold that Education can be cancnved as anunulatiw pmcns, intricately 
linked to motivatioh oppormnity and lifelong learning (Ewnnnic Council of Canada, 1992) To 
pmmote this "drawing out", educators need to enhance their educational leadenhip s!4lls with 
their leu (or somttimer more) developed learns This qulm ongoing learning for evayone 
The complexity of lundng required o f d t i w  in eontemporary nadely demands that education 
move toward the idea of human development pmmotian'for all involved in the process 
Although the pnnice oflifelong learning plays itwlfout in many mdmgogid wntms, this 
thesis research focused on the learning experienced in an w-ty clusmnn ova an academic 
t m  
Several r-ehers agree that educational w c h  problems should mlcrge from concrete 
occurrences in the daily practice as leafhas Seriven (1980) appreciates the importance of 
generating re& quntiolu from practice and d i n -  the importance o f  using the rerearch 
lew to I w k  at t d n g  pramice within univnoities (p 7) He SUggWS that "we need to Riw our 
wtwiouams h u t  the standards embodied in ow own gmvp practices They are not the 
nandvds we espouse rhetoridly or pedagogically, and there is no excuse for t W  (p 8) 
Striven g a s  an to explain W e  are all 1- of the pmtracted failwe of  the p a t  uniwsities to 
-- -- - 
8 Developmat ( T A k  dis-villuppate) con- the gndual unfolding of the germ of a 
person Ivey (1990) -ares tb process lad the cducatiod pmass to a p s e  @els h 
educational and developmental c-ling practice. Althaugh o"-* in the counseling 6dd 
there (dew fan apply equally well to the 6dd of adult & b .  This me@g mnd of lifelong 
learning is evidenced in the pwing informal system of uaining and devdpmmt highlighted by 
innpire, support, or rewad research on their o w  teaching pmeeduren, thdr o w  mison d'etre, a 
failm which is only d e d  b a s e  of m d  pmmm" (p 7). Branon n al 's (19%) rram 
study an the dfeas of teaching mrms an the i m p r o v m  of undmgmduIte teaching cmfirms 
Striven's ob-tion There r-chern randomly selmed 800 faculty m e m h  (holding the 
ran* of assistant pcof-r or hghcr) across 36 inrtirutiom The profemrs in this sNdy wen 
asked to camplne "The College Tesehing Behavimrs Inventory" as a m a n s  of collsting 
nomtivc data an teaching practice A total of 253 faculty s u m p  provided bedrock for B m o n  
et al.'r finding that then was a "lack of normative wpupprt for a concan for the impmvnnmt of 
teachinf in under~~aduatc education It is fmm this perspective that this rrsearch has anerged. 
This study is an explmtion of the exprimcrj of one group of university students. 
This m h  i?, deigned to look at undagaduatc learning born the perspective of a third 
year class ofstudmts in Educational Psychology at Memorial Univaity Data arc taken fmm the 
rrmdmtr (interview% quaionnaim, rdlmion paper theme& and obmt iom) ;  the inmumor 
(intavicwo, questiomires and obrcrvatiom), the third pany vi-n (questiormairn); an4 
myself. the researeha (field notes. quationnaires, jwmal entries and other reflections) As I 
panicipated in this clua as a teaching assistant thrwgh the Graduate Teaching Pilot FTogramq, I 
was able to gather data thmugh qualitam techniques which allowed me to access "the ric- 
of the h u n e  of drily life" (Shor , 1592, p In). My aim was to idmbify and rniculatc thmea 
ClarLe's (1990) work. Socially, we  em to have arrived a a place in which dmlopmcot of ow 
p m n  is immmiqly dated to maintaining anploymm. 
9 This p r o w  war intmdcd to provide +tc studem with exp r ime  and mining in 
undergnduate Educstion to inform their fum univodty teaching practice. More dnaila on tlds 
me provided in Chapter 3 
which conmbute to an undemanding of the teaching-laring dyllsmics widaced in this learning 
aviromnmt and explore Ihe bpticatiom for future practice and e d u a t i d  research 
TIE next chapter, EduratiatuJ Fnmmork provides kight into the p m p t i v e  of 
my& the plimuy resureher, though whom all datr are Mered. TIE chapter emitled 
Roumh D"i@ review the philaraphid and ndmi&ative d d s  of the study and leads the 
into a discussion of the P-Iivs om the Learning II@~DIL (Chaptef Four) and my o m  
imnpretations d thee Sndings in Chapter Five. Desrriptimr af the Teacbin@aming In 
the coneluding chapter, Find Rdlectiena, I dimss the wnuibutions pad timitations of Uus theris 
r e d  and explore the ~mpliatiolu of there Sndindings far f w e  educational research and 
pranice. 
Chapter Two 
Educational Framework 
This chapter offen an overview of the l i temre ~ c h  frames this -ch and So- 
my perspecwe The iniM senion, Views on Tachhg, will review mearch and approaches to 
teaching adults A look at the studmr' perspenive The k r o a ' s  P a p r t i w   fallow^ The 
purpose ofthis ch.prw is to elaborate on the edueatianal framework of the mearch desiw used in 
this m d y  
Views On Teaching 
MEdrow (1990) propwen a mahod of gaining self-knowledge and making responsible 
choices through mncal nfloenon He puts fonuard a theoretical and practical approach to adult 
education whkh proposes a new educational pnpmive  called r m I p I o r y  edumrtm This 
approach aims to sssil the leama in challenging prwpporitions and exploring r l t d v e s  by 
transformkg old ways of underatanding and ming in amrdsnce with Ihe new undwstmdngs (of 
i n f d o n  and @aces) generated 60m lhir process The god of t r a r u f o d e  ledming 
has k n  well w i v e d  in the current lifclong ledming climate Tranlfomtive ledming 
encourages a pro- of ailid sdf-rdleaim as a m s  of rrtonnulating vdividual martins 
paspeaives" and h w l e d s  Iom Self-&mian allows a person to n\iew their o m  lens, the 
10 This term refers to tbc asswotions which we make to ive  wr lives &= and 
h o n  These apnm lo a large &cot am d m v d  fmm our ckdhcad apcnmces ;ld the 
~ m p m  of the smdmuoa pmeesr ORm b d &  bavd on these -8 pnpmve~ rmvln  
pnspsfivR of o k s  and asses new information. This process fosters a new, more 
disrriminah and integrative yndcmading of an& own exprime Trandodvc lcamiog 
requires the I- to assess the formlation of a prablem and e q l m  the duenee of m n a l  
meaning p r s p e d w  an the d e M o n  given to both the pmblm snd the solution. 
M&ow (1990) dim- the Meet that personal assumptions (which he suggests were 
lcamed in c'nildhwd when h u m s  ace aught in the imitable depend- of the wwiabwion 
process) have on the way humans perwive, undentand and in t ac t  with the world they live m 
Thw meardng pnpcRives an believed to direcl individual actions. M&w understands this 
reht io~htp between anion and perception as an unchecked meaninglaction cycle which inhibits 
gmwth by reinforcing old p m t m  of thinking and dating. This cycle Nnrmally, if unchecked, 
becomes wlf prrpmting. Medmw offers a m- of bruldng this h a b i d  adon cycle by 
injecting the pnctiee of n i t i d  retlaian This elmem of mlenion is expaed to p w m t  the 
"mndlesr" reprodunion of distorted intrrpretuiau of redly based on invalid assumptinu, a lack 
of evidmce or b d d s  which ue no longer appropriate. This interpretation of human change 
provides a beneficial framework in which to approach taehing-learning dynamics and is the 
vehicle through which this rescareh t&e3 shape 
Doyle (1994) outlim a similar p r a n s  whm describing ncent devclapmems in a teacher 
h e m  pmgrPm a Memorial Unkmity. He d-%a n pmgnm designed to wmue the rdedve  
-pity (Schon 1983) of nnv t e a c h  Thmugh the praxis of self-retlstion. h e m  w a e  
unchecked mil aduiihoad a whkh point we can rr&ct an their premee and ori* to 
determine if they are shll functional in ow lives The idea that we move beyond behawours. 
thoughts or emmioasl rrrponses which are m lmga fuactional in ow lives con be found in the 
work of I v y  (1986, 1590) as w d  Medmw would suggest that f c q d y ,  these assrollpiom 
arc not m i m e d  proprly for theit e f a q  and are puaal on to oEpspring - perptuating a cycle 
of mknwpuoos 
meowaged in their development of a orit~cal ethnography of education The d l  for 
" t r ~ o m u t i v e  im*" is simk to the aims of critical retlectiw. Both encourage learners 
and teachers to move beyond commt and measurnnmt t o d  an educational disposition which 
pmmota n i t i d  thought, &-dinned learning activity and penonel meaning making. They both 
remgnix the role meaning paspenives of the teacher and each learner can play in effective, 
rnmiqfd leaning experience 
Both Cramon (1992) and Cantor (1992) acknowledge and aplore the impon- of 
offeting adults anive learning opprmnities Each offm practical "how to's" of teaching adults 
which enwvage active participation wnhin the learn@ qmiencc. Both authors describe 
M v e  teaching-learning dynamics as engaQg the lcunen with the materials of 
learning. Adanu (1993) aplnes the dynamics of applied collabative pedagogy at Memorial 
University and suggests a value and a Ned to create vnivenity classmoms which encourage the 
active, coUabarative inwlvaxnt of the leama in the teaching-learning d p m k  Csrr and Owl 
(1996) outline I similarly imcnded exprimtial laming model for training peer helpers which user 
retlectian as one of f m  leaning quadrants (the other qvPdnuns are eoMete ranrmkrrd 
experime. a p r i m n n W i 0 ~  and wisdom or thehlg pictun) Discussion md small poup work 
guide participmts thrwgh each learning quadram. Each of these authors acImo\vledge the 
impoMee of practical leaning apprmnnies in adult ~luMomr 
There is a ga+ rso@Iition of the need to 01% active leaning 0pptI"nities in adult 
c h m m  S m n  et al (1997) co& this apparent med €or ppnn i4  d v c  lemhg 
qmi- through their research on the M - a s  of mow iia a 6m year 
burinas wunc  and replacing than with mall, independent work g m u p  T t q  mess the med to 
mcounge indepmdene in lamers d to foaer an intadepdence thmugh the use of gmvp 
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Coawquatly practical education was rrcluded from the formal system born the 
b-g. This separation ofeducation and expieme has pusisted down 
through the agw: today, they are atill primarily perceived ar being reparae 
rndeavoun. (p 19) 
The relevanee ofthene words to modem clammom! ofadult I d s  deaave due consideration 
Bmokf~eld (1984) penrsed the adult education rrnearch on & i d  laming between 
the years of 1%0-1983, to find t h t  rewarch within !his fidd wss riddled with a phmmcna he 
called ntethoddat"y. This t m  originated with Gouldnu (1967) to describe the phenomena 
among s a d  scientists of umdically holding to the pdnrdnant research mode, rrgardles of its 
apparent success in producing new concep~al categories or advancing lolowtdge Brooffidd 
suggests that mehdoIatwy c m t u  an umosphae in which the dominant methodology and 
theoretical paradigm d e t e m k  the deftition afa research problem and, in Nm the results ofthe 
research proens He argues that sclfdcfining quasi-quantitative insuwnm o R a  prrddemim 
the mure and imerpretation of the hdings and mncludu that this can limit research mtivity to 
issues of quantity rather than q w  
Reant writings co~lfirm that cdvcstional -ch has been dominated by a process of 
reduction rather than a m r e  holistic approach to undemanding educa t id  p h m o m  Lan~ln 
(1986) nfar to the imponancc of teoekr'snrbpt~cly r-ble *lief (p. 35) and the n d  
to provide warj afvinving teaching othn than the pmccla-pmdun -ch h c w o h  This 
mbjstively rruonablc belief is sfdn to Medow's meaning -ye and embraces the 
imporlaace of xJf-rctlenion 8s a tool ofdevelopwnt for bath studems and teachus. Bartolam 
(1994) also idcnti6es a need to place teaching withinthe untm of permd pxq t io rn  of 
t e a 0 h n g - m .  Hneconsnv~u appears to be mmging at IcM m n g  same ~ c h e n  a d 
thinlq thal the pmcas ofteach& or mom spi6caUy tc~bg-leamhg. is as imponam as the 

As an alternativeto the domuun pmcess-pmduu research approach which hss Gamed 
educational inquiry over the last wo decades, Cochran-Smith suggnts that " w m w i c  and 
intdonal  inquiry carried out by teachen" d d  s h a p  conliming educational efforts (p 3) 
This p&e i shared by many mesearche~, thenias and practitioners and is best daeribed in 
the words of Shor (1992) "In reality. all mous classmoms do a form of research h x  
meaningful leaning involva examirdng subjas in depth and bom wcnl pnpeetlvcs" (p 171) 
The p o d  sects of tcaeha. doing clwmom rcseareh is that 'Ithe teaching is t d o m e d  in 
importam ways: they become thmrkts, articulating their intemionr, testing their asrumptions and 
finding conmtionr with practice" (Groswami and Still- 1987) I begen this r-h u a 
tesehcr tn the university elaumom and end it u a trs iw in mare informal system of leasing. I 
have spn t  much time reRIccing an, obsaving my own teaching practice as wcll as the practice of 
othm This rereareh was spawned by my o m  need to explore the point whae teaching theory 
intersects with prams= - for it IP a lhis site that imights are to be found The present research 
has provided s window an a university k m m  h m  4 vantage points - the profeosor. the 
stud&, mywlf, as w c h e r  and teaching &stant, as weU u third party viwm, all of whom a 
share a baw howledge o fed~oa t iod  theory and pmnioe which enable than to articulate their 
Fxprience 
The design of this hldy was informed by these m t  m d s  in eduutional thou@. It is 
intended to iwoke a wUenive rrtlntion oc the teaching-1leaming d@cs as a maris to 
u n d e m a d q  ad adher articulsring the "educative proems" @laom, 1957). This study c a  be 
vicued as a vehicle of change for the stdm group, the profeoror and myself as both teaching 
asiaam and marcher ar v d  sll wnmiutiog to 1 eoU& urdastPlding of the teacbg- 
l&g d y m i c  iudf By virmc of& f m s  of this study (the teaching-learning dynamics) and 
the chosen sampk (education students and teachen), I anticipated a heightened a b i  for 
pdcipaao to rdien on their lesming nrpnienees - a goal of this rcsarch DeMy'o (1938) 
method of teaching acmmged selfdirection, considnation of alternatives snd reflection an 
m l d m  In -c+ he mcDungcd a p-s similar to aitiul mikction or the use of mitical 
thinking dds" Educational practice s a n s  from the pawing need of learners to think in new 
way  as a r m l t  of new demands for knowledge, skills or b t h  Moment toward self- 
consei~wness is a drmng f o m  In existence We each need to gain an awareness of self This 
undsaanding is e sps idy  dvam to educaional practice R is this proms of s e l fd i i i on  
thmugh m n g  making in a I-ng environment which is the foeus of this re-h m d y  
The Learner's Penoeuive 
This study exp lod  the need for educational research to foeus on the students' as MII as 
teachers' perceptions ofthe teaching-lemk@ dymmifs. In m y  ways althwgh the Ian- 
u d  d i h ,  the focus ofthis mdy  is to explore the fonJrmns which teaohen d m d m t s  bnng 
to the leaning situation (Ob- 1986). In an attempt to gain insight into the learning dymnics in 
which lNdents and teachas engage, the sNdy was d u i d  to 80 beyond thes individd 
caasrmns to lwk at mlkaive mm&-making activity Throne (1994) auggesls Un impomnw 
ofallowing the arperiencn ofstudems to inform teaching pranice. The currem study is ittfomxd 
by studem dcctiolu on learning. 
11 Clitiul thinldng skills ue adwcated by many as a meam ofknh mvigatingand n m i ~ g  
mdem life inthe TnfarmItion ageageage. 
The d n i s  of Ulis study h o w  60m ideas found in m t  w o k  focusing OR student 
perceptions of the learning pmcerp, aithough often defined through the eyes of t u c k  De 
Ncvc's research (1991) wmpared teachers' wnceptuallattom of Lhdr lntures to those of 
*dents (obtained h u g h  the standard m t  evaluation forms) and determined that the 
leoturen' intnpretstion ofratings as well as t h i n  
A n i v m n s  of this means of nschn improvement In parlicular, the teachefs "subjech 
theory" of the teaching a&nd dfenivmePs of evaluations (p. 86). De NN& mrdy war, b e d  
on the asmption that student feedblck is an important ingredient in tcacha mbmion The 
current study auumes that a gsater focus on student wbjenive theories -will provide insight into 
the teacbg-learning dynanws in general There is a growvlg recognition that Mdads want to 
be taught in new ways (Adms, 1993, Cantor, 1992, 1992, Cranton. 1992, Kronquis and Sani , 
1997, Robms el al . 1992. Smith. 1994. Shot, 1980) This research aplores this Nggenion 
throughthe l a .  of 'subjective theorin' of laming experienced by learners in thin Eduutionsl 
Psychology clau. Althaugh the h s  is not on evaluating teacher pafommcc, this rcsarch win 
provide a vehicle for aplonng the experience of all those involved in this teaching-ledmi08 
dynamic with s view to oonhued teacher dmlopmcnt 
O'Cannar (1994) conducted a wries of h s  groups dnigmd to w l l a  information hom 
adult univmity mrdms This irbomtion war to inform long term university p l ~ @  by 
allowing sudnn untrihtiom into the phmhg  pmem The awmption undslyins this 
approachPfhrrm the wtion that student wnIrltMion is an i m p m l  ingredient in udmtdhg 
m i v d t y  l d g .  An e v e  tam study by Shep and Taylor (1990) LNolved the 
eamlmetn o f f w  p m b n  ina r e  "brutal" physics wlme as a means of sheddirg light 
on the studat dafidi* iwkh had hirtmidy ammd in this course. W e  one wonders why 
the prafnsas' did rot attempt to include shldem perceptions in thek aearch for amwm (the 
reason given was that it was not w e d  thaI studems would be able to articulate thek 
wn-), the idea afbrin&g iathird p ~ y  obslvns to provide neutral feedbaek is inoi-g 
Far this -n it h ban inmrpomted iao his mdy, not as the p r h q  soulce o f d m  but to 
provide mother p n m v e  which, as mticipated in the Shea md Taylor mdy, will be informed 
by educational practice and theory as well ss easily amculated The plrpose ofincluding this 
level afdata w l l a i an  is to allow for from "on p i c i p m t s  with no vested interests and to 
provide a muns ofwumering patemid bias which m y  exist due to the researcher's close 
relations to both the teacher and to the class as a whole ' I  
Booth (1997) considered the views of 201 6m year History students st the University of 
Nottingham o v s  a three year pmod Students explained that discussion and debate were the 
most enjoyable teaching methods and noted a prefemce for wiety in their lesming expience 
The researchen conclude. 
One leuan h m  this mdy, however. is that SWs d~elopment will only succeed ifit 
-pis- that mdents of history wme to university to mdy  their academic subja,  and 
this implies a need to link S W a  training d i d y  1nto the teaching ofthe sub ja  it& 
(p.2!6) 
These authors rewpisethe impntanec of edvely engaging the leama with the m a t d r  of 
learning. Their rcrnarch is both a demonstration of md evidence fw  the idea that m d m r '  
experinvr oflemming eu, irborm cffms to improve university tea- pranice Nunn (1996) 
conducted m obwrvationsl m d y  of40 clasrcmm, ranging in subject area, st two large public 
and two anall private mu-. S h e f o d  Iha although 91% ofthe mQnr in his rewanh 
12 1 &sped tk audy to bdance llus btar by e m m g  several pulpmves on the mes 
m d d  The dau 6om tbcu pnpmn vac mmguhed over me. group aod 
mnhod m an an- to LmU tk - a c e  ofthe tcacbng - learmag d w c  
believed that classes s h d d  involve student pMicipatio% obrrvatiooal and d e n t  lurvcy data 
revealed thm d y  nly a d  p d a n  of claastime was pcfuay. devoted to participation. This 
rerareher W n s  that the famlty in this study perceived themdyes to be le% M e d  at leading 
discussiorri than at teading in g e n d  Students ill this research agreed wilh this mclusion 
Anive laming a p p a n  m be a @owing prrferen~ lor many adult leamen. 
Roberts et al(lW2) asked students at a Further Eduearionl'Business and Fin- m r s e  
emitled Worldng in &gmhtiomN'(the comments of students h m  faur separate offerings of the 
same ewrw an considered) how thy wmted to I- When asked, this p u p  of s~den t s  
rrqvaned practical laming oppomudtiea and saw a place for gmup work in their cl.moomr 
Graup urn& provided lea ma^ with a task an which to focus their learning, an opportunity for 
anive ngagrment with the mat& of learning and nurmred the development of uwful gmup 
$!.ills Rodriguu (1993). aning as a puricipant obsaver and occasional resource ~ M R  twk  
an enthnographic look at the a p e r i m  of six d- studmt teachers a s i p d  to three sehools. 
She conducted an inquiry which focused anemion on"the intuitive meen which mdmt teach= 
bring imo lacher education program" (p 215) Rodriguez used visual m p h o n  of teaching 
and l d g  to cli& diruuion with six student teaehcrs thmugh individual interview and journal 
wiling. Anrearch design which WBS very similar to that wad in this thesis 
Rdrip~ez's rrseareh idd f i ed  a'pavawe charm bemen what cwstiMes thcory and 
what c o m i ~ c l i  p r s n i ~  for pm.micetuchers" Begirning arb in thdr uainin& d e n t s  
13 Ftrnha E d d o n  is d-bed as offering "a s c m d  cham for rmdmts fuled by the 
school syarm but prepued to pume ihdr e d e  in a diBamt c w m t "  (RobeR~, 1992, p 9). 
It is nviow to see that mdmts who haw b m  fded thmugh the n o d  cduational route are 
q & g  d v e  a p ~ t i e s  whea OW moths vehide of educational "paie Again, 
e x p r d  fwwation with the perceived eonrmdiction in the o f f d  classroom learning on the 
mbjm of classraom mamgamm and the red, unaddr*lacd lKcd fa pmdcal oppmmities to 
I- t Y  mated.  Ths researcher interpreted this to mesm that the students had taken on B 
toolkit attitude toward teaching - lhey waned to lum bow to "do"dauro0m ntaMgemm 
Intenstingly, the r e ~ ~ ~ c h e r s  sill appar m t  to hear the m m g e  in these w d s  as Ihq continue 
to derribe this requested lnming opparmnity as reflecting a lack ofundemanding of educational 
theories and their applications rather than a need for prsnical opportunities to engage with tho 
material the theory The students in this research also noted aprceived contradiction in the 
teaching behavim oftheir inwucton Their i m c t o r s  w e  oflen seen as not practising what 
they preach. It senns that d e n t s  expected to have practical oppormnities to lum a weU a a 
demonamtion of effective teaching t&hniqws m then instructor b would appar that teachen 
and students dike an bcgiMing to identify a value in offering practical learning oppormnitiea 
t h i s ~ l h b a u g h ~ ~ ~ s d M g m u p ~ a s d ~ p ~ e 0 ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ 1 ~ t 0  
other dismvcries in ldult edudon diwsaed in this rrpat. 
Chapter Three 
Resmreh Design 
This Chapterwill review the design of this"'window" or mearch approach to gaining an 
understanding of the teaching-fuming dynamics mdmced h this Edufstialul Psychology clav 
The chapter begins with FOCUS of Inq~i ty  which presents the. purpose guiding this research The 
rest of the chapter is orgardred around Harvey's diainction between MelhodoIogy and Method 
In his bwk Crihd S o d  Rerearch (19%). Harvey explains Methalology "as the interface 
h e m  &odic practice. substantive theory and cpistmlo~cal  underpinnings" or the 
philavlphical orismtion ofthe relcarcher (p 1) In the Mubodoiogy senion ofthis chapter, I 
hi@@ the philosophical principles which have gvlded this research and discuss the Pharcs of 
Heuristic Inquiry The 6 4  M l o h  Method, explores the more pragmatic details and 
procedures afthis rnearch mdy This d o n  d C N " t h c  way anpirid data are collected and 
mnges from a s h g  questions through reading documents to observation ofboth eontrolled and 
t8nconmUed s i ~ a t i m "  (Harvey, 19%. I). The nm &on desuibn the Contm of Thia 
Lnrnirlg Experience and leads into the concludi &on on the Data Pmesiag ured to 
orgMix the infomation mUected in this ceacch This chapter wit1 pmvide a dwa p i m  of 
the study unda dkussioa in th~s npon. 
Edudonal activities an htmded to dance  laming expaiencg far leamen As 
d i d  h the prcviws clnpta, &om to maoitor l&g wc- bave bistoridly been 

this raear*l was to improve tcachhg practice To this 4 the implifations of thae &dings for 
du l t  edueatiod p d c e  # d y  L the wrivmity kvcl is d i w d  in C h a p  S The final 
goal motivating hs re& aras to identify -gat consfruns or d k p t i v e  categories ofthe 
learning experienced whichMuld p v + d e  pmnds far fuwc rrwarch smd contribute to the 
e o n m a  findings d o t h a  nsearchss These description of the lesndng experienced can be 
found in Chapter Five 
This study is deigned to gain madmum indghf ino the Iemmg pms *om the 
penpnive ofthe panicipants and observm of a Ipcific unda~aduate learning experience It is 
nntended to be descriptive of the olpaiencer of students Md teachen in a shmd laming 
cxpaicnee and aim to senre of the pan- Found Movnaku (1990) uplains this uslng a 
quote from Kan (1975) when he suggests Bat Tk ~ o s l  of way technique is to help the 
phenomena rMal  itself more c m p l e t e ~  than it docs in ordinary experience' The sense found 
thmugh this research has ban interpreted and mida ted  thmugh the primary researcher 
During the early stager of the witing p e n s .  I identified an merging Dbjaivc for this 
thesis research to mate a p h e  of the learning experience of this gmup of Ieamrs. The thmd 
which held this research together was Eina's (1986) notion ofexprcssivc luming goals In 
many we* l wso in warch ofthat which is hmiedy left d d a t e d ,  -lord - the expr& 
learning domain - this is where 1% happen that M w t  p M  butafa and shape Iesndng. 
Ar Eirraexphim in The Enliphtmd Em (1991). the 6nal god d e d u c a t i d  resach is  to @in 
"a fuls v n d e ~ f ~ @  afwha makes schwlr and classroom tick" (p. 35) This rrwarcheim 
to d e m a n d  how adult kming gmups %Wthmugh a faur on a gmup learning e x p i -  
within a specific u-hte muma 
T h  hmislic appmachl'set the philosophical tone ofthis d y  Given this qualitive 
approsch the natnnent ofthe problem was not clearly deftnd as this M d  preclude the 
discovery pmeess. Maustakas (19%) explain. t M  'bethods ofhslridc research are o p  
ended They point to a process of accomplishing something in a thoughtful and orderly way 
which guides the researcher" (p 43) 1 set out to undersand the tcaclting-learning dyMmics horn 
the mdmtr' p n p n i v e  For the purpose of clarity, the pmhlcm n a t a n t  can he Ioowly 
aniculated as an exploration ofthe experiences of pnons involved in a vnivcrsity classrwm. 
Mare speifidy, two g d  questions h e  pmvidd concrp~al  guidance for this r-ch 
I What conmites to the teaching-learning d w c s  in a thud year undegnduatc 
educational prychology c l a d  
2. What are the implicationr of thne teaching-I- 
educational research? 
This thesis research p w  out of my involvrmmt in an Eduu6onal Psychology elass as 
p m  ofthe Graduate Teaching Pilot Pmgnm rerpimnems (refer to Appendix A-l for details on 
14 I t  amppun that erriy writiogs on creativity d i m  a sidu pocess Poinwm was said to 
have d a a i b d  thj3 pmcers ofiispection as involvingthe following stages: preparatio% 
incubatiw ilhurdnation and vnificatim (Wujec, 1995, p 162) The d m  will notice a 
similarin, to the heuristic m h o d  o f  inquiry 
[his teaching program). Although the decision to involve only Education studemr and instrunors 
was inteatiooal, to p u n d  or ahaocethe validityofthe theme articul~ted. it was also 
predetamincd by my area of study The pilot teaching program's objective was to enmurage 
@mime studmu to teach u d m g d m t e  MUF~CJ within their own diriplinu h a  the 
studmts w e  not chow for this wdy. they m e  with the teaching mentorship The professor 
rwu not fho rn  @fieally for this stud?. but was chosen a s s  teaching mentor This decision wu 
based on my respnt far h i m k  and, as a learner, my pnfermee far &\her teaclung Wle The 
parsib' i  of tlus research emerged fmm a discussion occvrring in early January 1995 between the 
professor and myself in pr-tion far the course 
'Ihere wen  a total oftwenty six students in thir c l w  -all but one were female The three 
third party v i m  m e  brought imo this research after the student and instructor data were 
collected. The graduate students wne n e ~ t e d  by word of mouth Both my h i s  mpavisor 
and myaelf spakc to students to qum their input Tam third party participams volunteered afta 
huring an in-class rquear for research voluntkls Another student war a mUcague of mule in 
the Graduate Teaching Pilot Rogram All students were enrollcd in graduate m- at the time 
ofthe vidm viwing The redm will h d  additional information on the rsmpk latn in this 
chapter 
Prhaily, my mtem was to des i s  P study b d  on methodoI+aI p l d m  as S h s t  
and Sidard (1545) Lug@st thir to k an bdicator of gwd s*encc Theg rrvarchm rum 
that 4lethJdolo&l p l d m  is an absolutely necesssry strategy in the face of ovnwhelming 
cagitive limiutiions and biases inherent in human m n t d  pmc- and responding" (p. 80) 
Thm words hark back to Dndn's (1978) beliefthat '%y combi ig  d p l e  observers, theories, 
m & d s  and data sources, sociologistll can hope to ovnmme the inn+mic bias thpt mms from 
ringle-method, single obscrva, single-thmry mdico"(p 3 15). My motivation here u to 
m ~ n  the informatin, gathering process to obtain an dfmtive balance b e e n  valid* and 
insight I a p e  with Eimcr'r (1991) bdidthat there is a need to "give up (or) the mistalm 
ambition of achieving epist- - tlue and mtain lolowIedgegegeand his aclolowledpent of 
Tolman's words that 'Belidis about as good as we can w r  get" p 4) This research is d m  
flavnded in Elmer's (1981) wggemon that the field of Edueabon needs to avoid muhodological 
monism or the exclusive r e b  on one research methodology m o n k .  that is, reliance on 
qumiwive appmacha Eirner'r (1991) belief that "educational inquiry will be more camplee 
and informative as we inorease the range of way we &scribe, intnpm and mduate the 
educational world" (p 8) hss been woven thrmghm this mdy Ultimately, u Bhuner (1968) 
arplaiq "truth or what pmvirionally pasus for truth at a particular time, is thus bounded by 
both the tolersnee of empirical d t y  and by the cwnws of scholarly c o d t y "  (p 12). The 
r m h e r  m e s  that continued feedback fmm othen will move this research t o d  a dorr 
appmlirmtion o f t h  rmth H- (1990) c a & m  this a m h  to critical ~ a r c h  practioe as 
Critical re& quiresthe eollstion ofempirical mataid, whether statistical or 
othrnuiee is not as m a d  as the merial's eapciv to provide insight .but whatem it is 
ma oat be taka at face d t e .  Fans are sem as duc r ip t io~  of &C a p p m m s  (p. 
7) , sci- is not simply the pmcess of cxplaimg the MNTC of the physical and social 
w d d  If am needed only to explain srfm a p p m ~ e n ,  that would he no and for 
x i m w  (p. 40). 
I believed that the Heuristic m u r c h  methodology bm allowed me to move beyond thne 
" m e  apparanees" to d-be the laming expximed for this ~ m v p  ofleamas. 
Phasn Of Heuristic In- 
As mentioned earlier, the Hmnaic appraach h e d  thir d y  Douglas and Moustakas 
(1985) dcfine this as "a -h for the dirmvcry af meaning and n m c e  in si@cant hwnan 
(p. 40) Heuristic inquiry "challenges the mienlist to unwver and d i w l o ~  that which 
is w it is" and is intended Yo generate a w r d i i  that embodies the *umcc or the heuristic 
nth" of an experience (Mourakar, 1985, p 42 and 52). .h this approach is d m e d  to be a 
pow&l meam of disclosing 'nth'. I anticipated some valuable insights to inform ongoing 
educational r-ch and learning activities. The hewistitic process"begins with Inrnal 
Engagement, m o m  through Immerm to the l w h n m  phase ofrnearch 11i"mtmim is the 
next phase ofinquiry and is fouowed by ErpI,catt~. The W phase, Cm,w Synthcsts, 
concluder thir re-ch pmass l will define each phase, and provide a chmnologid map of my 
research a & h y  This discussion will pmvide the methodologid context ofthk thesis research 
During the first phaac of-h, In~tialEngagemenI (Septrmber - Lkmber  1994). 1 
focuacd on Familiarisins myselfwith the g a d  fidd of d y  This phase wnshed of 
nrpforation of the litemm and nAcction (111 my o m  teaching practice. At this stag% lirtle data 
ndsted otha than my own obenvaliolu and huightr into the m a  o f t a c h h g - I m .  
15 The phases of heurintic re& described in this repon build on Douglas and 
MoustPkas'r (1985) wnccptiom ofthe pmcers as involving - Lmmion, Realization and 
Acquisition The 1990 model fvnher clsrifies the p-ss eICmems of W c  inquiry by more 
ciwly diEerentiating beouee. the &ties involved h this approach to m h  
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bsmctor and n remrcha. The outcomes ofthir poRion of the research were the anidation of 
a mganh question, a k i l  Imsely d W .  As mentioned earlier, fomul hyWhse9 an not u s d  
as they cnmadia the philosophy underlying the Heuristic appmach - they am believed to 
presvppase the discovery pram The Hwristio method ofresearch requires the c-ckr to 
dm the discovery pmeess rather than mntml it Additional anivny at this stage included the 
mnJeious recognition of my interpretive lens, the submission of n re-ch pmpalal to the Ethics 
connnitln at Memorial University, teaching activity related to the Graduate Teaching Pilot 
Pro-, i n~krmcrn  with the Edueatiolul Pvhology das focvsed on in this study, mUaion 
of all data including third paRy observations and interviews with tho mlmrctor md studems The 
mum under study was offered in Wmter 1995 
The Incubr?t~m phav (January 1996 - June 1996) was a pried of mt during which I 
reflected on resarch Wty to date &ring the fim pan of thelmhtm phase of -k 1 
aanscribed the interview audio tapes The latter pact ofthis phax was rpent d i n g  and re. 
mdhg the data (ierview tmwiptr, wey resllts and my o w n j o d  notes) The foeus at 
this stage war w t  an identifying themes, although ncmc themes appeared to k e n t e n g ,  but 
rathn on famiSariaing mypelf with the data in general and then I a t s  the pers+edm 
involved in this study (studenb bsmctor, third pmy viewers and my om).  At the end afthis 
phav, I rrrumed to the l i t m e  as a means of rrflming on the ~ ~ c h  in ~WCT eduf~tional 
c o r n .  
The na stage afthe research pmcess, Nlmrmnon, (June 1996December 1996) is 
d n m W  by M o u t h s  (1990) 88: 
Ih that acun natunlly when t h e m a d m  is opm ad mapiive to tadt Imowkd&e 
and hutition. Tk Illurnimnon r e p m a  ab rdh rough  imo Eowious a-ners of 
qualities and a cluncring of qualitis into t h e m  iphermt in the question .. it m y  involve 
comning distorted understandings or the disclaare of hidden meanings. (p 29) 
ReEwivity is nccesay but not rufficient to r ch im Ulc gods ofthis phase iuiU'the mystery ofthe 
situation rcqul.a tadt w m b @  to uncover meanings and amces" (Mwstalas, 19-30. p. 29). 
Ilx last &n in this chapter pmvides spaiiic detpils an the data pmcessing which occurred 
During the Erplimtrm phsw (Jan- to Augun 1997). 1 beqan orgarddng the content 
far the final repon. The Exp~errn'm phaw is intended to Pllaw th- 
what has awakened in u r w i w m s ,  in order to understand the various layers of meaning" 
(Mnut- 1990, p 31) Thmugh a pr-r d focusing on the data and the nmds merging, I 
began the p-s of vticulatmg the Sndings of this d y  This p h w  owdappd with the nm 
and 6nd p k .  Cmltue SynIks~s as the writing ofthis r q n  became a recursive process of 
interpreting and n-interprrting It was at the tranrnlon bnwm thae phases that I bsame aware 
of the m i v e  nsm ofthis iq"ity procers as I w p  
an effan to integrate and anievlate the research findings " 
The CWJW Syntksts phaw (July - January 1997) was mamd by reflection on and 
integration of d l  q o n  feedback fmm eoMnma members and preliminary readas This final 
CIWM Synkms phsw allowed for "a whole [to he] asembled eom the fraBmnnland 
d i i m t e  clmnns t h  haw bcen gemmed during the search for esKna and meaning" (Dough 
and Moultakas, 1985, p 52) It is hse that 1 b m e i n l h m e l y  W a r  with the muncnofthe 
data and m e d  making intuitive c o M a r i 0 1 ~  within the data Moustakas (l9W) arplains that 
18 At h s  palm tn the d I began to app-tc the -ve mtwc o f q d u u w  
r m h  It aamcd lhar for wry aep fo& tn my undrmndmg ofthe d m  I moved two 
neps Lmk to amch te  that h a t w d m h g  
"once the researcher hap mastered the lrnowledge ofthe wed that i I I m b t a  and explicates 
the questi09 the d e r  is challenged m put the eompormts and m t h a  into a creative 
synthesis"(p 32). He goes on to explain " the msearcber'li q m i a r e  mus move beyond any 
confined or canmined mation to the data i t d a n d  parnit an inward life on the question to 
gmw. in rueh a way that a comprehensive expmrion ofthe nwncn of the phenomemn 
investigated is realized" (p 32) Fundamental to this approach is my o m  active mgag-t in 
the re-h process as my o m  perspnive and nflectionl on the objnt(s) of inquiry me 
comidned to bc v&le w a s  of information. To this oQ I w u  an active panicipam 
fhrwghaut this r-ch. 
This w o n  will lead &rough a detailing ofthe r-ch as it was aeNally carried w t  
The diswssion begins with Data CaUection and leads mto an ovminu ofthe Conaxt of this 
L n n b g  E x p i e m  This chapter will conclude wifh 8 discussion of the Dsla honuing used 
to orgvdw or make mae ofthir r-ch data 
Data CoUeakn 
Data wm coUaed thmugh the use afsurvys. group xrsionr, md individlul interviews. 
The pslficipnnts were the mdems, profemr, and tthe t m h g  ashant (myxlI) of I third year 
Educational Psychology c o m e  Third patty obwrveo of a vidm-taped ~la8s '~ofthe learning 
experienced in this c l m  was a l ~ )  u d .  The f a a s  of data coUecfion was to ettcom8e r d l d o n  
on the pMicipantr' experience and to Mialate it through the use o f f a m  group, interview, 
participant obmation and r*wey methods ofdats ~0Uection At the md of each of two 
designated claues studemr, teachrrs and myself. the panicipant o b m e r ,  completed a 
questionmire (w Appadix B-I) Atts the dnsser had mded for the term, 1 f ac i l i tmdhe  
group discussions with the studats as well as M interview with the p m f o w  As the participant 
observer. I mted my mflstions on the kming experience o f 4  WCI the term hre dl data 
had been cdlccted horn the two clauni, third pmy ratm viewed one tape and comptetad the 
~ a m e  qunionoairr ar the 0 t h  panicipms. 
As this study grew out of a teaching-learning experience in which I participated an sevad 
levels, them were many oppormnities to collect data informally As I wao aligned with the 
instructor in this class in a formal mntoring relatiomhip. wtablished u part of the Cnadwte 
Teaching Pilot pmgram I pmicipated in this learning experience as mdmt  (ofuniversity 
teaching), teacher (in onining), obrnver (whm not teaching but present in elm) md murcher 
(their rcwarch). Sevapl wurces of data were available by virmc ofthir multi-level mle 
Informal obsavatioas throughout the duntion of this e m  wac another signikm of 
data for this inquiry As -Id be crpcted for M hadstif project, l worked to intcgnte these 
imigbts ratha than d i w  or ignoretheir p m  Tbmugh my practice ofrdlstion and the 
mthcdologid & g d s  built imo this mdy  (w ChaptnSh), the knowable bias is believed to 
19 The m d w  b reminded that the third pmyviewetx watched a video tape of one cluamom 
experience in the lifeof this m. Third party v i m  campkted B quniomaire foUowkg this 
video vi* 
have been kept in balance 
l k  hertudemr of the Educatiarul Prychology MUM wne 8iven the oppommily to 
dewlap their capacity far reflmion thmugh foml  tmning and a fallow-up class assignment (sea 
Appendix C-2 for a u i g ~ l e m  dncription) AU studnm e x p h c e d  an h l w  demonstration of 
rdlenioh reviewed an example assignment, prepared a trial d m i o n  assignment and wem sven 
cominuaw feedback and appammity to improve their reflmivity thmughout the term The 
formal immctiian cmined of an hour long class in which the ~onceptual fmmnvork and the 
practice of refkction were r e v i d  and demonstrated thmugh a p u p  discussion The pamfuh 
brand ofreflection taught n a u  from Mcdrow's definition of mitical refleaion (1985, 1990) as a 
Rdlenion on and assesmen of the sssumptions underlying your pmblem d&olu, 
considendon for the &en this has on your own 'worldview', recognition of their roum~ 
and consequmees in a mid contuf and M active enge,grment wth them to allow from a 
mom inclusive, disniminating and integrative undemanding of your awn crperiem 
(1991.~34) 
Funk d i scdon  on this approach to addl ducation can be h d  inchapter Two 
The lsture on Critical Rdlcnion war lccompaid by a demmration Rnenion activity, 
which the students dm$= to do as afull clam rather than the intaded  p u p  format. 
Ahhwgh the studmu a p r d  dismmfon with both p u p  work and d e n i o n  ioida0y. this 
m n  rMed imo an rppmdatlon of the &e of-. During tbe in-class 
demomation s school related k o  was p n s a e d  to the students and I I a t e d  a 
bmhtonaing -on oo pasrible imerprnations of the scenario. This M m  was foUowed by 
a mriw a fa  ' W e P  m p l c  ofa reflection p q n  based on the wmem afthe previous class 
(we Appendix C-4 for this example) Tk audentr wne  then asked to do a trial mledon paper 
It was d-ed a'hial" paper as the student wuld cboar whether or m t  their Lst reflstion 
papa was experimental or included in their b d  course m& E n d e d  feedback was given OD 
all papers to assist with the audemo' developing d m i v e  dill and olhn relevm evaluation 
issues. (we Appndix C-3 for the evaluation scheme used for papers) In gaeral. the 
.saipwu, although initially evoldng ~ g a t i v e  remiom, wao well received by the dm. The 
reflection assignmats required ofthew students holds parlieular relewance to the &e ofthis 
audy The pmcers o f d e n i o n  is inuhic to this them reaeanh the design ofthe study, the 
wchods afdata collection used and the analytical appmaeh to data interpmation It is thmvgh 
a dect ive lens that the I approached this thnis resureh 
AU p.nicipams were informed of the audy as dneribed in the commt form (we Appendix 
A-3) and ody those p m n s  wmfortable with participation in this study r i g d  the fornu AU 
m d m l s  w e e d  to participate in this mearch. Tk d m %  the insmotor d the lhird party 
viewers were nnhusisnic about this rcsearoh and voiced a recognition of the impnrance of 
exploring this a r a .  Rior to the past&s rumy EampIcti09 students and thc immmor were 
asked to s p a k  ofthis dus in parlicular Minimal i m d o n  wao given as I wanted to reduce any 
idhmee on their a-0 ofthe I d g  they had e x p e r i d  d b d i d  them to he 
capable o f m e p m h h g ,  dea ing  on and prtidlting their I- experi-. SNdem 
w e  instructed to rdm upon their erpaiace when c b r  was taught by the professor rather 
than on my tend@ over the term and were asked to respond to the qu&ons honestly 
The m&m dimssion gmups each lasted a p p r o ~ l y  1 5 horn Students were 
w e d  that the nam of their commmts would nn aaa their m e  in the WWIE as t h 4  
annven remained moymous I initiated each d ims ion  grwp by mcwraging gmaal 
cmtnmts If none were fonhcaminq, I posed questions Fmm a predetermined intnview ptmocol 
(see Appendix 8-2 for a list of imemew questions posed and an explanation of their origins) 
I discussed this research with the m u m  pmfeosor an three separate occasions The firot 
interview war just prior to the mdmt discussion gmups and follavnd the lame interview 
pmtoarl as the m d a t  discussion groups The second i n t h e w  omwed &er the mdem 
discussion gmupr and Lased  on the inrrmctor's backgmund and teaching phdosophy or lus 
%bjective theory aftaching" as dtwssed in Chapter Two The third and interview with 
the inmctor  twk  place &n the third p q  video viouing. This interview foUouwd the pmm 
of Interpersonal P m s s  Recall (IF'R)" The instructor and I watched the lame video-taped class 
as the third parry viewers. The insmmar was mcouraged to comment on what he saw We 
sopped the video and d i m &  issues as they amse On oecdan, 1 stopped the video to dineuss 
rrlwvant iua?a that appred m be merging thanes ofthis m h  
The hems afvrring during the third parry v i m '  discusdon were particularly curious 
to me at the timc afdata mUaion and became m m  curious u I mered into the &a &is 
20 This pr- was discawed by the r-chs during hm graduate practiarm in 
Eduolnonal Psychdogy at M& UrjwsityCo&g Servias. It was a pmcchvc wed in 
mining offend to Muurlling wineer The objective of this process is to m q e  the &ee 
to r d l a  on their practice as sm in video t m s )  oftheir clinical work with client This 
appmmh was c h a m  bssuse it 6t within t he ' t da ion"  theme ofthe study and a p e  to
provide a vehicle for t r ana fodve  leaning for the inmuctor 
session. There was an unexpned shift in the intended viewing session During an mexpe=ted 
move 60m the initiA viewing I- due to a room scheduling d i w p t i o ~  @apmwaited in a 
new room while I transported md sn up the equipma in a new rwm Dwing this time of travel 
in and out ofthe r o w  I noticed the topic dcow&oo to be the natun of undergraduate 
teaching at Memorial When I was d y  to begih the convemtion upon entering the room was 
on the topic of"passive students" at MUN Theviewas had a p e d  that udergrsduate learning 
was @ve and werr discussing whether paskelearning qualified as real l&ng Upm entering 
the rwm and smling in to watoh a k m y  debate, I noted the panicdm issue unda review was. 
" E m  s the  professor doesn't encourage interanivc learrdng how can you rwl learn anything1" 
At the time, 1 decided towind down the discussion and lead into the video viewing m my focus 
war to get b a h  individual (questionnaire wmplaion) and p u p  ranions ( p u p  diwussion 
Wowing questionnaires) to the particular learning prams under review " 
Thirty minutes imo the video, a participant intempted and asked "Do we have to wreh 
t h i P  She explained that she found it to he 1 very frvamting class to watch. I respaded by 
explaining that my preference was 'yes" and put it back to the p u p  of viewers to decide i f thq 
would cantirole with the vide. Orwp wmenws war to cominue watching far IS ndnutes and 
t h a  check in. I muraged the frustrated partidpan to note h a  m i o n  on the questionnaire 
papa At the check-in point (I5 mimes lara), the gmup decided to RaR complnig 
queaiomdm (-10 ndmter I& of c k s  video). Panidpaon t w k  an d y  long time to 
oanplae quntiamaires (-1 hours) As a rervh ofthis and a preview mom mixup at thc 
21 In ntmrp4 the r r s r e b n  has wondered whnha IPR m y  have ken a bate 
almmtive for $ming infmdm on third p p  
par6oipa discussion. 
msion's startn, there no discuspian gmup following the video viewing. The v i m  wen 
dimmed to urmmm on thdr redom to this wdeo and to explain thir undmsndin8 of what 
went on in this dmsmom exprimce. I d i d  the patinpants to explain or explore their 
maions to what they were snd to Mnnpt to e this on A& I 
muraged the'YntStTated" panieipsa to explain her m i o n  in the q u c s t i ~ e  for later 
refm.2"- 
Context OfThir L ~ P  Emerienee 
The recnon to follow will provide insight into the socio-haond Eonten in which this 
mearch auvred  A discussien of the Cnduatc Teaching Wot P m p m  is faUouved by s 
review of this qecifrc Educational Psycbdogy Coune This smion will allow the mder to 
assess 'the p o d  role ofcomext", m contol influences the meanings attached to 
intnpretations (Krantq 1995, p 92) 
GwIu tc  T e a c h  Fl&mgsg 
As di~wsed urlier, this mcarch was pognble due to my role in the Gradme Teaebiog 
pilot pmgnm o f f 4  thrwgh Orsduate Studies, Memad  University This pro- war 
dcsigncd to: (I) hdp prepare gradme students for firmrc academic -I; (2) l t rm@ha 
wdapdute teaching at (3) make students a m  that teaching L M i n t e l l d y  
22 Gmup video viewing -an war ddayd 30 minutes due to dqnrlmsnsl rhedu6q 
challenging, wmrd'i maprise, and, (4) provide o p p o d a  f a  discusion and research on 
pedagogy This teaching p m w m  required pmicipnts to attend by-weekly =lases on issun 
relevant to teaohing u the university Iml .  In mnjundon with t b  i& componenf the 
re-&a war linked with tua W t y  menom, one each aesdooic term. Thmugh this 
relationship, appropriate roles and duties w e  negotiated Participants ofthis prwm vmied 
with regard to the mwnt a f i n - c k  teaching they enslged in as this was mqotiated between 
each mcntor and ment- l lead t h e  classes during the initial t m  (Fall 1994) and played a 
larger role in assi-1 devclopmmt and m d m  evaluation 
During the Wmer 1995 term, the faeus e f tb s  rtudy, I pmicipated more fully in the 
classmom inmudon The study takes place over the K E ~  t m  ofthis p r o p m  and 
investigates the Educaional Psychology class with which I was involved as a teaching apprentice 
Within this role, I engaged in nevaal &ties over the t a m  including teaching ten e l m s  (mn ly  
the'b~ethods" topics in this mume as this commt m e d  to provide fed= retledve gmund) and 
was p-t for all clasaer As part of my mgotiated duties in this course, l designed a &&on 
au ipnem (see Appad'ix C3) requiring the Educational Psychology mdents to complete five 
'Wenion p a p "  ova the termnand I wa?l respanriMe fa their evaluation I frequently spoke 
with m d c l u  regarding the r&ction assigmmt as well as other cllu eoneems I war pmcnt 
far all classes My p m  was cleariy accepted by the d e n t s  and they were very open to this 
mmanhg mangemad. 
problem 
23 As l \uas M y  becoming overwhelmed with the p m h g  besps of data Bowing tom this 
project, I decided to use themes ofre8enion papers rather thsn photosopies of the onginsl 
documem Tbs decision was based laraelv on s o m m v  oftime Another decision I haw c o r n  
The IhcEducstod PmhoIow Class 
This laudymka p h  during M Educational Psyebology wum (Eduutkm 3615) el 
Memorial Unkedy The mune is &acd as pan of the teacher mining pmmm off& 
thmugh the F d t y  of Eduutim It is gmcdly t a l a  by lbird year d e n t s  and many ofthe 
m h t s  bad previous orpostre to the topic The murx vm primarily composed o f W  year 
E W m  d m t s  heading for teaddng careas in primary and elcllmtary education The course 
was offed during the Wmtaof 1595 and mdar mended class mice w k l y  (12 M I .  IS), As 
it was nchcduled during lunch time, rmdata kqumtly me their iuncher during dass C a m  
rrquircmmu included a library asdptenf aod shon test, four rdcnim nsi~prments, a mid 
term am, a m h  papa md a Rnal oxam (a dm outline ean be found in Append* A-2) 
The natdmts in this kming p u p  ranged in age from the early 20'1 to the mid 30's with 
the majority €ding beween 20-25 ycan Demographically, thcy laudats were pfedomknlly 
Baby ~ ~ e r 8  S e v d  rmdats  m e  single mlhm and mosl had pM time work. This p p  
a f l m  war in their third year of teacher training and m e  were engaged in dnsmom 
obxrvatim days AU lfudtnts were headed for either demeatary or p* school and mOZL 
wac intnclted in primary &tion (dth the exception of one d m  who had RNmed to 
urkmhy after dsidii lo mke a career change). Few ofthe m d m u  hsd yet q u i d  a 
p m f m i o d  b6ckgmund in the field oft^. Givm a m  r e q u i e m s  for admidon to 
24 This pad& assignmat waspiwtal to the dua coReniam phsse The & will one 
the deaaipion ofthis prweu pmvided in A p p d k  C, 
25 Born bemeen I%7 and I979 foUDwing thc Bdoy Boom g d m  (1947.1966). the 
Baby B o n a ~  did m cxpaimcs mS same 4and af plemf known by the many of the Baby 
Baamas. For lhis gmup, sommic &Val is moted in anpai t ion for mourcu Gobs) 
through thc acquidtion ofcesaurea (skiUs and knowledge) offaed through ow learning w~ons. 
Education faculty, ninny rtudems had Jr radyacq id  lmdcrsaduatc d m  in otha dirdplinn. 
S e v d  mrmmrwrr uprapcdby the rmdems tlmu&ul the cmm. ~ ~ y ,  rmdmts 
were very c o r n e d  a b m  I h i  -t and test on which thy wcrc to be d u a t e d  
Thiseoncsowasappateminclassaswell~~mpnon I twasarrnuringtkminthdr 
reflection papnsihraughwt the t m  Whils 30mc d not to like this mk, man *dents 
appeared to vahx the task u wanhwhile as it requid them to learn computer and r-h &ills 
However, they fdt it was OM t w  late in their t&g Tbc majorify of rmdnns a p e d  that 
this task, despite its wefvl- should mt have ban fl. In lim with this. rmdgts bqumtly 
voiced complaints of a heavy and uncoordinated dcplmmntal workload. In raponsc to this, 
ponions of s e v d  classas wae dedicated to molvkg ~ I r t e d  conOicts wnh the rmdmtr /\I a 
c n n p d  tar the l ka ry  &%@tent. rmdmts were q u i d  to de taw rather than 6w, 
rrflenion papen. This change was well received Throughout the term, individd discwionq 
refleaion papen as well as t h  lid discussion gmup d e d  a p & m e  for practical learning 
activities Although this p u p  o f l m  qqmd wry eager to I 7  
fomut did not satisfy lU their Ieamhg 11eeda S ~ d c m r  Gequmtly spoke to a prcfnerre for p u p  
leamhg &ti- 
The indructor in this mum has bcrn an univmity pmfewr tar approximately 25 ycan 
He began his d m d c  wining by obtain& I BBA in Psychology and English. This degm wsr, 
f o U d  by &Munu of Arts in Applied Psycholcgy apeoi-in Cmtmht# and Exceptional 
Childrm He Eondroled on to acmmplni h aPh D ioEducatiod Psycholo~y speci- in Child 
Development and Cnmscliag He began mohhgmurse work b the .rra, ofMr&aory 
P v h o l w ,  Child k l a p m m  amd u. Tbc am stage of bir c ~ a  dmdqmm facud 
an tea* Special ~ o n f a U o w c d  by caursa in alult and pddescan developmeot. 
Nonvnbol c d d o o  was his nexl immaional ma. The iDPrmnortha became an imem 
and n-h 8u-r This led him to more m m t  teaching in h t i o d  Payeholosy At 
p r a n n . h i s d ~ m t b r D a d l y w i l h i n t h e a m o t t h e ~ d ~ - o f y o v n g  
children lneludmg pmts. classmom @a and the impact of media on devclopman. 
' he  innmuor defmed his tmhing philosophy He 
crplained that h e w  'N tc  Vygotdqian' and he nrpessed a stmag belief in the necessity of 
off-g highly s m m d  d''inegnt&IcC knowledge He & lhat ~ eduatianal 
oeering needs to be done ina mmm which is vnritive to andlor comrolled by tht ability. 
iaams, and b a c k ~ u n d  ofthe mdnna as well as the stme oflcama. As a child nutody 
wwr, his goal is to miminand dunce the qudity of children's I_- In accordance with 
this principle, an Sncnutive goal for his t d n g  is to k e l o p  methoddogin which dlaw 
Ihrdcnts and o h m  pwxitione~j to impmw pcrfonn- in these ~ d l i  ofwo~k. The lheinsrmnor 
believes that his tachlng goals and his praotitiotw goals are highly intmted.  He deals with 
mbar ad parents bnh w " o h "  of CY@C~M to you18 W n  A a d m i d y ,  he sctb 
to undersand and p m  informstion which he ~ U e m  thmugh clinical and rmp6id raearoh 
f d  on developing mcdds o f i m t d o n .  He lea ldmrelfas naing thc& imavmtion 
mod& thmugh Ys o m  field wnk. 
The third psy *a wre all gndu te  s d e n t s  in Eduwtiw One was siudyiw 
Admbistntion and the othahvo Ihrdems were in theTacbing mCMl The &"ate rmdmts 
-gahacdtbmughwotdofmnab. T h e p " t i c i ~ g I h r d e m m t h e 6 l S t t h n e ~  
volumemd to prIicipate. Two ofthe mdnna a& to have a more e x t m h  pmf€sional 
~ ~ t h m  tbc ! id prticipulf. Ow had a ba&gmwd in &g ad adni&mdon while 
the otherwas an q w h c d  high s h a d  tesohn The W psnioipan had back-d 
inteachgandwasaniwinteachingandh Oneofthelhirdpsnyvimmwasalsoa 
panicipam in the Oradanate Teaching P ' i t  Program. 
The O r s d u a t c T a  pilot prognm ar mentioned &a, provided the springbad 
6an which this m d y  merged. In many ways it provided 1 I w ~  fnmework for this phase d 
professional rdlcnion I was imdud to mlcnion I I ~  a tool for aduh kamm in I990 during 
previous graduate t r h g  a the Univenib of On As part ofthis program ofstudy, 1 
moUed in wed Adult Education courys. In additioh 1 have held wed urdvenity tmbing 
assinanohips during bah my undqmduate and graduate training with respadbibia ranging 
6m grading p- to poyp facilitation I have also pcquLrd many yean of tmhing 
expni- as a trainer in the infomral training and d d o p n m t  man fontsing on topics ofa 
prsorul and pmfessional dcwlopmsm nature 
The Oraduate Teaching Pilot Ragrsmsllawcd me to gain p a i c e ,  fedback and guidance 
in the am of university d-te teaching. One afthe muy pcnonal abjcniv*i 1 developed 
to d h  my l h g  was to gain insighl imo the teaching-Iwnh@ dymmin. It was in repnue 
to this persod g d  that I called upon preview traiaing in the area of mlection and b e w  
applying it as both a learning and I rearch twl. ReBenion waa lucd as a means of 
eoaccptullidng and aniculatiag eqericnce (a rcsareh twl) md as a means of enhancing 
learning Oulcoma (a k m b g  tool), As the prognmpmgrrued. so did the my inter& in the 
dynamios of krmia$. It was duriag a dirwsion with my w a d  term mmtor(the p m h r  in 
thiscounc), h p - t i o n f o r t h e u p m ~ t s m t h n t h e p n a e n ~ ~ a ~  In 
many ways, partici@on in the Graduate Teaching Pilot Fmgrsm was the prmqidtc for the 
-@on and a n i d &  of this mdy. 
T h i  diruraion is drawn largely fmm an a d p k  lag in which I kept r o t a  during this 
p W .  This log was intended m 30 mok n y d f  and decisions made tbrou&Ut the 
anal pis... and to doomem the p- in wbich I M abau to engage M well as insights which 
wauld othewiae float" (June, 1997) The majority of data pmassing wnnd in f l l r r m r  
rrwsreh phay (Jum - D d  1996). 1 initiated this re-h phasc by f adkkbg  myrelf 
with T?E E l h e  software paokage'"umil reaching a I& of comfort to p M .  AAer 
reflecting on the p q w e  ofresearch for some time, I launched into &ta pmceuing. The student 
in& transnipts were the first piece afdata I f o rd iy  maniplatcd in this 'meaning rmldng" 
pmara Although T?EE!hwrqh was very user IXendly, 1 decided to mde manually and then 
input codes lua This dsision was baud an my need to physically b e w i  It pRmcd 
that the computer crated D d i m -  betwen me and t h e c ~ ~ n c x  ofthe &tan 
To mate a rcfnat paint for later daa imapretntion, the predctsmined codn were 
sdapted fmm Pattm (1990) Panon wed there categorili in his work as L p m g m  Nalu~tor md 
found them effective for accmhgusdul infomaim. The use of* ccdcr nuurrd the 
26 Wnoanph (v. 4.0) is a an m p l e  ofMS-DOS software designed to provide computer 
assistance for the qudimiw d y d s  oft- This prognm allom the user to divide the tea imo 
x p e n t s  or categories. Thc solban then allow the usa to search for panems in the c d d  
categoria (or segmms) ofdam I uxd E l h &  w h a  working with the interview msa ipu i  
ofboth the S d m s  md the profe~m. The Thcpndetnmined wdes uscd to categorize the data can 
be found in Appendix a l  
27 This dd mpienee panlleldthe emsgmt mdm "anotiod" mde md will he 
arplaed in the next chapter I began with the *dm t m s m i p t s ~  this fell in LC with a d&c 
to have t h e " S d m  transnipu drive the dataanalysis pmeasmeasmeas (96-603). This -an 
cokided with the -ch obj& - to give mice to the student gmup. I felt that i f 1  .uar m 
be b i d  in my +p, I would do so in BYOT of tbc ltudsmr To a m m ,  I chore my bias 
to explicitly articulate percdved bias ass m a  of avoiding UninW bias 
presence of consistent categories dneribing each perspeclive. This provided a built in 
mnhodological &eguml (sce Appmdh D l  fmthe ccde list I foUowed the same mess for 
all mmripts, starting h with the shlden tmscriptr (two gmup discussions offwe d m t s  
tach and OM mudolt interview) and then the hurmctw u d p t s  (one i n t e rv iwdh ly  aRer the 
owne a d  one six m n h s  later at the end ofan data wumion I nad each m p  of W p t s  
to gain an &I tmpmsiq tab"& minimal notn on the data but foousing on the pocess and 
the tacit dimension d t h e  expoiexes M b e d .  It war through thir pmcus of introspective 
rdlcnian on thedaa through which the themes presented in this report emerged. Nm, I wntred 
with the mmripu ushg Patton's wdes foUowed by a r a m  to the original uansuipt lwlring for 
emergent codes which dcsdbed the tcmue ofthe cornmat (cg. d n u l  content or runiom) 
rather than the type ofcomment (eg. P x L or partiupam ~ c t i o m  to kmi@ I spat quite a bit 
of time in thir bitid phase as the shldan data sermd to be the most repmta t iw  ofthe aetwl 
social d t y u n d u  investigation Once I felt cofident that I had reached a point ofcMty and 
i M e d  the anchor themes (sum& evtdnred thnrm in the data), I m e d  to the uansaipts 
to clcan codes when appropriate and then began m work with the d e n t  qumiormaire data (a 
total of 51 quntiornairea, two pa d e n t ) .  
The d e n t  group completed q u c n i o h  after two separate claws near the term's 
end. Once the mdem W p s  were pmswd, I began to compile the qunfi& m n s  
for ~aeh class For the more quantifiable quaiom, mmbm were tallid. These am p m m e d  in 
the mx? chapter. Thore qumiom which ~~ more ope0 e d d  siswm waeaeIallicd" by 
creating catepiea to dneribe the siswmwithin. The catwries created grrw d k d y  cut of 
the shldmts' Wmm words and my imaprrUtiDn of tbem Whm tbe rmdeot data wue 
pmensed, I proceeded, using the same approach, to the iasruor data Fun the inauctor 
Waseriptr were processed and then the qwAm1airp1. The insGuctor data induded OM 
interview tmmip t s  md thm quutionmim (two cot@ted d e r  c h  and one d m  the 
Int- h c s p  R e d l  interview) 
O m  the &t and imvmor transcripts were processed, I reviewed the third party 
data Nm,  l r e v i d  d l  other avaifabk data including journal notes. Educational Psychology 
class notes. Graduate Teschimg Pilot Program class notes, videc-vinviag notes, cowse 
evaluation3 and otha poccu notes My focus at this porn was on mfadiarLing m y d J  with 
the g e n d  l d g  coMm unda imesi@ion. Once d l  the data were pmcased, 1 oreated data 
svmmary sheets for each sowe of data an4 when appropriate, tables were m t e d  l used the 
anchor thcmes dmdy i d d e d  in the data as a mfemt pod for hutha theme identi6don. 
These m h o r  thnnes are dvcidated in the n m  chapter 
.&with most mearch, 4 'Mes" punded  the andy+s ofthe data coOeded. By 
"rules" I am referring to the miteria I used to ssxss analysis decision3 Which in Nrn shaped 
imapetive decision3. Many ofthac pranirer - determined prior to the p m  bsginniag amd 
others & m a r t  of my -anent with the data d y s i s  prows itself Some Rnn fcom 
Mouru*l's (1W) discussionof the practice c o m m d a  in phaomnologicsl inquiry whih  
iociudc: 
I. m&nition of the due of qualimlive designr d mthcddo&i*i in aptwing pichues 
oferpexinrc not ~ I c t h m u ~  q antitative approaches 
2. h s  an the wholeness ofexpi- r a t h e r h  its objects or p n s  
3 d for and essences of exp&fe rather than mamemen1 and 
wlaMtims 
4. d ~ 0 0 ~ o f a r p r i m ~ ~ ~ ~ f m t b r m d ~ s  
5 appreciation $x thc mle thn the d ~ t a  ofexpuimce plays in d m ~  behaviw 
aod povidiDg s i d e  evidence 
6. aceeptaoce ofthe formulation afque?xiOnP and pmblms which rdect the iaeren. 
iovolyemmt and prsorul u)mmitmrm ofthe mearcha 
7 fostering a view of experience and behasiow as an iae@xed and imepable 
relationship of subject and object and ofparls and whola 
He d - i  th is  newly developing m s ~ e n d e n w I p h c m m I ~ u ~ I  m h  approach as 
aga@ng"in disciplined and S~%I~X!&~E dforts to wt aside the prejudgemats regding the 
phenomena being m d i  (p 22) and Rfers to this process as the Epsk of m h  
E p s k  is a Oreck word meaning to my away h m  or abstab, b is s term uaed by 
A way oflookin$ and being M ~Ibmered Sane. What- or whoever appears in OUT 
~oNei-rs is approached with an opanur,  k g  just what is there .nd allowing what 
is there to lings.. . Epmk includes mering a pure interml ~ I B C C ,  as an open ~ l f .  ready 
to anbrace life in what it offa (p 86) 
I placed a lot of d u e  an a p-s and oRen Id the d m  linger as I m a s  ofbath m@ing 
debing and anidatin8 its m-g 
AHhough m m d i ~ t o r y  to the hauistic drive for an u n d e m d h g  of the 
wae lahled thmugh the use of l m b  o f ~ c a t i o n  Thee lm l s  of wrihtion p w  Mn of 
28 I rmxd to hurrar the ri& of both 0ditntive and oumbtive ammnches in order to 
~nsrmct%nhy p 7 h  of research wnh a 6w oo &bLI the & a n n h e d  #a 
dm -- as w N d  from vMnl wag. puns I felt tbs approach to thc data lo k 
appropriate to the Uskand m ensure a mdacd  ofquaby 
the h imguk t io~  used in this r d  and each I ~ e l  rqmmts the mmvuhg of a quation 
posed S i l y  pw, I used the rreuraive nature of quht ive  inquiry n a m- ofwifyiwthe 
thnaes generated from LC data by &"8 to an. upon hiliating the 
d y o i r  ofdata phase of research 16mI ddevelped a set of questions to k posed at each nap of 
analysis (ree Appndk D-2) Thee questions served to imposz an order on the data d y s i s ,  to 
d i m  mental work at each lwel and to provide a m- oftheme verification In an &y d y s i s  
log entry, I nplained'l will fom anmtion on each Icvel of o n  and write a rvmmary of 
each data set [and] move rather sequentially through the "great findless desm of dam"(%-08- 
30). 1 decided to tpke this "uquential" approach in d a  to mhance t h e w h e  nature afthis 
i n q u g -  it was intended to stay me to the &a. B y  f o w n g  on a c h  peqexivc to gain a clew 
undananding and then moving on to the next perspective, I believed that I remined as close to 
each p m p d v e  m was possible I felt that the student per$* was the closes to meding 
the'lssenoe of laming'' followed by the i n m a o r  pempemive The ddoeumented obwwations 
were ncn reviewed in conjunction with the third pamy perspeniva (as P check on potential 
researcher birr) ofthe M n n  under study Wtthin each pmspliw, I moved from the pwcst data 
( f m d  in the tnnwipts) to mare removed meamher o b s c ~ a t i o ~ .  
Notes On Intemretaria! 
A& n with Pll umnpts to undmpnd social m h y ,  I had to grapple with the nature of 
29 The reader is reminded that t b  thesk research was dcsi@ed with a heavy rrliaoee on and 
pidmcefmm heuridc iaqu'uy, the refer- to E p e k  are intaded to hihn dncrik 
deman of my conqtdimion aid practice of h&c inquiry 
intaprefation itself While embracing the idea a f t d i n g  to the needs ofthc Epache phase, i t  
seemed appropriate to share my beliefs repdhg the process of inmpmmfion itselfas t k  too 
will shape the m-h outcomes This d o n  reviews m e  of the d i l a m s  found in any 
interprrtive work, that is, any work whse k is M o b w w  I'mterpma] and M o b d  evem 
[interpretation]. My appmaeh to interpretation ia vary much aLin to M o u s t h  (1994, 1990, 
1985) and Hsrvey's (1990, p 22) discussion of "essence" w the fundammtal elemat of any 
analytical process. The "essmce" of this d v i d  inquiry is learning; mare speifically, the 
teaching-leaning dynamics qeienced by this goup of undmgadwte learners in EhWioa  A 
ucandary focus was on the change procew as it omus in learning. 
Wtth this in mind, 1 set w t  to u n d d  the data only to 'hake that I was searching for 
re-omrrenca or pattcmrr in the data As I always did for papn, thew pattau dl be re- 
i n w e d  into an q W o n n n  ( r e m k  notes) My g d  was to plaa  Ms e ~ m p l e o f l  
teaching-learning dynamic under a micromope so that I may work toward distilling the essence of 
this phenomena In many ways. I am" the perceptual knr thmugh which obwrvatias am d c "  
(McCutchq 1981, p 9) For a3 MeCutchen wntinues'5ntapretati00~.~[i defined as] pk ing  a 
 in an active mlc in the mmction o f m e  (p 10). 
I appreciate the imponam afmpating the pmcns of researoh and using singequate 
safeguards against the many potmtially invlli- or m u g  factm which threaten to 
d i s h  the interpistion made ofthe resulting data"(Hawey, 1990, p. LO). Chapter Six 
provides a rmre thorough examination ofthe pacnial i m q m i v e  dangers KIociated with this 
study Asa meam of redwing patemidly misinformed i n t ~ ~  I adopted wvaal 
' ~ a a  of si@i6-". A inapmiveguidepan, b o m d  from Maquet (1964). wu wfrtha 
or not an intaprrtation nmkes the datamore imdlisible. As McCutchm (1981) .akr "does the 
set ofca"rpts pro~ded by& i n t e r p ~ d o n f d i m e  o r ich  undcntlmding d t h s  phsnmmm 
under shldy"' (p 8). AU th- i d d e d  in this m h  d e  sem of the data s t d i d  and the 
d e g e  to which thanes maLe -of the experience q m e d  contributed to the m a g t h  ofthe 
intapmation. 
F u n k  to this, MeCutcha (1981) outlines the oritail forjudging intcrpratinu as. I )  
whether the linc ofreasoning is m n d ,  2) whctha ~ B c i r n t  evidenceis p r~m%,  3) whnbn 
interpretation is in acwrd Wah v b l  eIx is BOM a h t  rchwling; and, 4) whether 
intqmtuion promotes si@mt understanding, To the d e p e  that the patterns in the data 
accorded with these standda, the ernngmt thema w e  aacpted as piausiblc explanations of 
the learning phenomena under invcsti@tion As advised by many manon. my aim was to explore 
these critaia thrwgh a M E a l  reh&nship v,ith the d m ,  d g  to it whm needed and 
comparing its many fom d e n  The data itself acted as a point to asses3 merging 
thmEs. 
The h e d a  ofthis thesis q o n  will foau on the data oollrncd dwing this study, its 
nhtianship to the findings afothauvritas in the -and my interpratim of the teaching- 
learning dyzmic OM in this tmiwW clasmom. chyner Fwr will lead thmugh a 
~mmary ofthe data wUCDted du* this study 
undm- ofthis r-h The M p t i w  c a w s  d i w s d  in Chapta Fm npreomt 
snapshats in time or asdlcction of p m p d ~  ocambg I d points in the gand BOW of 
the & c a t i d  &me of these psnicipam, They are, by thdr very nlfun, bwmplefe and 
explonuory. The fuul seaion of lhis rcpm, Chapter S i d l  pm- reRscQnson 
this d as well ar haw the% findings mi@ i d u r n  h e  tact@ pactice and . 
Chapter Four 
Penpdves on this Learning Experience 
This chapter ~ p r n c m n  a summy of nlewnr data. To dnanine r e l e m ,  I w a t  
thmugh a pmars ofargmjing reducing and dccisioiion mddng which has p d e d  and d&d 
the data nponed in this senion. T%e mads is r d e d  ofthe inevirable choias which must be 
made in order to repon data in a mmpnhemible fashion The proens of analysis, by definition, 
IhnpEes experience by w m d ~  descriptive categories and label Although 1 tried m stay 
close tothe actual date, givmthvariety and amountof data, decisions had to be made BS to the 
re/-e of individd pieces ofinformation to thir study's aim. G a d l y  speaking the data 
that spoke to the l d g  -aced in this d m  were demd m 1 m I  to the m h  aims. 
This chapter mpmemta aummaric. of the data w U a d  in its rawest form (see Cnmprcn Five and 
Si for my imerpretation ofthis infmtion)  A review begirning with The L u n e r ' s  
P m p m i n ,  thm The Pdaror'r  Penptive is foUoMd by a diswssion of the Reseamba'l 
P-e. This d o n  Eondudes with a disnuuian on The Third Put). Pmprrtivr 
For the c!asss ruMye4 the ~ rpomemte  included the tmal clam of 26 mdmts far class 
I taping and 25 of the 26 students clan 2 taping offhis oovrsc" O f U s  p u p ,  42% said that 
~ ~ g w a a ~ m t h a t ~ ~ i n n h e r h a n d U K i n d i c a t e d t h a t h e y  
30 The reader is M that the marcher  tnpd and surveyed shldcmr &atw clwcs 
near the nd of term WMe thir was imendd to provide the bat window on their experisnas it 
Jx, ocarmd duriag a ~latively h d c  penad of time. 
nrperienced a c w  in fdbgs toward t h e c l  Fdty-six percent ofthase 
students who rrsponded said Uut the inmudor created .n"etf&ve I* mdmnmea" and 
60% afrmdanr indicpted that the 1- they q s i d  war 4 to them 
Ammm from a 5-poia Likm placed the pmcived hldem &bution at 2.3. mdem 
inan at 3 2, and *dent m n i v a h  at 3 The average mdent mting of inrtrudor motivated 
learning was 3 (67% rated 3 or above) and 2 9 (65% rated 3 or above) war the mpanpe to the 
mdmts' rating of a helpful and mppoRive relationship with their i n m a o r  The mdentts rated 
their amount of learning at 3 0 (73% rated 3 or above) and their amount of tmdomaive 
learning at 2 6 (48% rated 3 or above) 
%his series afpresnnations S m  fmm w e d  -he* which 1 carried out in the pr- 
of using triangulation u m analytical tool." The 6nt search, prednnmined code categories. 
pew out of analytical coda taken from Panon (1990) and can be fwnd in Appendix D-l 
Durirg ths search 1 explored speific code c o m b i o n s  ar a mans oftriangulating the data 
3 I Ar mentioned prcvincily and funha 4 a i m d  later. LrianWon has becn a piding force 
m the dataanalysis for this projm for PI FieId'ig and Fielding (1986) sum trimgulation 
inc rew the raearehu'r corsld-that the findings may b e h a  impaned to the audience and 
to lessen the rsom of privileged k g h I  by putting theresearcher in I h e  of mind to 
regard his or her m mtcrial cr i t idy .for in re-ch ifdifsent !&ds of dara mppon the 
same conclwioh c o ~ d m c e  in it is incrared" (p. 24-25) While I appreciate that 'bian&tion 
is no guarantee of internal or e n d  validii ... the real tug- is quality comrol for the 
researchef (Hmmmlq and A t h h  1983, p 198). it is fiom this prspenive that the re& b 
premed with diverse mes ofdata aad f o m  of analysis It h hoped that this will increase 
both the -den ability to asss conchuions presented later and to increase corsldmfe in 
conduriom as a d t  ofthe above msdioncd Ma of codma" 
t h &  wiws search to det-e dmn th- fm later analysis The Snal -h, 
emngem code Mgorieq refas to those u t q a r k  ofcommmts th.t gnw aut ofmiews ofthe 
d U a w i t h n 0 a ~ ~ h E d .  
PRdetemkd Code Cmc~ories 
% commmt categories gnw out of 8 review of 7 k  E I h q q h  -h for the 
predetermined eoderatqoriea indicated. As the rnrinving pmccss continued it became uwhrl to 
funhrr categorize the "'categories" This process of d y i n g  thc daa and mking dmiptivc 
categories was imended to crate  a r q r w t i v e  pirmrc of the cxpnicnces of thir particular 
d e n t  p u p  The munben foUowin8 eaeh thane rqmsmts the kquency of the commcm The 
results ofthis manual sawoh have bkn labeled mth a desriptive tiUe as that is how I approached 
the task The reader is mowaged to dirregard these labels shwld they pmvc dimming. 
IeUIIhg Contm: In mkwing this predetermined code p u p .  I discovend t h e  themes in the 
data. learning (41). inmotor (27). pasdve l d g  (21). lecture (21); p u p  work (19). 
application (19). outeomea (16); cxpectatiom (I I); role modeling (9). feelings (8). pod power 
(2) 
Gmap Cham The Ihe hem hencated a p&e leandng mviroment (6) which was 
marked by a minimal indication o f w p  cohesion (3) 
d i n g  Ootcomn: Canmens found in thir c a t e g q  spoke m the quality of l d g  (8); the 
nam af thc Icamer's need ( 5 )  pod the imponanee afapplieaim oriented learning (4) 
SNdent Ideology: Tbermjority of wmmems were OII lhe mle oflluulo (9) lad Feelhgs (9) in 
laming; the heem of puceived p o v a  on l d g  (6); pod, the prrd- of a passive style 
of learning (6) wltieh is  affmed by studems m n o  
pre-4 (6) 
P m p t i o a  dLabuchr: Thcse themes emerged out ofa  spe&c revim of comments mded 
as Panicipant x htmctor  (P x I) feelings (11); leprner reaction (14) teaching Itylc (13). 
application (9); teaching i"prcIsianr (8). change (7). feedback to inWuctor (6). nota (4). lecture 
(4); refleetion paper (4); duation (4). an4 mle rrvrml (4). learner nnd (4); rpeaking (2); 
and, interest (2). Wtthin tlus search, the high- mmment Gequerq born each d e n t  tmwript 
were- SNdenI -Feelings (13). Drreussl - Teaching Style (5), Teaching Impressions (5). and, 
Dtsnru 2 - Leama Ramion (12) and Application \group work (7). 
in tk find seam4 thercvarchn identi6ed these emergent t h c s  in the studmt 
transcripts 
Qualit). of wmmeoa The majority of comments w e  negative in nature (75) m q l m t e d  by 
some positive r-ks (46) &e student noticed this pttem in her own responding and 
arplained ''I hate that ya' know. I don't want to he totally me t iw .  It's usy to talk about the 
negative". Another student explained '' .its just .he's a really ace  perooh ri@ my only beefis 
with his teaching" 
Reflectha: The -gat oode induded wMnl catego* o f m ~  Cornpsriron bemeen 
the panicipam teaching mle and the mstruuor'r teaching q l e  (39) Comments which refcrmced 
rdlection in theory or practice d e d  nnf (31) foUowed by referewes to the r d a i a n  
Gmup dynamics: The category b defimd by tW) main accwmm While tmrribing the 
discussion groups and re-r&g thew tmscriptr, t k  mcarchs began to notice a pattern in the 
nature of the discussion The researcher m e d  the categoriesgmup c m n l ( 3 7 )  and group 
pr0c1s.v (24). Commmrs or ocmmmces that indicated looking for approval fmm members of the 
group were d e d  asgmup emsen1 Comments which rrflected more of a dialectical exchange 
used to clarify understanding (this was the tnitld label given by the r-her) were calledgmup 
*mess 
ndmnce: Om the -her h d  -deed mdinn . hemmed  to tall" and - -- - -  -, -- 
organue the data lnto a reduced, w m p r e h m , b l c m  At h s  pomt, the mearch" began lo 
m~ee panem m the wded caregoner thanselbes ms category combma the fouomg 
c o m m  catrann appllcallon (34) group work (22). I m ( l 9 )  ~nvol-mt (16). 
negotiation (9), and, preferred (8) 
Laraer mrr: This comment category grew afthe observation ofa pmem 
wwrcting the emrBat d e a  workload (15). cognitive (14); competition (13); marh (I I k  
and goals (I I). These comments were perceived to speak m the nuances of the amd laming 
Lumer rommbutioa: This cat- &s to cornmats which dcsaibed the dynamics of 
students' mmributions to class and include3 the codes. speaking (36); h g e  (18); 
passive (13). and pcwer(7l 
L u r a a  fedin@: Tiis category d m %  the anional  toneafthis leaning experience for tlis 
g m p  afstudats and gmv out of the mdes. relationship (21). audience (lo), 
boring (lo), reco&ion (7) 
The infamution which fouows was pmvided by the m d m  p ' l i " p ~ I  as funha 
commentlry on the mlvey complned at the end of the two video taped classes. The readet 
should note thu one ofthese taped dasws becomes t h e f m s  oflater diacusdon with the third 
pany viewm and the professor as well as the researeher's focused dlection The comment 
frequency is p s m e d  below for the reader's o w  a.wmmi "A dncriptive title labels the 
nutwe of the comments within each category. AU descriptive labels gmv from the commas 
within the categories ~d We ~ n t d d  I0 C!&@ the MNR of the dat& 
Coohibutioo to char: Majority of mponses (211 20 =Class 1 c o r n  frequency\ Clasa 2 
cornmat f rqwcy)  indicated that mdmts  didn't f d  invned or comfortable rpealdng One 
a u d m  said " ..I comributed when I had something in common with the inmnor" (1) The 
majority ofunnments indicated that the students feel 'more comfortable in smaller groups 
[or] . less codonable in f d  lectwes" (25U3) Several m d m s  indicated a lack of 
c d d -  with the material (3) as an inhibitor of speaking. 
Tbb L a n h g  h+ce in dations m other eluKI: Same ennments indieate that it is 
abovt Ulc m e  ar other c l w  (i3\7) and 0 t h  indicate that mher courses an h e r  (n8) 
32 Notethe use ofthe notation (ZIUO) thmugbyt thiP dimmion. This research is based 
ontwo elauupings. Ma each Uping, w m y  were mmpleted by mdmts md the pafessor 
Ti?+ hcnsuts found here wmeaveqed over bnh  1- or wried as noted above (2IUO This 
cepresens the frqw of studat commmts as fallowx - cfau I taping \ class 2 taping One of 
these tapes wm later shownto the third party rimers and the profeuor for funher reflmion. 
This i n f o d o n  is presented in chapter four under the h d & r  The Third Pany P e q m i v e  and 
SNdents indicated more group work in others (5\7) and more applicabk information (2). Interest 
in w n t m  was a factor for m d m s  (2\4). Cammcms indicated that tks m u m  wu better than 
others (IU) and one student indicated positive learning h m  the rdcnion papn. 
htrrat in d m :  me rmjoriry ~~COII-IIIS indicated that ~~ibn r the  wmem M topic &ed 
their i m w  in the clau(14\14). The fresunry wunt also &ed that some students enjoyed 
the c b s  xm than the t m  (0\6). Applicability nnLed nn (35) followed by an 
a c h w l e d g m  that the w n t a t  was difficult to understand for wrme (SU) 
Student gmmlcd mol%i..tiam: Cnnmmts outlined the mtribvton to this gmup's mmimlion 
lwel miomem ofthe twic or ~ub in t  (15\15) d n i n  ro do weU (M). arefmenm far m d m  
dnvm mstkam~, work strmulanon and group work l6\7) mspuatrm *kg 6om personal 
goal la be a leachef (SO), heavy work load demands (95). dnfficuhy undnnandmg matmal 
(2\0); and, motivation generated by instructor (OU) 
hhnctor w e n l e d  mMirrtioa: SNdmts indicated being distracted (3\6) and bored or lost 
(914) Not m g h  goup work (96) was followed by appmiatron for application o d e d  
lecture (6\l) Several comments indicate that the lecture is t w  formal (SU) while others felt the 
Iectuw to be entnt-g and motwating (32). Same students indicated that the I e c ~ n  wa9 
umtrucNred (4U). Sadenlo liked the overheads uwd ((21) and one student indicated that the 
class required you to he self motivated 
Rclatmrlshii with hmcmr: The majority ofwmmans to this queaion indime an opcq 
helplid and supponiw relmnship with imfllctor (12\10) and  indicate an appreciation for 
flexible d&es ( l \ l  I) Several students indicated no rdanmhip (A4). Comments indicated 
that a mdent bdefthat Imowing a professor makes a diRermce (4U) and a few s y  they had m 
reason to approach the pmfnsar (3U) Some studems felt unmppmed by instruetar (ID) and a 
few indicated that the instructor's knowledge imiidated them and other students (2\1) 
RITerred lurnbg envimomeoc Mwt ofthe m d m o  indirated that goup work and %ads 
on" mle playing wac preferred to leame (2lUl). Several students prefer the teacher as a p d c  
and open to studem input (8\7) Relevanf content and examples ranlred n m  (6\7) followed by 
flexibility (016) and relaxed atmosphere" (94) Other commemr include variety ofclass 
PreJmtationS (4\4); entertaining and nnhuiastif (3W), small l w r c  (2). clear cxpenatiow, (2) 
very structwed (2\1), mall class (1). 4 %slaw pace (I) 
Demiplioa o f  lunbe Students described their lcaming as. devanf to tuching and pranical 
(ln16). p e g  new ideas (N); t w thecmical(4\1); not "hands on" enough (3\0), not 
relevam enwgh (IU); dependem on topic (3): inwlvingagood t m  (2U). resulting *om lhe 
RfleClian papers (2\1); too superficially coveriag material (I); an4 plsin, old, wmmoa sene (I) 
Changed umdermadmg: When asked to comment on how the o h s  changed their 
undmslmdiq ofthe mtem, studam acmmemled an bxead undemaading (12\6); rrinfnred 
\expanded on prior lmawledge (M). presentation afpranioal tips for classrwm (5W mom 
alternative view p i a s  (2\4), bxead confusion (I), and, one rmdent raid that gmup work was 
d ( l )  
h i i t s  M t t . r K i i  dymmir,. Wbm asked iftk M nhcr -ghU on the t d g -  
leaning dynamics, the majority of studens did not respond to the qucation (19\18). Thosethat 
did indicated that. group work was great (3\2), topics related to pamnal aperim w good 
@\I), following the tCn is useful (I), pace of prescntalion a imprtam (1); more m m e  is 
preferred (Ill), worklold istoo hcavy(l\l), gwd q u d o m  werepsed (I) ,  too muchjargon 
was used (I), rdlection papers were mjoyed (I), and many rmdemr indieated that fatigue and 
Stress aaected their legming (1) 
I i d d e d  themes f b d  in studatl rrllestion papas at two p i m r  throughout the t m  
The %n set ofthemes were identified just after mid-t- and the other Yt ofthemes were 
idmti6ed at the c o u ~ y ~ s  end I kept &g notes on the m l d o n  paps themes as I graded the 
papar over the t m .  These notes wen f o d y  anisulated at these two check points. The 
process of  rrilectlon war very much t k ~ h i c l e  for this anicu*tion The mtions to follow 
elaborate an the themes idmitied 
The themes i d d e d  mid-tm rdlmed a r s o i t i o n  for the impomme of marks asa 
motivstm dlcaming war a pvalem t h m  in the rmdmtr' pap-. Mmy ny w e  devoted 
to &modom dated to the impan ofrexi- m k r  on the learning cqmience. In line with 
thi* the researcher wted that d e n t s  often used the papen as a vehicle to "em hmations and 
other d a m  &mi to thdc kming &enc+ 
Althnrgh thc rmdents discussed this a m ,  they alxl discused other unrrsq othz 
p m p m ,  t h d r m t a c h h g  qexperimce as Mil as their & qmienoe in schooling. The 
studems vvould look at presnt md pan learrdng arpaiences through the edvcstional Iem lhey 
were bdng taugh~ in clau Studrms o f l a  cmnmted  on the d g t i o n  papers thaosdves in 
their was and t i e q u d y  spoke ofexperiences which I U e d  e-ln upenem?' I noticed an 
incr& frequency ofthese articulated expeci- a9 the term pragessed 
S tudas  indicated a preference for mdent driven inmotion and the use of some form of 
s d  gmup work in their Iearrdng as an enhancer of laming. Students beg" to compare the 
instructor in this c o w  to my teaching style as1 relied mare heavily on rmall p u p  work 
balanced by Inture. Students articulated m e  hshaion with the program in that profesm 
oflm gave similar deadlines Their learning nprience samd to be tainted by UI cmemely 
stressful workload in this c o w  and the program in gnxral 
Themes common to the r e t l don  papas by the term's end indicated a m t  deal of 
camptition among students for mrks and a@ mda c o ~ ~ ~ c m  that lower marks don't 
nsauri ly  m m  leas lemming An tn- in the quantity and quality of the students' cognaive 
pmcessing of ideas pwsented in el895 or in t a  was edmced  in the Ian" M f  ofthe term, The 
retlaion p a p a  wain provided a f m  far the emotional pmcessing oflaming in class as well 
as the mdems' expniares as teachas 
An increase in the ikquenoy and quality of compariso~ bemen twhing styles 
dmonsh'atcd by m+ the instmuor and aher iMNCton WP) a h  widaced in the lana half of 
the term I also noted more retlstion on the "selfas t w h e  and -rial d I e m m  
amurnend in their teachingpmticc, 1-s or pasonal life A noticeable lhat toward 
34 Ttugant (1990)  poke ofthoae pak expecirer  in which insight was easily a w s i i l e  as 
ah, upenems 
For the c l a u a  N+, the instrunor indicatd that this dlss compared with other 
c b w r  he taught and felt that he had c m e d  anBnBnc&niw Iuming envimnmMTm which had 
encarraged usdul leaning He rated mdent fomibutim at 2 6 "(avmaBed o m  two t apd  
classes) and rated student interest 81 3 2 S ~ d e n t  motivation \VBS paceid as 3 0 snd amount of 
SNdent leaning was felt to be 3 0 with t d r m a t i v e  laming am- 2 6 TIN instructor 
rated his \ h n  relationship with the Itudm(o) at 2.9 
Redetanincd Code Cuenorin 
Thee themes w m  emacted fmm the t m r i p t s  oftwo haviews with the inrrmnor A 
m h  of the bdaw listed predetermined mde categories wesled thex comment categories 
Laming Contat: this categorydesdbes c m m s  which sa3ned to wolve d the 
contm io which this 1- was d g  and was b d  m the following w m m  categories 
md frequencies -am \ idealogy (15)~; uniwrriity education (9); dep~mmta l  
wns idaa t io~  (4) 
35 Thcr sverager woe established t bwgh  a series of survey qwrtions using a 5 pint 
Wan ralc. 
36 The nada is mninded that thne n u m b s  mpmem the number of k the inrrmnor 
made &moe to these topie. 
Teaching: UR fOmmeR categories under this M g  appearad to spe& to the b c t o r ' a  
rdlection on his o m  teaching and was bared on the foliowing categories pnd fiequencia: 
behaviour(l2), ptdlavlphy (7). choices (4); gods \ imcrrsts (2) and qmienoe ( I )  
Corrmt Ck% Thnw categories revolved around the darsmam experience h l fand  included: 
5OUp (14). c m e  (5); student feedback (5). and researcher (2). 
Rdkcthn: this heading kluded urmmems on: improvmm \ reflection (8); wtw- (5); 
chanpe (2); and p p c n  (I)  
This rearch included all inmuctor tnmaipts and w a l e d  t h e  cade categories. gads 
(18 ), integration (3); gmup pmeess (13); I d  (3). preparedness (7); parrive (3); role (4), 
learners O), anchors (4). change (3). di!enrma (3). and. authority (2). A series of specific 
categories were d m  idermfied €ram the data and are liaed below 
S t a M  Cob snd ObisIiva: these include (1) to devdan -arch skills: 12) to omvide a . , ~r . ,~ ,  ~ - -  -.. 
concepNal vocabulmy*md to enururage play with these wards \ M s .  (3) to provlde role model 
of v e h b d  e l f  inJtruetion; (4) to increase studmts' d o n  with risk 1%. (5) to -wage 
hard work from students; and. (6) to enwurage nudats' to nep over the lie betwen fantasy 
teacher and red teacher - this IBR goal WBS id- 
P a r k e d  need for impnvemenc- This category ofinformation inchtded teaching anas that 
the inmuctor identified as needing impmvrmem tendency to winder dvring lmre r .  lack of 
prepadneu, more studem generated examples; limited bowledge bau m this area. pace and, 
pssibly more wntm.  
Perception8 of rWmt pmp: This cangory of infnmation inetudes t e r n  which describe this 
panieular studem group 6am the inmxto r '~  pmspstivc. Tams used to describe the grwp 
tneludc 'mpcal", very m e ,  qune neganve, wed. $fly cnnprm\c, non tmeactlve, 
ommviy hard workng, lugh ablhty, "dnven and dnvm", $fly w m n e d  to learmng. 
a m n k e d  . hardworh,  and. the mumor noted hat  these studems have "chosen" t b  fidd 
due to a desire to teach; that is, they want and are preparing to be t e a c h  (this was stated BS a 
quality 1101 d w q  pregem in pmiour gmupr ofEducahon studms) 
C a n t  nluidentioms: Tbcw i s w s  wsc i d d e d  as fMon which were c x t d  to this 
pvricular uxlne Yn naing an i@Euence on the studem' learning qmi- in this wmc 
poor wmwicat ion between inmucton Ieaching this group of leamws, trend of more able 
studms m n i n g  soup  dynsmicr sPlodsted with bloeklcaming; uuw of ssondsry imncst 
to instructor; very demanding time schedule, and student impan- for feedback (or 
' ' W o n n ' )  
(I)  . s n i  = A m  mq A r n w  s lmpw 
'uo!rrrmapnjo S q n p  o m  pw p w m  or ~ u s r r ~ ~  -1 -,, aq p~ aq 'AT Sqdsi 
PO" uo ; . U O I ~ B U L ~ O ~  ap U~?g~lnlsh pun w3a Bvllsrur :ponwjoid pus a l q a u w m  w p w .  
n rrwpna aql mw dn l s~o~re~o~  6 9  pq-P J O ~ ~ R I ~ S U !  a u  ::OU~PDIC w!* d!q100!1=~~1 
(s) ..lor = OP I w m  -1 m p  - 1 w d l u l  (m P B O ~ ~ P W )  m v m a  pw 
n l n p  a3uwgp as aaqi d lq  01 ndamoo \ r1qe1 a ~ q  01 q d d  iusm 1 '.ppom ~ I . J O  
an!waw n s p  l q l w  I,, p p u o d g ~  JOIEYOJ~ am ' (S~dsl  P!IF aya )  EEB~ I! 18aarLn s q  p a v  
un(m (r).spua~l q i ! ~  arm I? re* I! Pus paau s w w  a sms SIYP I! gw ..py, s! uwqe 
p w i  am 8!4&, ppuodsa~ sq 'iuaium om a ~ a m u !  my lnoqa ~ s e  u a q ~  :rauin! rm>n.)rul 
(S) .A 01 P F w  
I w l l  snll u! al9DSPlfioq -1 I ~3 IY p o m ~ o a  . PIO %IPS a.1 ' ~ n i  4lce11s 
pus 1 4 8 ~  l l ~ l  LE%qaea ,mol  ' m p  e~o$q !q!wald aam suocl3~n(i!p 2 n h d  01 a q i  @"om 
P B ~  lou P B ~  1 1103 I,, p m  ormwo~d am (mla a y a  l(1uap) s q 9  q ~ w 1  01uo~n!loa umo s q  
1- P?se w g ~  ( 0  . . m l ~  maw1 u m w  rmIAlaSnl s! mp .,(I) ..iusMlaJ 4 p o d  aAoa 
p m  qdurexa 'suoxrsanb =IOU pqse 'pa-IF alas ,pmaas,, rlwprur snopqo 
lou p w l m p  h!l!ln pus 13msqa mm lmruo? ' ~ @ q  uaaq a n q  ppoa,, papuodra q ' s r q w  
p8nyom p q  aq 1-1 qaj JOVNW! a q i j  pa?" uw :m*~sqom prwauaa I ~ I J ~ . I N I  
aqr uo ppmo1d suuurmm n lu ry j a  Lmmm B s i u a s a h  uoluaa -1 s uormo)u! W. 
had f d  . l:was OK ...dam w a  moving B bin SIW, but did not wader, fair wety o f  
teelmiqun More mdm inwlvnnmt wodd have k e n  nice" lnmctor  indicated that his 
teaching style has not changed since the video viewing. Note this vinving occurred 8 months 
after the original dasJ taping (2) 
F e l i n e  before clans taping$: "Slightly tmq, 50% o f  materid oRered w new that is. not 
previously taught by me. rushed but moderately well prepared at a concephlsl l ~ e L  nt time 
mon of this cornem tau& somedip-ease"(5) 
F&llg after d.rr - &d they change?: 'No, still feel more -pIu and bnts links to 
applieanon needed I feh that dws wm b a n  than l fenred \ expected" (5) 
Erpcr.tiw: Indicated that he fquemly sea h s e l f  on vidw and has learned that he should 
monitor s p e d  and c o m t  une. Explained that he is biased "I think (and have bean told) that I 
am at I& an adequate and maybe even a good teacher I have also cxpencnced good rapport 
with Wdms - I did not stan [adeo v i ~ n g ]  wiIh a negnivc cxpmation" (2) 
U$c(ul.ar ~Tinforo~t iam: 'modme to hgh - conmt foundanond arm ofconcept I-ng 
and .do p-nng rumnlly topcal and Itkcl) to conttnue to bc high . need wcabWq I need 
l o v e  Lnkl h e e n  nudnt  l m n g  runhog and teaching" (4) 
Chuged uodmu.di.8: W h  asked Pthe elas changed b row,  adndmtanLng of conmt. 
he rnponded "I awayr leam hom my lcrnanr class demonstrated the mmal and model 
pXSm!led I w l  chrrk myvlfunng the model offered at thecnd ( I )  
0th- insight3 oa l"cbtm~larniog dyumla: ' S ~ d a t s  are mon mou~ ted  (I- \ "own" 
more) when they oRn and do more(mruer ICxerems \group work, c l should slow down 
I dway  feel too rurhed maybe 1 do not uun the otudmts' ab~lrr/ to mrgras" (4) 
Student Iearniw rrlative ta a tha  classes: "about the m e  . thae people are quite 
'plofessional" and serious ahout qwhy teaching similar agah a bright but vay quiet class" (4) 
Studmt plRiripatioa dat ive to other &-: " about the m e  this gmup is more eontmt 
or 'what's the amvm driven' defintely lower in t m s  o f  risking or v ~ l u n t d n g  answer, I'm 
not totally rwe why" He continued to explain the above diferences in this gmup compared to 
previws Education Studem groups an fallows "(I) contagion in group, lots ofdirussion 
eqmIations (2) very comptitive (3) moderately large group -30 Group conformity \ 
comptmbn; d e d  c o r n e d "  
Studmt coobibmtian: Whenasked to explain r-m for cmuhtion, instructor Mid: 'Too 
much pmated information ... class also tired (d ofterm).. P r e m  they felt and pre-e I @It 
(end o f  t m y '  (5) 
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have beenmated to explain the phenomena abrcned as the teaching-learning dynamics for this 
course Thae ob-tions have been Me& as alwayn. thmugh my penanal meaning 
Prefemd tacbinkluming re*: Commmtr in d e m o n  assignments often r d e d  an 
appreciation for the inrrmnor's sryl5 enthusiasm and c o m m d i i q  ( I ) .  I defined my pnfcmd 
teaching style as a wmbination of theory and practice (I) and noted that the course could have 
been mare practical m nature. I explaid my p r e f d  learning style as lectures with vioual aids. 
thearetical discuwons wluch wntermalire ( I )  and described my feelings prior to compiehng 
questionnaire as "mous as to outcome of research. intermed in contem I enpy tinwing to 
tbs instmnor ad learmng8'(2) 
SNdmt comulbutloo: Explained m d m  wntributian as foUow. 'many tired due to noon 
class many have mentioned ohynen - fear ofspeaking in class in reflection papers.. m y  be 
related to rtudents' refennee to be@ nervous of making mstalres (midem -dcnion pspen 
o b m i o n )  role plays create man interamon due to smallness o f  groups" When estimating 
amount of student learning, I nted the mtmnor at 4 - b e d  an student j o d s  and 3 - b a d  on 
classrwm behamour of m d m s  also noted that it is difficult to m u r e  thio I mdicated that 
some studmts appeared to have exprrienced transfomtive l e m g  throughout the c w w  but 
did w t  explain this funher 
Insights into tarhi l lg-  h n i a g  dynamics I explained how this chs has changed my 
understanding of content and cmnioned myselfthat " there's a danger in assuming an audience 
.this wurse ha2 danced my undemand'mgof the teaching-learning dynamics Importance of 
small p u p  work and bridgng h r y  and practice gap" 
ARerthe wwse had a d d ,  I again uwd the processes of rekclion to f u n k  identify 
themes evidenced overthe duration ofthe fo- in gamal 10 pmicular, thex indwelling 
sessions focurcd on the stdent group and the instructor 1 achowfedged Ulat the Sudan$ WIT 
"seaningly ovemmkes'. 'lk ~ m n t  c o w  wm d&d as '%ry d m a n d i i  and the 
stndntl p u p  was described asG'a very mmpetitive and hardw0rking"gmup of leamen A 
dear preferme was indicated for'planical, 'hands on' lrarnmg experience and 1 qucstioncd 
whethu this @ m c e  in teaohing style was W e d  n created by resmherers p m m x ~ .  I 
also indicated the psmce afrome s t d m  inhidation by the m a  wntmf 
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Each viewer acknowledged limited observations due to the video tape angle itreif(& 
participants c o n h  this limitation) Each viewer indicated a preference for mom interactional or 
active learning and teaching in which teacher guides students thou& active engagement with 
mated  All participants aehowledged that this preferme biased their readonr to the teaching 
style demonsrated in the video 
All third panics indicated an initial curiosit?. and imerm in tldr research One of the 
viewers expressed "'excitement tbat someore was doing this kind of mearch" Viewers indicated 
m i d  deg~ees of intemt in the video One d e s c n i  interess as occurring i n " p k o  and 
valleyd3 mother expressed an imemt in the style drmonnrated and moths orpressed a dislike 
for the didpnic style o b s d  and presented it as z source of fmsmtion. 'TW vlnva explained 
that: 
There were times wtxn 1 feh like stopping the profeuor md say - 'This ckrs  is not 
prepared, why not give them something to da [original emphasis] to motivate their 
learmng .it's the kind oftraining students are gmng  Educatxon students at MUN are 
encawaged to be passive 
When asked shut motivation, one viewer s u m e d  that 'the lack of mdem voices 
indicated a lack of motiMtion to give mswers" Another vim repeated hisIerview that 
"instructor doesn't challeqc students ta cornmat but Mlead the professor gives it to them" 
TIE viewus deserihed observed pmicipstion as foUaws"siimilar to high achool", " many pmfs 
at MUN do not understand that IMDY mdents need to hear and spak to I-. profs need to 
demand action 6om StudCmS so that they may become mive leamasas', " sometimes it has 
nothing to do with instructional design and is wholly d e p d m  on class dpmics'' On. v i m  
clprcrsed a c o r n  that. 
I'm not - ifstudens I d  anything thxt will help them with their practice .. pmbabb 
learned fmm reading the ten there were so many chances of getting students mvolved 
with this mataial But they wen lost, students m y  go horn. read the chapter, pass the 
exam and then, when they go into a dasmr- be lost a~ to what strategy to use (4) 
When questioned on how the class may have changed their own undemanding another vi- 
explained. 
Nothins in the wav ofmment but it reinforces for me the need to motivate students bv 
- ,  
challenging them to use this infomtion Take a risk Now it 1s easier not be angy with 
teachers [in the s h w l  syaem] who model ths  in their clarmms.  They learn how to be 
passive students and they often e m y  this into their practice 
A n o h  viewer concluded tbe"I h o w  this prof bvcr his work" and " p w d  that they 
thnruekes lud expneneed learning thmgh  this t apd  lrcture 
When asked to explain observed student motivation, the viewers = w e d  "they 
a p p e a r  to be really motivated at trlung notep", "Wth exaption of a few mmmmts fmm 
studmts, there was no type ofevaluation*mnied out students didn't pmicipateee, 'I have little 
to go on but would rurpnt that lack of motivation may be related to the prermtation ofmaterial 
and the lack of cohesion between the pans pmated  and the model as L whole'' 
One v i m  suggests that there 8-1 to be good rapwn between studmtr and 
! m n o r  and d e s c n i  the innrunor's mmer  as"enmuraging when asking questions and o p n  
when ncdving mswm'' When spaking to the &t comriburion in clus, one viewer said'h 
Fair amoum" The atha two views  rvggned that the mvimnmmt WP not conducive to 
leuning as it -"too easy to just sit thne and listenmrn which they b e k e d  to be B c l a s s d ~ c  
that did not ral ly  lend iadfto partidpation. 
40 Intmsingly, studems often spoke o f a h  o f d u a t i o n  and gave this as a ~anan for m t  
conniblning to elass disausion more 
In closing. each viewer w s  asked to comment on other insights they may haw imo the 
teaching-learning dynamics, the respanses were as follow 
f i r  t e a c h  p t s  h r  &it body tnto the procns as *ell as the knowledge he elearl, 
holds He prowda many avenues to undnmdvlg hs  style Ifyou don't learn m rhr 
rlau. I would be surpnoed 
Even in the 'lemw'' method used, lhne could have been mare interadon 
The students 'sat away' with oat being prepared for class. thereby proving that they do 
not have mponsibility in their own learning I think we m i d  the boat ~ t h  this gmup 
Although two of the thee viewers appreciated the teaching style demonmated in this video, all 
aped that the t u c h g  awironmm could haw allowed far more intermion The data gathered 
thmugh this r-ch has now b m  p-led The nm chapter, DMriplions of lhc Tuching 
- k i n g  Dynamics, explorer my interpretation of this observed l d g  experience 
Chapter Five 
Descriptions of tbe Teaching-Learning Dynamics 
What follows are the labels commcted to explain the leaning nrpaimced and observed 
in this Educational Psychology c o r n  As disnwed earlier, this r-ch pmduced a coUrmon 
of descnptians which have grown out of my avn &am to moke wnrr of the data during this 
educational inquiry h this research has relied heavily on trianaation to dunmme ri&iwc+ I 
have defined the themes according to the nrmgth of the data suppafimg them Thrwgh a process 
of identifying comparing and explaining the signXcan M i s  from this mdy. hhelr, unmded 
to be d k p t i v e  rather than prescnptive, were generated and will he d&ed in this seeion 
b of greatest significance are discussed in l l i s  hamine  Experience. which focuws an the 
paniculan of the l e m g  experienced by this p u p  of leamen and includes such categories of 
descriptions as workload, goal mismtsh, nature of learning gmup; hructar feedback, and, the 
researcher's preseme The nm seaion, The Univmity Laming  Experience, (includes 
competition and luming, lmm and learning; learned passiveness, and, perception of change) 
discusses findings of a more temative m c c  which, although reqwring hlhu exploration and 
evidence to confum, am p r m e d  here as grounded mrapolations Thnc mrapoluians have 
grown out of nuances in the data wluch IpeaL to my undcntandii ofthe adult learning pmcess 
itself Thc final &OR The Lamer's Ned, identifies laming imes which may pmvidc a 
rdlstive la firm which to view uiva i ty  learning arpaienoe h m  the penpdve ofthe 
students who panicipated in or comribvted to this research. Catcgorin found in this grouping are 
practical lolowledge; gmup work and learning; d d m  and l d g ,  a&, mleshiffmg. 
Thir Lcnmina Exoetienee 
The inmcfor described the cornen of learning as reawnable, amptable and p i t i v e  far 
the shldents ~ v m  the s m m  in which it was o f f d  and the time conswLnr on both the 
studento and himself Most mdents agreed that the course allowed them to he pauive which 
some Icnned to a p p h a t ~  as the come was offmd at lunch hme and they were oflm hunw 
and tired The majority of the l m  in ths  study indicated a preferace for more active 
teaming appmudties in spite of a tendmcy to be passive. Thir perception was shared by the 
third parry vinvnr who all a p e d  that the format could have been mom im&e and the 
pmfessor. himself. acknowledged this limitation My response to this ahselvatim WBS one of 
initial surprise as the teaching style demomated replcxnted my preferred learning style My 
jwrnal wntingp mflsted a preference for the pmfemr'r t d n g  style and a surpnse when the 
preference for m p  learning proved to be the strongest evidenced them in this research. My 
surprise with the presence of this theme, combined with the consistency with which it war found 
wou pe rqmtk r ,  lends validity to its dercriptive power and points to an am wwthy offwther 
consideration for teaching and m h  practitioners 
Several Earnmats indicate that the m t a  of this course wae s i n k t o  otha WMCS 
ofthese panicipantr within the Education Facvlty and univenity learning in general Just under 
halfofthe d m t  group (42%) indicated th.1 this mune  was similar to ah" wuvmity 
orpaiencs while 35% reported a dissimilarity. This might luggnt that the Ld'i of this mdy  
may be indicative a f a  largo mnd in university learning. FuRhcr rcsarch is a& to validme 
this finding. Tbc instntcmr in this eoursqaplained that this pdcvlar  pr~grsm has bacme 
im&nBly scledve ofthe mdem who mter This. in mm, can explain the ins tn tc t~ '~  
pmeptian of a potential trend S w e d  student comments made reference to the profasas 
within this program (at lean, tho= teething the courses OW to this Itudent soup) as m t  
aware of what each other is doing in the dassrwm. The professor in this course a h  bdieved 
that lack of i n t d  commurdc~tion may have eonuibured to the heavy workload of students and 
possibly to a sense of fragmentation for the studnnr' cxprimce of learning 
Smdcms, the illprmclor and myself all agreed that the workload in the course and in the 
p r o w  was demanding. One d e n t  explained the &en m h n  learning: 
[long pause noted prior to spaking] Y q  I would hke more tlme to explore but I think 
sametimd' [voice quiefs significantly] leuening the workload would would have been 
[long pause] something 
The professor pncdved a similar quality when he explained 
In oan. thev are so dnven h u m  of the worldoad md fullness oftime. that thev 
. . 
do>t iavr[tlmel they have to slot a rdlecnve thme tn. I've got nvmry-fuo 
rmnutcs to rdm and now I've got to g n  on with work So I hok that's a ltnle 
ba where they are (2)  
I &md to this theme an m y  occasions throughout my field notes. In pan~cular, student 
responses in retlaion assignments often made reference to a demanding wo~kload as a reality of 
their l&g rrper*.a md an area in which theyfelt "st M, b t h  in this m a ,  t h ~  
program of study and univenity owrses in general. 
This mim the quntion -'Wvc the demands on students i n c d  -which the 
research of Kronqvirn ad Saini. (1997) answer in the afmmivc. Thrx re-ha ouggcn t h  
thebuden on the studem has, in fan, increased miwmity m u s e s  have become more fixed. 
Smah (1994) cob this d t y  for I d  mllege uxlrsa ad W i a  the pmvinoial pon 
A audmt may be dealing with six or w e n  twhers  in a mmter .  none of whom have any 
lntimatc knowledge of what the other is doing. The m d a t  gets the pieas without ever 
seeing the cannectiom among the panf (p 15) 
The pmfwor in thir mdy spoke of a lack of urmunication and c o l l e m  which may, in Nm 
have imwd the d e n t s '  workload and cnmibuted to a Gagmented upnieme of teaming 
The students in thin research aRm spoke of a frusuatian with professon not knowing what other 
professors me asking them to do Swtt's (1997) raearch &ed sgmilar findings indicating that 
the experience ofactive, autonomous, d i d  learning was not m o d y  experienced in 
university classroonu 
S m h  (1994) believes h a s  experience of fragmentation and lack of identity to be greatat 
in the discipline of Education bswse it is "seen as an enmian of other professions" and. as a 
result'SntmoMstiam among subjects ?re not frequently made and this creates a situanon where 
teachers are intellstually isolated From their munterpanr"(p 14) I n d  hagnemauon of 
p m p m t h g  may have conmiutcd to the students' of"Medneaa" evidenced in this class 
Given that thir R K I R ~  was done within the Education Faculty, f m h a  considnation of the 
p m  of s c h  r n e n t e d  arpnirnces and its impact on studat learning is needed to clvify 
the a c a m q  ofthis general statement ar wcU as the r-ns underlying the phmmcnp. Whether 
or not 'the d m d s  on d e n t s  have inmad", this rerearch and 0th concumnt mdk point 
to a need far an increased a-nesr d t h e  students' experience in univenny learning. The 
man snd inm worldng. ofthis experi- can o w  be dnamined thmugh W a n a l  m h .  
Mos studems in this studyindicated their laming goals to be undefined and w e d  
responded that they had n e w  thought much about it Those students who had the more defined 
gads spoke o f  a need for practical knowledp and active l d g  activity This appeared to be 
hmh a specific goal ofthis mune and a more general goal oftheir university learning The 
emphasis w e d  to be on learning the "haw" of e E u k e  t&g practice which b a reasonable 
expslation in s practical program like Education The instmdor'l sated goals for the cows 
included (1) to develop research rWls. (2) to pmvide a wnceptd vocabulary and to encourage 
play with labels to define tachin6 erpoience(f); (1) to pmvide a role madd of verballed wlf 
i n m i o n .  (4) to increase student eomfon with risk taking (5) to enwurage hsrd work h 
d m &  (6)  to enmurage studmts to step o v a  the line betwnnjmkq teaehn and red 
teacher The ppmkssor dncribed his role as "lo have the studems lake over my jol". that is, to 
rec the rtudens reach for and w e e d  his level of knowledge in the area. Oiwn the studem' need 
for practical. active learning oppormnitics, thae wss significant finance to the instructor's 
&oRS to'pmvidc a wnccptd vocabulary" as thia s m e d  k y o d  xnne studems' level of 
understanding. They wanted practical k m d e d p  and did not alwap rce the practicality of 
quirk8 dsaiptive catcgoricr to defim and undmtand the reaching-learning dynamics they 
would be crmling and directin6 as pracdtioocn Although the inmctor believed his tmhing to 
be p n n i d y  grounded, the students -ed to be wading fmm s differmt d&m of p m d d  
knowledge 
To we Bloom's (1956) tamnomy, the students a& to he swk& at the IMI of 
application while the instmotor was teaching to UK and @ r d s  levels of educational 
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imponance ofUte learner's Deed to h o w  why learning is occurring Although there wa. a clear 
indication d a  learning gap bmem the teacher and the Sfudent group, I wondered whether this 
gag was rimply 611ed by my teaching pruence (my teaching style included a p u p  work 
wmponem) or was amally meandby my teaching presmce in this clauraom In either event, 
the d m t s  clearly expms a desire for more practical learning oppormnitien 
The i i n m o r  viewed thir p u p  as"Wiul" in cornpariron to other groups with whom 
he hed worked He explained that the students came in with a 'hegative ref" and, although he 
noted that they calmed d o m  wnsidwably with time, he perceived them to be i W l y  ' k t y  
aggmsiveee attd "wte  negative wnningly in their attitude" This prcepnon was confirmed by 
the 46-78 frequency of positive to negative w m ~ n t s  in the mdnn  transcript data and was 
described by one Sfudcm as "I hate that ya' know, I don't want to be totally neganve It's eary to 
talk about the negative" The proferaor daeribed the rmdmts as'\- t w  and believed that 
the SNdentr "'darned. voiced.. vinved [required activities] as too demanding, taa heavy" 
mithaut knowiedge ofwhat thcy were Although this "negative-" ebbed as t h e e o u  
pmpsaed, the innrunor felt that it M e d  the group d p m c s  and blieved it to be pmkliy 
related to the nature ofthe block leaning apaience - that is, the experience ofgoing thmugh a 
pmgram with the same rmdnn p u p  
Although initially negative, this plnicular group wa. made up of mdema who were also 
perceived to be very bright and vety pmfeuionrUywmmitW. The pm-r described the 
m d e m  rr very able, imdligmt people who, wkt iwly ,  were morc'FmtionJly w q m i c b "  
than previous y e m  He - b e d  that. 
They have ahnos to a penon, I have read abaut half of the assi@mms MW, 
almost to a prson have done too much work for the mark value . they would 
compete for the sake d competing 
This obsawion w c o n l i d  bath by my observations afthe group and the group's prceptian 
as seen through the eyes of OM di8cussion p m p  member 
I think competitivmess as a whole Like we all, it's m t  nitpicking or fighting 
between individuals Like we eompec together for the prof researcher noted an 
mHgRlc cham of agreement to this comment] 
The Rudats dearly indicated that lhey ccompeed for the proferor'r mapitition, usually 
in the cunmcy of grades and some s p a b  of thir competition as a m e  of mot$vation 
One student believed that arithin this climate marks b-e the source of motiwton 
Its too bad that we probably would only be really imererted in doing that inma 
nploratory work) if it was for marks Its ta, bad to say but with the time p m s u m  on US 
that's why 
SNdents also related thir d a y  of thcir learning experi- to fuNre prospects for 
@"ate study or a desire to "gel the credit" It would appear tha the current practice of 
grading may wr cenain paramern amund the m d m s  wiUingn*ui to take the risks 
wof*ted with contributing more hedy to their lesming bath in the c b s r w m  and in 
their self-directed work f i n s  
S-al journal h a  and ind'idud d i s a ~ r i o n ~  resonated wilh the same 
sentiment. High a u k s  are a 3- wmmodity and, in some -, d k a  ~Ndmts' 
dfDns It is also wonh noting that the m d m s  did not see this as a problem amonga 
thdr peen S d m s  explaid that they had good rdatiom with each& These 
m d m r  sglned to view campaion as a mmd part oflheir l&g experience but they 
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b o o m  and, to nvrvivc m a climate afsearce resources (jobs) - wp-4 by learning to 
compete in an inmasingly competitive world, both inside and outside the ctammm 
Ironically, a n o k  noteworthy quality d th i r  50Up was a discomfort or an umvilligness 
to wntribute to elauraom learning which in turn meant a teaching-karrjng dynamic marked by 
pasive involvement Explanations @"en far this mged tom the n w n  how of the class to the 
mopt commonly heard lack of desire to ~pe& In Ipae of this description of a comp&ive gmup, 
the clarsrwm experience was markedby a weeption of inactivity which am presented as a 
' h o d "  experience by thew university students Although not necessarily generalizable beyond 
tlur learn@ 5oup. @en the amount and variety of supponing mdene fwd in this study. it 
may w m t  additional research anentintian to damnine the degree to which students have this 
experience throughout other university disciplines 
Emotional Tone of E m  
Student rnponses indicated that their motional reactiom to the i n m a o r  and the offered 
learning may have colored their expaknee Some students fdt the insruetor was not w ing  and many 
othen felt Uur they were not recognized enough; howwer, mon felt the immmor to be suppartiw 
halp&l and adab le  Several studmu mentioned that the inamnor's non-threatening m e r  was 
appmiated While some students felt W p i b '  in comparison to the inmctor'r Imowledge, man 
adamantly indicated hat other pdesms were W m I y  more inhidating Sevenl students 
m m n l y  made refaence(m denion  p a p ,  quenionnah and intervieus) to thb p r o w  m b e i  
bat" than 0th- keawc'k lismes' and 'he did not embarma us in class" 
Some studems disawcd Wir of h&on and a sense of not being heard This experience 
of Gumation was evidenced in their retlmion p a p a  as weU as d u ~  the third party data wUenion. 
One efthe third pany vioms dmonstrated this fratration throughout the vidm viewing and explaincd 
that she hebelieved ii wuL'tw e q  to jut sit t h e "  for thir student soup.  Thir learning p u p  e v i d d  
an emotional tone which appeared to have an impact on the learning expekced in thir wune  A class 
direusion ofthe Graduate Teaching Pilot hogram revealed s dmilsr emotional tone when discusing 
graduate students' reactions to being mated like'hndergraduteee students. It seem that underpduate 
learning woked motional issues for some students T'hihil was Nideneed in the third party 
viewing session as d l  
A study of four British post-secondary clwrooms (Robem a al .1992) identified a similar 
phmomena and ouggnted that "even relatively weak students can do well if they feel the teacher rnpmr 
and cares for them" (p 6) In light ofthis emaging trend, it may he apprcpMte to lunher consider 
Adarm (1993) warning aht ts t  the creation of 'Isolated lcademio patienu2'(p 12) whow MI of 
alienation can undermine their learning Smith's (1994) concern for an i n m i @  bagmented 
expr im of learning lends ruppon to Adam's claim Ktonquist and Soini ((1997) explain a similar 
phenomena when they wggcs that students view univcnity 'hs a d y e  and bureaucratic place where 
they did not receive much sttentian" (p I) Tending to the motional experience of mudents may help 
d i m  eduutiond &Its to improve M t y  teaching praefiec. This r e~a rch  suggests that thir 
mational dimension may need to he factored into the teaching-learning dynamics. More r-h 
anention i s d e d  to clarify the m m t  of this l&g nrpericoce at univenify. 
Prefemd Learnin= Mode 
As mentioned earlier, the majority of students in this p u p  (21 w t  ofthe 26 otudema 
awcyed) indicated that p u p  work was their prdmed method of laming. C m e n t r  fmm 
various warm confirm thk p d m m e  One student cxplsined that gmup work made it 14 
cause it got you into certain situations" Othen desenk grwp work as "something diffmnt 
than straight l a r d '  and still othen feel it to be mare exciting than I w e  '&cause it gets you 
involved . [and] is more lit"". Several students noted tha o ths  courses in their current year of 
study off& mare oppo~tunity for involvement and many students noted that their leaning 
experience in Education provided for more active laming opprmnitie than in o th s  disciplines 
0th- d m  sources supported this idea thsr avdemr were not active enough. The third 
p t y  v i w m  all felt that the i m c t n  muld have designed the lesson d i f f m l y  to 
~ecommodste for more active I d g  oppomritie An early re-cher +sis log entry 
m e d  an eme&g pattnq during the student small group discussions, as as tendency to very 
natwally engage in d i i t l d  exchanger during which undenfanding would be clarified or 
consensus wculd he ruched and the question paed would be m m d  This learning gmup 
appeared to baxfit from small p u p  work ash may have facilitated a d i R m  brand o f l d g  
which the students enjoyed and viewed as fsirly aty in the Mivcnity elassmom. As one 
studat uptired. '1 find gmup wok  to be very and would enjoy seeing more of it 
thro"ghnn the course". Students unnmonly mended this p k e t t c c  to 0th- university c o r n s  
where they aununered it even l a .  Sevnal avdents ahwiedged  a lack afewarrncsa of 
a l t d e  teaching h o d s  umil they began their study ofEduution. 
This apprsiation for group work uras also voiced by British m d m s  (Robms a al . 
1992) and Smtt n al. (1997) found that 2U (or66 6%) ofthe students in them research rated 
"'active learning' as prrfmed over the more traditional lecture format of bINction y e  few of 
them expaicnced it outside ofthe class u d e r  m d y  C m o n  (1992) discuses the impon- of 
p u p  intermian and s u g ~ m s  that although not n s a d y  bener than any 0 t h  mnhad, group 
interaction works b m  when the task is to form problem solving anitudinal =hang+ discussion 
skills or complex cognitive learning (p IM) The studentr' coMnems also provide mppon for 
Kmqui r  and Saini'o &dings (1997) that small group work is reasomble in higher education 
"where the lubjrr  aims ace as important as the aim ofgrwp funnioningB' Small grwp work 
appeared to add- his gromp's nrrd for both panicipatoy and practical learning expenen- 
Insrunor Feedback 
The responses indicated that 56% ofthe Itudentr believed that Ihe instructor had mated 
an dfcetive learning wimnment The strategis noted here wne described as dfect~ve gwd 
use of examples; good use ofwruals, organized and followed ten. enthusistic and mmaining; 
Lnawledguble ofsubject, p a d  good questlow, an4 open to rudmts. The innrunor feh his 
ofkhg to baM created an &ve learning environment. Comments m d e  by him included: 
gwd eye contan. good respanne to m d m s  questions and mmments, moderate to good 
rappon with rtuduus moved to "we" or mgmitar the room fair intermion, clear m c n q  
and, fair to good mmwication. M y  &sewations l a d  to a klidthat an dfective I d g  
mvimnmem was mated through dialogue. comioual refa- to toa, an4 presentation of 
upportive mle model for mdents Two of the thne Utird p q  viewer8 felt the pmf-I had 
m t e d  an efmk l d g  mimumu through Ihe ux OF gwd and multiple nampfcs; 
drawing visual model an M and in air., asking quearions q la r ing  answas givq ur of 
overhead: h-r; dear; open to student participation md ties to solicit it; md, teaches to 
whole room Tk third viewer amugly fdt thst the leanring a v i r o m t  evidenced in the video 
did allow for enough active learning opp+rmnitia 
The panioipant. o f f 4  several wggestionr on how to lmprovc the learning environment 
Students suggested more opportunities for student involvcment in the form of group d i m i o n s  
and activitier combined with mom m c t y  in teaching strategies This group of learners idmt~fied 
a meed for more content related to primary p d a  They sumMed that the professor slow his 
wait time d l e r  quehns  and chww simpler language to describe the murw mntan Students 
cammted  that his lemYt pace muld have been slower and CIUYS could have bem more 
strumred and organized Interestingly, the instructor perceived the classes surveyed to have 
been t w  slow and a p e d  that mwe soup  involvement d d  have bem mowaged using more 
hands on oppormnities, mare student input and feedback, fewer rhetolical questions and more 
illwninating examples The instmnor explained that " b s  felt prnsure by mdcntr" (tapings 
o w n e d  during the lam two wakr  of class) would have impmved the learning environment 
The p b m e  studmt viewers suggested that the professor wm 'too content with passive 
learners" by allowing students to 'get away wituith" not having to use the information being taught 
Other viewers nuggesled that more probing quntians and more clearly de6ned I-m wwld 
have allowed studems to work tog& to d& the relevam concepts. My nnta suggm that 
more group w r k  and oppomrdy to use idem king lamed would have impmved the laming 
environment for these learnns l also noted tbo more m a r e  might, Bt limes, have kept 
studmtts more fmscd  It appears that the majority ofparticipmts believed that this m v i m m a t  
wuld have been more mumred to allow for inemlive laming 
S e v d  positive qualities wen attributed to the learning experienced by the mdentr over 
the term. Most mdntts qprsiated the use of nfleetion in the c o w  and were glad that the 
offered group work (whn I taught) imrcaKd their involvement. Students appreciated when the 
wune content and examples w e  relevam and applicable to teacbg and believed that they had 
enhanced their understanding of the eonaptr taught. The rmdmtr indicated that the professor's 
tendency to integrate the class d inu ion  md the t m  content hclpd their learning and many 
indicated that thm had d a t e d  into improved mdy skills. Although most mdmtr indicated a 
prrferenfe for active Icaming, r c v d  mdents also explained that they still liked the oppormnity 
f a  passive involvrmnt in the class. The instructor believed that the ability level ofthe lcamm 
contributed to the c l w  as they were bright, v e M ,  motivated and d y  skilled uith good petr 
relations and rappon. My notes refwed to the ektivennu of the professor's text driven 
instruction and enthusiastic prrwntatlon style Tltird p q  viewers agreed that the pmferlor war 
mtimted about the content and explained that he gave concrete examples for most concepts 
taught One viewer even aprrienced an mhanced undemanding of the concept of "algorithm" 
Suggestions from all perspecfives indicated 1 rmp i t ion  that h e  as a m m  of information 
transmission IS lometimes necessary and most felt that it had helped these mdents I-. 
On the other side. rmdents provided feedback on areas in need of improvmtent Many 
Mdents noted that ' S m  me bring I m e  out" and most felt that man variety inchding 
dimuion ar group wnk  -Id hdp Some lmm b d i d  t h  the topics were more 
clnfusing than neeeaury and svnal fdt that t w  m c h  information was offered t w  fan to 
memorize Students indicated that the languageused was too 'psychology jargoo-y" and too 
themetical .nd that class- t w  mytine The profumr felt the nudents to be too compuiiiw 
t w  unwilling to risk take too quiet, 4 too aware of their pens. I fdt mU them was little 
gmup wok  in this learnins envirowent, except whm I taught, and that the i m n i o n  w. L 
times, too t h w m i d  bom the studentsS pmpeclive TIM third irdparty viewers agreed that the 
professor could have done mare to engage students rather than talk at them and engage in off- 
topic dimssions whioh sidmacked the whale proces A h r d  pany viewer questioned that 
" ahhwgh audats  may be able to do an e m  CM t h p  
will they model what they have seen h e r ^  This panieular third patty v i m  was highlightmg 
the apparan gap arpcrimeed bmuen the offed educational experience and their o m  learning 
d r  (wme ofwhich remained un-med) 
The Rcscarcher's Pmmce 
Both the student gmup and the insmetar appeared to have appreciated my involvnnent in 
this course Students remvd to enjoy the variety in teaching style o&red by my approach and 
responded wcU to both the gmup w o k  and rctlenion components of my inmclion Orr result 
ofthis unique teaching arrangement was that students fanpared my teaching style with the 
profeswr's as a means of aninrkdng their own preference. Thmgh this compariwn pmcar. 
W s '  d & d  my PLy(e as more m&d and providing mare oppommitics for inv~lvemmf 
wWe the insrmnor was - i d  as more thearetical, more I- and mom expm in 
educational psychology The inrmrcror described my presence as a benefit to the mdmts and 
wclmmcd the feedback that he would e v e  thrnrgh this rrrearch. During an interview, a 
m d a t  ducribed my presmce as a positive thing and  other mdcnts described my 
m e  as d s i n g  their prcfened leaning me. AU psnicipams -ed to app~eciatcthe 
inrmrcton opamns and were excited that this type of m a r c h  WBS being d m  on university 
teach& as they felt it was needed 
This na d o n  will pmvide a dimmion of my insights in the area ofuniw~oty 
learning Ahhwgh the themes highlighted in this 8 d o n  emerged 6om the research data 
However, additional R-h is required to dnmnine their explanatory power for the general 
university I-ng exprriace Thew t h  are i m d e d  lo d m n k  the lesming arprinced in 
this r-eh context. they rrpresettt oategoria ofexplanation for what I saw, interpreted from 
this study 
Com~aition and Laming 
A3 mentioned urlin; the instluctor noted that the Otudats laded to do more work far 
the mark value than he felt was r equ id  and dessrited this habit as ' 5 m i o d  in nature. He also 
indicated that they appeared to have a need, pmibiy driven by anxiety, for ihnmcd*tc feedback 
whish may have been liked to a need for 'kiihation or confinmion ofwhaf they were doing" 
l k  professor expressed a c a m  for t& growing trend and explained his beliefthat students 
need to l c m  that- 
They have to bnh m ~ o d l y  and anouody  see that they have to do good uork but they 
don't kme to keep compeung unless that small permage gomg to graduate school 
maybe they habe to compete but men there I'm no1 rn I t M  mcoumerproduatve 
Adam's (1993) discusses a similar phenomeaa and Nggcar that t b  experience ofbeing 
"'rcpeaedly and spt&uUy pined in in&& SSC -petition against the trlnts of aha 
dentta"(p 13) is rrlated to Block's interpretation ofthe "one opnting mmnption" that the 
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some, I do overall, I like more involvement even though I don't get that involved myself' 
Several mdents idenli6ed gmup work as helping t h a  get involved and om studen 
acbtowledged 31's me that there is some informatio we h w ,  that you jun have to get anos 
but sometime you need wmhing  to do, right?'' Many d e n  commmts indicated a belief 
that them was an over reliance on the lnhlre m h c d  in university dslrraoma and suggnted that 
teachers use ~ m u p  work as% way to make learning meaningful and interesting" One student 
explained that "I wish [the imtrucmr] had used less l m e  f-t, that'r all That's my only k e f  
with teachers" Another student dercribcd it as follows 
I think we're getting spoiled this year not spoiled, but the professional year. its different I 
think h m  every other y" in univer?ity We do all t h r e  excellent t h g s  I" other classes 
and then we're put back in a lecture 
Students clearly identified a learning need for more interaftion. Third party wewerr also clmly 
indicated a need for more activity in this c l~s s rn~m experience and each said that they thought this 
lsture class wuld have been designed to be mom interactive 
As a student. I have g e n d l y  preferred lectures and have found group activity did not 
always provide me wth meaninghnl learning. As a hmter, l have developed a styic which relics 
on gmup work as this is the norm in dub educational theory and praaiec However, this 
research as well as my practice of evaluating my teaching tom the learner's pnpcnive have 
made me more conscious of the importance of periods ofactivity for laming Not only did the 
Imurr m n h d  provide limited benefit to mdcnts but agmduate teaciing student wmte this 
cornmem on hw own expdencc of teaching and learning at university 
l h a d ~ d e d m m u c h t L n c a n d m a g y r ~ m y l e c M e P n d c a m e o u t ~  
unappreciated. But thm is m t  why l m thne, I told my&, I have yawed and dwdkd 
in lermrn before. Most ofthox d m t s  wse there to Will a requhmern. The s u b j a  
being taught, to thc vaa majority of the- is almost peripheral. I don't think that I m l d  
go thmugh my mrin academic teachkgweer face-face with thm situation. I guess that I 
am &ng acasc for the fuNn which will inwlw seeking a h - t i ~  to the straight 
l m e  fannu which is a very practical reapse  to a ~ n a l  v r i e n c e  
I t  qpun that the p m i a  dmvcn i t y  teaching m y  he in need of a reality check Shot (1980) 
daoribn a phenomena similar to this r ~ n I I l o t t r &  mtioned earlier u the tendency for 
studem to be passive and orplains that a sueeession of similar edueationd expaienas have: 
Left them [the students] with 'institutional pasonalities' They have accumulated injured 
pride, fear of failure, need for wognitioq relf doubt, a cagey watchfulnesr and unpwged 
m g n  This psychom of defensive withdrawal dewlaps aver a long paiod oftime 
through their institutional transaetionli no wonder the classes themselves are SO lifeless 
(P 34) 
He believe that this d i t y  o f  w e n t  adult education praeticediswuragcr both the learns and 
the teacher Cmainly this research ruggar s need to explore univcoity teaching methods more 
e a t m d y  and highlights the imponance of the Graduate Teaching Pilot Program as a m a n s  of 
training new uniwsity profnrmr S-al mdents m the Oraduate Teaching Pilot Program wae 
sppdative d thc  oppammity to learn a h t  and re f la  an university teaching prior to initiating 
tbeir teaching pmnce This -ch indicate a need to collaively reftea on the type ofleama 
being created thmugh the mditiond teaching-learning dynamics used in university daurwm and 
to explore how weU this meets the needs of the madem adult learners 
L e d  Pwimers  
I t  w d d  appear that the academy's re[-i on the l e e  method IMY be m rn wonhy 
of d e n i o n  and funher nrploration Fach pnrpective in this study i d d e d  I passiw l m r  
invalvemu~I Although the n a m  how ofthe class emidy facton in hem, it appearsthat then 
may d m  be a tcndencyin m d m s  to be &M. One student orpbid that 'most ofthe time, 
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method, may indicate a need to rethink university teaching practice Students in this c o m e  
w e d  to anbrace this parisi-s d i l e  at the m e  time criticiing the lack of opprmnities for 
interaction. R seems they wanted to be involved but needed oppormnities for this involvment 
o&red to them This may be rdated to their early socialization ofrespond@ to what is asked by 
the teacher rather than dineting their own laming 
Seved -dent$ appreciated the Ward' atmasphne and the ease with which they could 
reler while in this class as a -It of this parrive involwmmt. One mdent explained 
I've had comes like Ula befm and never thought anything of it until m t l y  like fim 
year university. They just lhke to talk talk. talk and you jua sn down and li~ten and take 
notes 
A m n d  rmdat  w h e d  this e-ence and said "yeah I love that ma, ycah y w  jua sit back 
and be mnrisible" This exchange war followed by a chow of agreement attained thrwgh group 
discussion which ended in wnwnpur building This apparen relief nrperienced in t d i t ~ o d  
I- clarisrwma lends credmc to Godland's ~ggeaion that sludats "dislike dishlrbanees of 
thepusivity" The proferaor explained that this p u p  of rmdents'hever got to the pint  that 
they were highly interactive, many c l a s s  have chatted more, a e d  mar+ integrated wrbally 
aloud more". The third paw vi- obrnred the m e  level ofmdent involvemat. Camor's 
(1992) luggestion that learning is an active pmcess, but the lecture method tends to foster 
paA+ and dependence on the pan ofthe l e a n e r (  125) his support in this m h  The 
l m u s  in Us reaureh. bath thcundmgmduate and graduate pnieiplats, demibed their 
universiIy experiMs) ari passive 
T h a w  (1985) suggests that this pap& dimmsion to wivai ty learning may he dated 
to the doarbt ion  of new learners within the academic d s .  If he. in fan, is accvntcly 
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explaimd that she oRen did not have the time to speak to the professor rcgadimg her con- 
and her need for mare negotiation in the c h ,  " and, t h . .  you just take on the attitude, weU. 
it's not going to change +g8'. Students frequently m e n t e d  on this in their rdlstion 
papers and q r e % e d  6umtion related to this learning d One mdmt  dmu a p d e l  with 
her own work as a fimess instructor and the impnance ofresponding to the p u p ' s  needs when 
she erpliuned 
The atmaphere changes. I'm changing for them and they h o w  that And everyone 
enjoys it an4 like if he cows  in and notices us and the t rwbla we're having. t h w  it 
w d d  make the class more enjoyable for us 
S e d  mdents explained that they felt the insmmar was ''m in his ways" and t h  not 
apa to changutg hr teaching qie The immctor himselfagreed that he had not changed much 
aver the term or even six months a R s  the course had ended, however, he has since adapted the 
rdmion  assignment for his teaching practice During one of the discussion p u p s  the following 
exchange twk place on h i s  issue 
It's just that they have YI much material to get z m %  l guess they have lo much time so 
that's pmbably the best way they EM do it is t h u @  a I C E N ~ C  lust stand up there and 
Anothr d e n t  intempted some just don't want to change 
Anothr student immpted: .some don't wam you to feel comfonsblc d t h  it as 
well they just feel comfonablc with n 
Yes exactly [group diseusnon and M N ~ ~ U S ]  
It wenu that university l d n g  hu been o rp r imed  fairly m r u i n d y  by these learners. l k  
o%d university landng did m o t  always a d b  the d s  of these m d a t r  This theme is 
conlimed by wed o t k  Y I ~  ofdata as well Third pmy viwm feh that university 
education could be mare i m e r d w  and m e  m i d  a Eamdm with the lack of l m o a a l  
students ari ON student explained 
I guns. h t  I mean by power. .ifyou MI that ifyou pass an opinion or whatever, you 
b o w  they're not going to lisfm so and it'rjust as well you didn't say anything. Your 
words are ~owerless There is no wailation, there's no anything I heu you and I'U 
think a h ;  it and that's it And w h i  we g a  the feeling ri&t from the st&, there's 
nothing going to change, this is the way it is That kind ofway 
W e  this comment was rmde in relation to university lamina in general. this pnspstive on 
change may have phaped not only the student,' involvcmern in t h s  rlarir but also their perception 
of the instructor 
Shor (1592) suggests that mainotrem classrooms edn within inaiMians which are 
struENrrd a g h  the mpowemrnt of students In his earlin work. he qlarned the pressures 
acting against change within educational i m t i o n s  ari follows. 
Them are rewards of being on an'8cadcmic pdntal" a sense of power, the admiration of 
an audi-, acsepmrr by other prof-IS f n  p l  within the 4 there are also 
burdens alienation fram m d m r .  a need to appesr formidable, a fear of failing to meet 
q a t a t i o n s  of colleagues snd students, MnstMt pressure to put on a good show, the 
defensivemu wluch amomparues the exercise of power over athen. (1980, p. 84). 
Smith(1594) agrees with this percqtion and quoto Beane's wou that 'The network of 
educational elites - d e n t i c  xholars, state depmmento of education, certification b u m s ,  text 
and tea publithers - forms an almost intransigent force that makes curriculum reform xnn almost 
impossible" (p, 27). lt x n n s  that this peraption o fpowleuneu  and 'changelessness' is sh.ved 
by several theorists and p d t i o n a t .  Funher attitude rrsePreh would determine the aea ofthis 
view within this learning mvironmem. This would confirm and clarify the need to develop 
Ahhovgh d e n t s  Nidenced a gcnad b t i r f a c t o n  with university laming, msny 
mdieated t h t  the k m m o r i n  this mwse ww more open than o t k  ihmudon they had had and 
nrsntdemaplsiaed 
It was a plus that he had ym in his class. He was showing he was 8udble. And he was 
willing to have you there He h e w  what the end r&s would be, that you were going to 
intwiewing d e n t s ,  evaluating his instrunion and lus methods ofteaching I think that 
rayi a lot for his charmer, so ya' h o w ,  l t h o u  
there 
Students commonly woke ofthe instructor as being flexible ngarding course work and opm to 
providing asststance needed but questioned his opemess to chan~ng  his teaching habits to 
accommodate their l d g  styity(e My o m  erprience as a student of this profeslor w positive. 
in tan, he was h o w  thou& the student grapevine, to be one ofthe better professon in the 
faculty It is unclear whaha this perception of lack ofchange at university has g r m  out of their 
experience in this class or their experience tn university in g d  It may he that this m-h 
provided a vehicle for voicing concern which h-r 
student " a im  to enter the tcaclng dialogue 
The Leamen' Ne& 
Thm section represents the n a d r  identlficd by this group as Imponant to their 1-ng. 
A h u g h  these themes are rwted m this group's experience, there are indications fram graduate 
Education students in this mdy as well as gradvate students from the Graduate Tea- Piln 
Promin tha they may represem a g e n d  perception of university Education TMs M l o n  will 
review the need far practical Bowledge evidenced in this group and consider the relwance of 
bnh  group work and mtleetion in =ti- thew needs. A conolvding &on disc"- a 
rnleshXting which this goup m e d  to experirnce during their learning 
Over haltafthe sudentf in the dass indicated t h I  the I- had bem useful ID them as 
soon-to-be 1eachm1 hecuse it was pranical SNdents voiced cwae concans revolved around 
the relevance of the knowledge offered and t h e w  of examples that they muld relate to One 
student explained that '?hat was what we wanted moa, ya' know, hands on slut?'' hother 
rmdent sad'Thst't the thin& to use the matmal" and y n  another &em explained. 
I want all the information I can get l o  apply to what I'm doing C a w  what you're doing 
to you is imponant to yw. it's yaw fuolre 
Studeats had a arong need to lm how to be B good teacher Dcvcloping this kind of knowledge 
was spaken o f  again and again as an mponant learning "due of lhis SOUP af leamm. Students 
were pleased that they were encouraged to apply their learnings sr desnibed by this student 
I think M learned to apply a lot of~dcar Its lhkc our rrflmlon paps.  I h n k  more 
abavt what I have learned m the pan I mean. 1 m u  thought that a had any r e l m e c  
bark t h  but now that I'm learmngall t h r  tBs caunc. nr appl~eablc 
And nil1 other rmdents felt the course to not be p m i d  enou$t 
Yah. a In dit w n ' t  practical, like if he arplaincd something I couldn't sit there and 
say, o t  this is how it works in the el-oam so the way he derribed i t  wen over my 
head 
This need to leam to do. l o  I- at thepdml ofprds ,  not just h t  edu~alional theory but to 
leam how theory relates to teaching praniee was a recurrent theme in this m h .  S ~ d a t s  
bath niloyed i t when i t  was pml and m i d  it when it was MI 
Grwn Work and Learning 
As mmtiod earlis, audeMs appeared to bath mjoy and Ieam from group work in the 
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At the coune'r en4 students were asked to complete feedback qtteaionnairrr on the refmion 
assignmnt, all 26 students completed this feedback shen N i  six percent (96%) of the 
students rated the usefulness of the reflection assignments over 3 and 81% rated their wfuln*. 
over 4 on a five pain Liken. Whm asked to rate the assignmemans psi& dfens on their 
learning, all students rated aver 3 and 85% rated the positive d f m s  over four The professor 
indicated that, although time cosily, the reflection assignments appeared us& for ~Ndear 
o v d l  and he has since used a revised wsion of this assipnent in his teaching practice 
Students generally s c d  to benefit fmm the wignmem and not only felt that they had learned a 
new &I1 but also that they had learned the material bener One student explained"1 would r e m k  
the stuff l do member is the stuff l put in my reflection pa@ and  IN^ other studems made 
reference to the reflection papers bath helping their mewry of the mated as well as providing a Vehicle 
for studying EMVSC material thmughout the term Another student explained 
The reflection papers were dfirent I mean the best pan ofthe COW I guess its like (a eo- 
student) m 4  that's the only way I could relate it to what I was doing in regards to tcachtng. 
The m e  d e n t  explained that the reflection paprs hellpd make the content concrete and other 
students explained that the assignmats "always madc US think about how i t  would affect our teaching" 
and that thc papm "tied it imo teaching mom than what he did" Awther student explained that the 
reflection plpns helped her imegrate the material she was learning And yet another student explained 
M e ,  the M w e  did in those refleaion pap-. Lie. I made cwnections them and I found that 
berdted me. I feh that that madc me really thick about Pauation. We14 it gave me a 
knowledge, I guess, that there an other war, of M g  about things 
Same studems indicated that the reflection p a ~ s  made them pay more memion in class and anaha 
student d a m i  a motivuing am as follow: 
Ikuowthfzewaesomec~thstweregreat. YounuearyoujunmedtogooutandItana 
reflation papa on it. I t  was redly good what we were t a b g  B ~ L  
This assignmem also m e d  to have provided a means of leaning that enmurages a pwris orientation as 
MU as critical thinking It allowed many in this student p u p  to funher imep te  what they were 
learning while fostering an understanding of haw the ideas p remed  in class worked. The M -It for 
many students appeared to be an improved ra:alI PI they h e n  to view the assignments as part oftheir 
study ritual 
Although p i t i v e  b a w l s  were experienced by most students, there were also pame noted 
problems with the uslgnments Many sNdemr felt that they were tlme Eonswning and that fewer p p e n  
would have been nice Sevnal students would have liked to be able to speak to all their counn rather 
than just the content of this eoune and some felt thu they didn't have enough time for them OM 
student explained that"in y w  paper5 it h e l p  
had their topic far their paper they tuned out of the rest of cLvs indicating a negative impact an 
classwm learning For those students who did expetiencc benetits fmm engaping in the rdlective 
aetivity demanded by the assignment, their drwriptiona ofthe these bmefits pmvide additiolul evidence 
for Silcoek's (1994) advocacy of rrtlective teaching practice which he defines as an" ubiquitms, 
cognitive process, not only reworbg tacit knowledge into skill but providing through symbolic 
rransformatio% amesnli for IWng pacial Imowledge and c o m a  snd for Vuulating one xlnof 
experience (ie academic) imo another (ie practice)" (p 273) Many snrdenu' described exprie- 
whkh may be indicative of the begbhgs  ofa d e n i v e  teaching o ~ o n  which will -than 
thmvgh their prafesiolul lives if practiced. This theme coincides with Shor's (1992) belief that 
"cmpowaed studem make rneahg md m t o m  reflstion, instead of mmmizhg facts and values 
handed to them" (p. 12). These m d m t s  mainly found mtlsrivepractice urdul for their learning 
Interenit@y, many mnmms &om SNdnns indkated a ldnd ofrolcshiflhg takine pb* 
with how they view themsehes as tepchen The students tried to see the situation from the 
mstnmor's penpnive and many "red the knowledge that they had learned in t h c c l e  
twll  with which to cntique this m u m  as well as their u~uversity education in general One 
¶dent e+incd her 6unmtimwith mivcnity teaching a s f d l m  "cause, l meah that's whm 
we arc k n g  taught. ya' h o w  so, l mean, why shouldn't professors do t h ~ t  as weIP' Anotha 
student explained: 
A l a  of it though could be avr expmatims Lie we're in pnrmry Everything we are 
being taughl is to gef the kids involved and maybe becaur we are taught to do that, we 
kind of expect thai from others. 
Another d m  explained '%ewe'le doing all these courln on differmt teaching strategies and I 
wonder how come we don't we dan't see them that muehr' In the process of shifting h e e n  
m d m  and teacher, the studems were able to arriculate the inmudanal imo inene r s  between 
wbat they were learning and how they were taught The professor spoke of this as wen and 
dernbed it as pM of his job'tt enenwage than to step o v a  that line" bees d e n t  and 
teacher] This shifting wmhd to atem 60m the students' graving knowledge ofhow tlus mff 
works in reality or at t h c p n t  ofp"n~s See n c n  chapter for d i m i o n  ofpmris I e m n g .  
This chapter Itas crated a picme of 8 group ofleamers who, although benefiting &om 
this learning experiaa. felt that it did not mcet their pmticd I d g  d. Ironiully, this 
samc grwp of learners had iUddind laming needs whenasked and were noted as bdng a 
particularly quief &em grwp. Muminsly, the professor betieved that he was proding 
p m d d  learning oppmlmidcs yet not all studms shad hir new. Ahhwgh porsible masons for 
this diffmncc were uplored earlier in this chapter, the mmt and naaue oflhis perceptual 
discrepancy h e e n  rtudem and teacher q u " e  h h n  mearch to cluify gennal implications 
for the teaching-learning dynamics itself The next and final chaptn. F d  M l s t i ~ o ~ ,  will 
explore the implications afthis thesis mearch for both educa t id  rewarch and praaise 
Chapter Six 
Final Reflections 
Thrargh a discussion of research s u n p h s  md interpretive limitations, this chapter will 
eonelude this thesis Smce I made wen1 canlciaur decisions throughout my research to in- 
the quality of the data collated, it m m s  appropriate to explore the implicahans of these 
decisions here Although oRen d m e d  "obsessive" by o b m .  my intention throughout this 
r-ch was to develop a mmal attitude which reduced bms by conrtamly checking 
intapretative categories againn the data, findings of aher theorists, researchen and practitionns 
as well as my professional nperimse This process was expecfed to mrwe p r w  pundins of 
the defined categaries of this learning nprience I periodisally cross checked the merging 
thnnrj with data collected at di&rmt times. through differem m h o L  and tom d e n t  
perspectives As a rrmk I u d  a practical approach to data verificatiw, focusing on the 
determination af grounded themes The initial senion, Srrmgthr oiRaarrh leads through the 
areas in which this research finds its strength and is foUowed by an exploration ofthe assodated 
R a u n b  Limiutioal A find discussion of The Tucbi~~eLamimg Oyn~rnIcs o b w e d  in 
this learning &onmnt is followed by a review ofthe implications for Fostering Lifelong 
Ilarning 
Tkre are many strmgths to be f o d  in this heuristic inquiry. My primary goal was to 
~ a r e h  for wddtie in the data and ta use the data to &the them o o m e d  to d-ie 
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satisfactory to begin an investigation into m y  particuLu subject by way of direct 
ob~wation of some went and follow up by quntions as to the details, wationr, similar 
events, etc Thir may not always be pos~zble (cited in Kirk and Miller. 1986, p 61). 
Thmh to the Graduate Teaching Pilot Rognvn as well as the professor and m d m s  
partcipating in this rexuch, this u s ,  to an otherwise <dm domain, was possible 
Becauw all panicipsms were involved in Educatioh t h m  expxperimces were identified and 
articulated by an infonned audience As \J red< all panicipsms rhued a common set of terms to 
understand and deJnibc their experience In panicular, this m a t  that p-licipant~ were able to 
m@im, sniculate and critique the educational expieme they wm offered by the 
innructar(r) This m d y  has allowed a detailed look at clasrrwm life in undergraduate education. 
It has allowed for an exploration of "what makes classrooms mk" (Eisner. 1991) which, 
ahhaugh limited to the orpniences of Education students, may describe a g e n a l  apnence 
shared by m y  university leamen Thir r e d  has identified nnu a m  of inquiry and has 
generated research outcomes which are in line with those of other raarcherr. theorists, 
prmitionm and govcmmnn publications The raults of thir rrsearoh clearly speaks to Robens 
n al. 's (1992) call for a focus on clalsmm ~ O C C I S S  to cnhmcc cunent u rds s t ad ig  of 
laming 
Kirk and Miller (1986) suggest that the main validity isrue with qualitam mearch is 
whether the researcher calls what is measured (or in thir case observed, noted and imerpnted) by 
the righI n m .  mntribution of other perqectives, the r& approach to data pmcnsing 
and analysis, the generation of t h e s  fmm triangulated data and my efforts to"'cleat~ my Ims" 
all heighten the IikeWlwd that this m r  has been r edud .  SNeral writers ~cbowledge the 
impact that chosen pmcedms can have on thetype of data r-bas L d  and the 
interpretations they in RM make (Fielding and Fielding 1986, Kirk and Miller, 1986). As Kirk 
and Miller explain'lhe 6eld observations ofqualitative research M inninsidly Imki ed to the 
observer" and in RM with b h ' s  c o n t e n t i p  
p u n t  sense" @ 51) The d t y  afthis type ofwork is that I was the vehicle thmwgh which 
thew Ondings have been m i ~ k t e d ,  to that end, my t t i m i t e d  However, as 
dimsled throughant this rrpan sficimt d-h were in place to balance thew limitations 
And while this limit may pose a limitation, it also added a richneu to tlus research 
To assess this data through the "reliability lens", the foeus is on the extent to which the 
procedures used yield the pame observations over time and space Kirk and Miller (1986) wggm 
that dtabaity, in qualitative work, is derived fmm detailed documatation of the proeedu~cs used 
and the decisions made. I have provided information on the data collectton, pm-mg and 
analysis phases ofthis hewistie inquiry and described many proeedwn designed to ahanee the 
strength afthe data In reponse to this anticiprued m r c e  of mor. I tntmtiondly designed a 
study that would yield -Its at diffaea times. born di&rmt perspstive and thmughdi&mn 
methods I believe the data to be strong and hold P syfficicnt level ofintemal ~IiabiliIy As a 
meam of m i n g  ex tmd  validity, I compared the d t s  of this m h  to the writingr of 
other reseamhen; howmr, the d e w  to wluch the findings of this ruearch will amin a &dent 
level ofmemal reliability to fod rm these Gndingr will dcpnd on additiolul mearch evidence 
taken 60m a bmader m p l e  o f l m e n  and learning insriNtiom R-h using in depth case 
studies of leamingaperimced by individual leamen, t cacbg  p n d t i o m  u MU I d g  
groups -Id coofirm. contndia w clarify the dynamics obaernd in this study 
lmcmrrdvc Limitations 
As dimmed earlier, my approach to th- identifleat!on and venficaion involved the 
technique of triangulation or a multi-strategy approach. The rationale for this decision stemmed 
from the belief that "in i n k  when diverse kids ofdata suppon the m e  conclmion, 
confidence in it is increased and the lin* between social reality and rocial theory in better 
forged. other Ulrrsn to validity can be handles' (Fielding and Fielding, 1986, p 24.7 and 23 
respectively) The m i a n  to follow will deal with xnne"other threats to wlidity" I explore 
potential sources of mor associated with this panicular thesis research and my effons to mimmi2e 
their impact where parriblble 
Kirk and MiUer (1986) wtline three additional types oferror for qualitative research 
Type I errors m a r  when the repearcher accepts something as me when, in fact. i t is falv The 
muhi-perspecme approach s i ~ c a m l y  reduces i n t a f e m e  due to this source Type 2 ermrs 
involve rejecting something as false when it is tnte l believe this to be a concern in this rneareh 
Due to the multitudeof data decisions whch had to be made I decided to q n  those themes 
that rsumed in the data rather than rimply reponing curious Gndings. It b possible that I rejected 
something which was aenuIly M e  but not d l  evidenced Only thow theme$ which were fairly 
consistem m r s  penpectives, time periods and data + were considered gmunded in the data 
My w t a  mcem stems &om the third mor soum mggned by Kirk and Miller 
(1986) which ormrs when the "ong quation is posed Although I was guided by L pmtocol 
based onthe i h  of Knowles (1973) to guide the d i m d o n  COUP (see App"dix 52) .  there 
were oaasions w h a  l "uent with the Bow" 'this flow on m i o n  stemmed &om qucstim 
gmasted thmvgh the research pr- and within t h e d i ~ o m  lhemelvcr AIthaugh this 
could he sea as a strmgth of this thesis research and is mainly in line with the heuristic 
approach it may have conhibutEd to the risk that the r e d  hdkc w s e  d u i y  shaped. I 
accept that d i R m  q d o n s  may have pmduced di&rent anwm How-, given the nahln 
of the hqiry, this error source does not necessarily limit the m n b h  in t h a m  fowd hut may 
shed dwbt on Ihe exclusive descriptive power of the themes commaed 
When placing the'Widiv lens" on this r-ch some additional issues emerge The 
ment  to which imcrprctatiom made are descriptive ofthe site under investigation and not other 
fanon is a rral eoncrm I believe that tlus pmhlm is panidly addre3sed by tbc previously wted 
multi- perspective and multi-data approach to data collection as well as caretul attention ro data 
processing and vmfication protocols Far as Hammenley and AtYnson (1983) point out: "'Data 
are w t  taken at f m  due. but mated as afield of inferences in which hypothetical patterns can 
be identified and their validity tested out" (p 18) I have t h  several prc~autions in this a r q  
and in the end, must accept thaf experience will oRm defy categorization regardless of my 
attempts to manage the a s d a t e d  interpretive risks dincussed in thir s t ion  
Some specific problems noted in this mdy included concern that the students may have 
eonfused my teaching with the i nmd0r r$  style W e  it is questionable, the d w e c  ofid- 
this may haveon the ahn ofthe m d y  (to understand the learning arperimcc m general), thir 
reality ofdata coustion is notovonhy. Another wrum of w n m  m the lack of feedback 
sheets I& &er the imNn0rzs teachin8 As a matter of fo- I arked m d m r  to wmplefe 
feedback sheets onmy in¶Nclional style This wu not done for the ~ o t o r ,  an o v a d g h ~  that 
I now repel  A M  mm to both the m d a n  p u p  ad the profnsar, with this thesis repan 
would have also ~~ thc themes 
More discussion with the third party viewas would have added to the richness ofthc data 
and pmvided more of a balance for potemid raearchu bru" Additional i n p t  from faculty as 
well as the pduate students would also have strengthened this perspective A 'lrenef video as 
a means of diseussion would have bee0 nice. AU panicipams wllo watched the video notediu 
limitatlm wnh r e s p a  to caphlring the students' facial nrpreJsions This would have enhanced 
third party insigh into the eI111m0m dynamics as well BS strengthening my ioterpmatialu I 
mimed the video tapes regularly as these elassrwm snapshots anchored my interpretations to 
the sacial realirj under investigation Tapings that w e  spread a u w s  the t m  itstead af 
occurring only near the end of term w d d  have increased reliability afthe themes identified The 
limitations to only one class of thirty rmdcnts restricts interpretive license even Mher  
E i m  (1991) nplaim that "the forms thmugh which h u m  reprc1mt their cottceptiom 
of the wmld have a major influence on what they are able to say abbwt it" (p 7) The reader is 
encouraged to bear in mind that 'hew fom of representations. when acceptable. UnU require M(V 
competencies" (Eirncr, 1991, p. 8) Atthoughthe panicular study may be flawed, the fonn of 
i n q w  has metit when pmprly pr-d far the task. Kirk and Mi l ls  (1986) dncribe another 
pmcedunl coocem for field worken which may have intlu& the ndcomc o f  this m h :  
" bowing how to determine if one is dimming or interprefing or inventing or explaining. 
Plainly ethnogmphm apeme in all these modes while in the field" (p 61) At times, my novice 
ltatus ar a maarcher was quite apparent Aa a d t  of this, l sarght ew monger proofs tn the 
name ofdevelophg a more d c a L  s c i e d c  anityde The ment to which these safqtwds 
- 
41 As I have worked cloKly with the proferwr in this course, I brit18 prsoneeptinu ofthe 
imuctm's ayle and howledge. I felt the imuaor's style to be very e m m i h t g  and c"joyed 
leaming in his claves For this -4 additional penpectives and data90~1ce nianaulahon were 
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Such a brmdened view of the university dassrwm eqmimee opens the window en what it is 
tbat students want in elassmoms Although additional reearch and dimasion is requid to 
m e r  this bmnder question one need identified in this rrsearch is the desire for pmnical 
oppmmitia to apply the leaning and lolowledge being taught  IS Ieamtng 
The majority d t h e  m d m r  in this mrdy indicated a preference far gmup work as a 
mans of learning This student s o u p  seemed to be pmIi~hr(y wnsitive to the implications of 
their classroom I- on their teaching p r a c t  As mentioned earlier, this d e n t  gmup 
very professioml serious and dedicated to becoming g d  teachers To this end, their learning 
preference was at that point where theory mats m i c e  -pm lemtng This apparent need 
fo rp rmt~  learning appormnities refleets a valuing of t h  pr-ri of learning as well as the 
products. Pmns l c ~ ~ n g  demands imcrmive oppormnities which ace designed to &sc the 
application of theory for the I- The d e n t  l m s  through engaging with or enacting the 
idea(*) or comcnt under Rvinv 
Whm asked to give the mearchcr feedback on the usdulners of %group learning activity 
d n m n s t r ~  d v e  vnsus aggressive teaching styles, one studdat nplsined. " . it shawed 
how teaching techniques mt al%t both -dents and learning. .the ererciu was very efeaive m 
showing two typs ofteading" Another d e n t  q b e d  that 
It h p  work] cm make yw ye that haw you react will idumce mdents BCtiom3'. 
And dU mthe r  student fdt thatthathaMm like thisrole OILY exercise may haooen in MY 7 ,  , .. -, 
elus elasnwm managrmm m o t  be Nly u n d m t d  unless y o u  expmme 11 fm 
hand E v a  though tbs was a role play l ntU feel l bendned from n 
Cammats similar to t h e  w e  made thmughout the rdmon p v m  and can be found in the 
various m a  of data w U d  The students appear to want to lean how thin!ing relater to 
doing. Pabas et al (1992, p 32) dineovered a s d a r  preference in her study of four college 
class% in England The audmts' wmentr also Imd suppan to Cantor's (1592) claim that 
information has b m  l m e d  when it has been transfomvd into mion (p 46) 
Aprrmr wientmrm toward learning require both students and t e a c h  to ram an 
their experience as am- of building bridges b n w m  their thmruieal understanding and their 
professional practice LeaKm and teachen must develop an orimtuion that mwuragn both the 
ammulatien of knowledge and the transformat~an of that knowledge into their daily pnnice 
This view of learning w shoed loudly by the students in tlus mearch as weU as the American 
C W l  on Education (1991) and Hwnan REwrcer Development Canada (1994) -there appears 
to be a need to bridge the gap bewen purely theory b& learning and more hands on 
aperiawe. Increasingly, there is a Ned to look at mahods of educational endcarination and the 
skills foned in adult learnor thmugh current practice Smith (1994) explains: 
As lhe passive mnformer disappears in today's empawered worldom, he or she is being 
replaced by active learners who see work and life as a learning experience which comb~nes 
thinking and doing. The onv definition of educstlan must encompass this d r y  snd 
bridge the gap. I t  is oo longer accrptablc to have pepante education for the thimknr and 
the doers The worker of the f i ~ r e  wiU need both (p 16) 
Modem work demands quire that learners in the information age gain pnetical skills as well as 
usable howledge The univnsily as a site of adult learning, MU need to assess itsrolein 
promoting t k  l ifelq learning a g d  
7he thema ancrging from this rewarch appear to coincide with an induary and 
govemmem 4 for applicationoriented laming while, at the same time, demon- the 
value ofbringing student perceptions into the growing dialogue on the teaching-Iepming 
d y m e s  A m m t  govcmmem report, Po*-Seeondm Indicaton (Diviaon of Evahatioh 
Rweareh and Planning 1995). outlines rwnal goals for pa-secondpry education4 imitutions 
(I) to incrrPse paticipation; and, (2) to improve &mi-s, coa  &cimcy and accountability 
(p 77) The avthan intraduce this document by sumedng that 
Educational organi2ations. whether publio or p a t e ,  need to priodically step back and 
mkc a look at whether their g& are being achieved and indeed whether they are 
appropriate to today's changing needs (p wi) 
S ~ d e n t s  in this study clearly ask for more active l emng  o p p o n u ~ t i e  and appear to have an 
alamung perwption of change for P po~t-wonday institution in the mfonnat~on age Such clear 
demands may warrant b n h n  exploration in light of S t o h  and Footc's (1996) wlming that 
One ofthe biggest i- as lifelong learning b e e o w  nwntial to the Iimctioni~~g ofthe 
Canadian emnomy is whether traditional educational institutions can men these 
challenges (p 68) "Educational innitutions will need to undmand their new clientdc 
... the old ways of doing things are not where the marknplaee IS in the 1990'1, and the 
marketplace for rbeducation and training is no different from any othn marketplace - it 
danandr quality and smice  (p 67) 
This resuch highlighis w w l p o t n u  of -S which provide a reference p i m  fmm to view 
The hegrowing md to addrr  m d m  needs snd industry demands driven by the 
information age isa  nnu fora in modem educational planning which may wanam new nrpanwr 
to l m .  Shor (1990) e x p h  thm 'public xbwling war drive. toward by the f a  snd 
cycles of industrid growth. A wildly p - g  and uncontnrllable machine-emnomy rushes m s s  
the land transfotring everything thing it touched" (p. 2) Thrw early d d s  an nansFnming 
as &ety and its instihltions approach the 21'Cemury The i n f o d o n  age, with its d m d s  
for ineming skill repertoires and praniul howledge stows, is the farce with which learnen 
and educators must now contend. While funher rnearch is required to more flearty undernand 
thew new demands on the teaching-lemming dynandc itself, thip study has contributed to thir 
dialogue fmm the lepmen perspective Its outcomes provide & r t k  evidence to suggest that 
thne is 8 growing Med lor a r~rientat ion in university lulming (Adams. 1993) 
In spite of this a p p m t  need for change. it appears that bodies of literamre still remn 
separate in spite ofthc sipnifiwt bmefn to taching practice which would be garnered from 
b-g them togmhn. Cranton (1992) highlights the d i ~ e  which mstr  between the research 
activity in higher education (college and university) and the study of adult educatron practice 
The current mdy  u n  be eonccived as laying some brich in this androgopid bridge, 
constructing a solid foundation (mted  in different pmpenives each with a vested interest in the 
learning process) tom which to continue hullding an undemanding ofhow adults learn and how 
educators must teach. This research provides evidence for the need to dose thir gap in higher 
education studies through additional research attention In particular. this r-ch highlights the 
importance of pmviding 0ppoMnities for mdents to thdr voice in Iulming (both in 
research p d ~ e  and d~ssmorn wnuiition). 
The themes identified in tb thesis o&r a new d e  60m which to v im  education - the 
mdan' - tempred by theview of othm involved in the pmcna. Thcw m h  outcomes 
provide f d l e  mnmd for h u e  m h  efforts. The findings in this r-h m y  repmatt I 
need to look at bath the type of leamr 'VroduKG hghun ive r s i t y  training in the Education 
F d t y  and to explore the medium through which thir proms of enrulturation (Theisen, 1985) 
occurs at university in g e n d  '%ducation", Theism explains, '%wolves the d y  d m n d  and 
does so within a saclal dimemion which can be dercribed as initiating students into the d e m i e  
world indoeoinatbn . is unavoidable in the proear of imtiating individuals into the f o m  of 
knowledge" (p 241). Ifwe exfend this ruggestionto the current sonomc  d i t y  thar, for many 
studats, education is initiation into the work world as wdl. the impartam of studying the 
learners created in classroom becomes very clear It may be time for the university - as a place of 
learning - to re-explore the purpose of its educational offeriogs and d e  any iddtlable 
adjustmmts 
Smith (1994) warns that 'Fnflexible program d n i p  and rigid learning rystanr cannot 
m e  the educational requireman of s wadd w h m  innowtion and change arc the order ofthe 
day" (p IS) The academics who participated in the American Cwncil on Edwatian'r m w y  
(1997) suggests that "'we're training and educating people for economic participation and the 
sooner we (educators) realize this the h e r  we'll do the job" (p 3) Given this emerging reality 
and the predamant finding in this study - that leamen w g n i r e d  a pnem ofpasrive 
lnvolvemmt in this clm and university learning in general, it would nenn appropriate to both 
explore thir q a i m c e  further and to consider change whioh could take place within the 
clasrraarn to fast- & learning dispositions in studem. Shor (1992) highlights the 
importance of thir when he expiaim 
Politics mide not only in the I U ~ ~ C E I  rmner but in the discourse ofthe &woo% the wry 
teachan and students speak to each othd'(p. 14) ... somnhing h wmng with education 
when it rupprcsses instead of develops their (students') skills and inteUmual lbilitia 
(P 9) 
There is a Brewing neagddon of the impon- of atmum& active and meaningful student 
mg-ent rather then the passive, insrmmdmtal apprwch to kaming obseryed here Further 
e x p l d o n  offhe connection befwnn what happens in the claumom and the type of l e a r n  
being shaped would help the continued development defective teaching-learning dynamics 
Smith's (1994) writes '?he pressure is on to d e  education a lifelong undm&ing where 
mutine adaptation to the changing needs of  learners is an expenation of the system" (p 9) This 
position seems to have gained some support through this research study A consistent Gnding 
auou student perspectives (including the studdmts m this class, the third paRy graduate students 
and some @ a t e  rtudmts ofthe Graduate Teaching Pilot Prosam) was that univenity 
education needs to change A student pmeption of lack of change is significant given the cumm 
need for ongoing change in work life and points to an area worthy of Further explomtion. 
Blotniky (1997) suggests that students, as the consumen of univaslty eduCati0h need la be 
wnsulted an haw education happm and what change may be in order for the coming cclhlry 
Dewey (1938) wams that"% is the failure to adapt etucatiorul materials to the needs and 
a- with this and explains t k  
Higheredu~ation can do more than dwelop verbal smr and deposit informtion in these 
storage tanks bmeen the em R can wnuibute to more complex kinds ofmteU& 
development required for &wive d t k m b p  I t  can help audmts c o p  wnh shifting 
developmental u s k s  tmpored by the life cycle and raptd change 
S N d m  an facing c&mnt realities beyond their a d o n  of i n f o d o n  and univ* may 
have a mle in helping them Mvigafethei experiences Todo this. educators and ~ C I I  will 
need to contime to laok at the cutcomes of educational ofTerings and align them with t h e d  
to undernand student n&, which in this study have been clesrly identified as active learning 
oppormnities 
An obstacle to dancing the educational o&rings at mwwsity indicated through this 
mearch is the perception that an elite satus has been attributed to re~earch as compared to the 
practice of miwnity teaching One rmdcnt h m  the Cnaduate Tcachg  Pilot Program wmte 
[wonder if the d ~ar a n  is that teaching at the university is not (w at least has not in the 
past been) considered as holding the same lwel of prestige as research and writing (1995, 
P 311 
In fact, one graduate student spoke of the practice of teaching as involving =me "ssret 
bowledge that she was let m on" (a pmcption which Thiawn (1985) suggests 2s pan of the 
endoarination pro- asel0 and believed that the Graduate Teaching Pilot Program 'provided 
graduate students with the oppormnity to i n a m  ow awareness and undemanding of the 
tmpmance of thinking s h t  the role ofthe pmfnsor in the wider arena of academic institutions" 
(1995, p 36) It  ems that profason may need to Nm their thinking power toward their o m  
pranice for a while. 
In his bmk, Education md its Discontents (1989). Cmnin wnbrms this perception of 
academia and suggests that those universines which focus on teaching ova  research am attributed 
lower stems within the academic world. This reality may d b u t e  to the limited attention givm 
to research on our own teaching pnnice. Kroquut and Soid. (1597) agree that teaching is 
considered a m&d activity at university and quntiom the naronabtenar of mgsening that a 
mdent within U s  kind of learning situation could amid tsldng on an h s u " m d  attitude 
towards bowiedge and m d i a  Cmainly this nrggear a relationship bemen m ~~ 
t d g  practiceand the dwdopment of i m m m d  &dm toward I&& Could it be that 
teachen rn modeling this same itmumental attitude toward teaching' That, perhaps, students 
live that which they learn Anbough a fuller txplmation ofthis is beyond the scope of this 
researoh the data found here SugEeStS a need to finher explocc just what educators are teaching 
lumen in univenity chamom. 
Rmmmendmns For Ranice 
This m m h  idenaed I learned p ~ i v o l e u  in students when not given o p p a m i a  to 
interact with the IeMing mataids I t  may be wonhw+ile to explore the nature ofleamen 
created in the university classrooms as well as the mem and implications of the I m e d  
puaiveneor a b w e d  in this elassroom A l m e r  need for more oppormnitin to actively 
psnicipate in classmom learning was clearly id& For this rrwq university teaching 
practitioners as well as other adult educators may want to consider the apprapdanesr ofthe 
traditional kcrum method to their own teaching objectives as well as the goals o f  m d e n t  This 
mearch demommes the dfectlvmess of qualitative methodolagin in accessing 1he"'richness of 
the discourse of everyd~y lifeee (Shor, 1992) in the classroom Continued research eff0R1 u n g  
the heuristic approach as wdl as other qualitative designs m y  provide a more mmprehemive 
underamding o f  the adult luming apairncc. A find note on the significant connibutions which 
studems ean make when given the oppomoity bath in the classroom and in d on the 
daumom rmrt not be overlooked Conlimed r-h activity e m m q j n g  d m  i q u f  is 
crucial for the m h e d  deveiopment o f  tearhen in institutions oflearning 
Recame&tians For bearch 
This -h demonsnates the "tilily of the heuristic appmach as well as triangdation as 
a -ch tool for of exploring the nuances of learning. The heuristic method gainr its strength 
m g m i q  close m the p h m m s  under M g a t i o n  The open aded m r e  of this 
m&d allowed for a contrmplatiw, exploratiw and rellmion an the themes ~demified here The 
adhermce to the practice ofuiangulation further stmgthtncd the foundation from which I speak 
Although stmgth can be found in thex considmtions. them is a need to engage in additional 
m w c h  aawities to damnhe the mbbibility of these themes over mident groups, departments 
and educational wing 
S p d c  research initiatives could include survey m u c h  which reeks to determine how 
there themes hold up against a ems$ w i o n  ofother disciplines, mdnnr, pmf-rs and other 
pnetitionerr This m-ch design could be suagthmed through the use of focus p u p s  or case 
studies An alternative project could be to look more closely at the dynamics of individual 
students rathr than learning grwps A look at the e l a m m  teaching-leadog dynamics more 
closdy to determine factors mntributing to or reducing '>me learning" +aces may provide 
wwthy w h r  A 61ul mearch prajm could u x  surwy research and ffoeus p u p s  to rncounge 
students to a~seps the "drrriptive power" ofthe thema idemified here as they relate it to their 
learning. A cmss-section of learning mvimnmentr M l ld  bc sampled hduding SNdats *om, 
Udvenity, College pragnmg private training ofkings. High School Education. Add1 Basic 
Education, as d as pmmd and professional leaning p u p  
There is some evidence to s u w t  D need to dim more mearch anation toward the 
practice amd denlopmm ofwive?sily t e a c w  prneice Although the classmom has w t  btm 
wen as an arena ofwmplex laming (Shoc, 1992, p. 178). this mdy ddrmonrtrates the richness 
and nuances of the data to be found in a unkmity cluliroom More recognition of the 
importance of re-h on university teaching practice and allowance of time to cam, it out (Shor, 
1992, p. 171) wwld wmnbute to ongoing educational development. Shor (1992) explains tha: 
This traditiod universe of research is what Bwmer (1987) called the "'elsewhermas of 
. . 
scholarship' -it happns ~ e y u , h e r e  lse exapt everyday in the classroom. where it is 
needed research is isolated fram day to day teaching for the most part scholarly wotk 
doe. not help the classrwm classroom teaching is the low-status work of educstion. (p. 
172) 
Shor'o (1980) call far 'the dea- afan empowering pedapgy to m d y  the shape of dio- 
empowering farce" is confvmed in the results of this r-ch and several of the research 
projects outhned could shed more light on this area 
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of writing as a learning Strategy fw the ramindm of the class studen will divide iao p u p s  
each led by a f d t y  m m b n  Imm their o m  or related di~eipline, to work wth m a 1  
undergraduate assipcents 
Week 7 Prropration of T u c h  Dossien AU graduate studems m U e d h  the Programme will 
be given instruction and mistance in preparing their own dossiers 
W& 8 amd 9 Vidrotaoed Teaching. Each mdmt  will have the opporlmily to be videotaped 
while g i k g  a elas  presentation ( n t k  in a genuine teaching EiNattan or in a mock one) and 
thee wsrjons will be used to vim and d ' q u e  there tapes with pms For studmtr not tcaolung 
in the tall wester .  such tap~ng could be pootpomd till the *a mcpter Tapes would be seen 
by faculty members only at the student's ~queo t  
WINTER SEMESTER Sn anached documents 
I Responsibilities ofTeaching Supmisan 
2 Reqonsibilinn of S~drn to  
A reading list and more detailed syllabus will be circulated before the beginning of the FaU 
onnester to all those involved in the programme 
Appendix A-2 Winter I995 - Education 3615 
Cmrse Descnpr,on 
I I ~ o r :  remaimunnamed 
Co-Teaching Assistant MI Heafher White 
2 Office Education 4029 (Office hmm to be Posted) 
3 Ten. Wwlfok Anita E (1995) WUCATIONAL PSYCHOLDGY (6fh Ed ) 
BaJroh AUyn and Bacon 
Addtlonal Readiogs will be Assigned 
4 GmsalDnrription 
a This COurK provides an immduction to the nature of learning and cogoition and to 
s e l d  wneepts and theories unddying our mdentanding of these professes in 
rtudmts Pameular anmtion will be paid to the w d came infmriatian in 
elusroom settings The urww will familmaize you with the concepts and 
vocabulary used to desenbe childm's I m g  and learning related behaviour 
You will rmdy the "learning" based explanation and jurtificatians for many 
educational and instructional acttvitles The application of thrs knowledge to 
instruction and the orering of educational expmmee are also key objennves of 
thin course 
B Y w  will study, t o m  an educational prospective, 
- the nature of theory and how learning theory relates to classroom practice 
- basic mod& of learning (i e classical, operant, and social and motivation) 
- the role of objectives relative to leaming 
- cogdive and m o r y  comqts and madds applicable to ~ h c  classroom and 
- practtcal appltcatiom of learmng" thmry and m h  (i c discipline, drill, 
practice and review techniques, memory aids, teaching styles, elassmam 
org-tion, insmrctiod design Re ) 
5 Teaching Sty*. 
A largely lemue and fonued gmup d i d o n  will be used. SNdats will be acaunged 
to express their own points of views and to raise imes and wn- about the learning 
and inrrmnion activities e x p n i d  and obwrved in their plaammw. No student 
presentations m planned. Lmures will largely discus signed matnials Considerable 
independent =ding and study can be a r t 4  
6. Assignments and T a r  
Course Outlme 
I Lcrmrfloptc Materials and Scqumce 
Note w t  all the material you M rqu~rrd to m d y  wiU he discussed diiecfiy in class 
a Materids and Activities fm W U 
I Read Materials In the FoUowing Squ- 
Chapter 1 Teachers, Teaching and Educational P s y c h a l ~  and 
Chaaer I2 Tcaehm and Teachin= 
chapter 6 Behaviowal Vinvr d i & g  
Chapter 11 Creating L-ng Environments 
Chapter 9 Mottvatson l lwa and Explanations 
2 Kev Dates 
Fen 2 -Library Assl-nl @u (IS rmn) 
Fco 28 or Uar 2 -Test I (Appromtely)  
M m h  11-IS - U~dTrrm B r e d  
b Marcrials and Activities rOr B!& 12) 
I Chapter 7 Cognitive Wews of Learning 
2 Chapta 8 Conc~pt L&g Problem Solving Creariviry and Thinking 
3 Chapter I0 Motw&ionr. Tcaehing and Lemng 
4 Chapter 13 Redircovmhg SNdmt Teaching 
5 Key Dates 
March 23 -Review Paper Due 
March 30 -Due Date for Ian &ation paper 
April I2 - Last Lcrmre 
Apdl 17-26 -Exam Period 
2 Summary ofKcy Dates 
January 12 - Lermre3 be@ 
Janurry 19 - Library Visit (Rm 1016) 
Feb 2 -Library M - n t  Quiz 
Feb 28 or Mar 2 - T a t  I (Appmhately) 
Mar 11-15 -Mid Term Break 
March 23 -Review Paper Due 
March 30 -Due Date for lasl &ation p a p r  
April12-LastLemxe 
April 17-26 - EXM Period 
Assigmmt rcorn will make up SO?? ofthe find grade At this fime, three usigmmts M being 
m s k d .  Within two weeks of the beginnings of the course a hi &$ion will be rnade 
Propased assignments include 
a Libnuy Study snd W (10%). 
Students will have a one hwr h h r y  vidt which, in abwt 2 we& will be followed by 
indepmdent campletion of study questions that will be given w t  (YOU WILL NOT 
BE REQUIRED SUBMIT THE ANSWERS TO THESE QUESnONS ) Yau wiU 
then have a bridqub based thcinfamtlan studied 
Yw arc required to submit four (4) papers for evaluation (plus one for practice) 
Each paper will focus on a different rection (i e 2 consecutive chucr) of the mune 
You may choose the d o n s  for which papers an rubmined The k t  paper you 
submit w i n k  marked but will not be counted in your term grade. Each paper will be 
about 3 psges (600-900 words) in l a s h  Guidelines and suggestions for these 
papen wll be avalable shortly 
C Review Paper (1%) 
S ~ d a r  will be rquied to complete a brief (i.e 5 to 7 pages) demnptive paper 
basd on a review ofjournal articles related to the mum You wll need find and 
SNdy 2 to 4 articles The paper wll dneribe what was learned from the anicles and 
state the relevance or npili&tion of that material for teaching. A list of possible 
topics will be provided Topla suggested all relate to nome aspen of t e a h g ,  
classroom management or cluld learning 
In addition to the above, students will write we in+laru test (25%) and a final nun 
(25%) The final will concentrate on the mateti& covered after the mid-tm test and 
. . 
will include g e n d  questions covering the whole mum (i e about 5 questions out of 
50). In all cases, an objective (i e multipl~ehoiee type) test format rul be 
anticipated. A few shon mvm questioos may be considered for the final 
s As mmnn, I reserve the nght to adjust myone's final p d c  by up to a mawnu of 
5 polmr based an my pnanal waluanon of that pmon's pafomunce h rn u 
scu h p d e  ad~ulmmnr MI! a k g& Adlummnts mght b a d  on dlnns, 
personal problems, poor attmdmce, late usigmnentr, unprofessional khaviow, 
outstanding p n f a m c c  or &on, ne. 
b. Normally a mdmt must earn @e in order to be granted that pade Grades are not 
momatically 'rounded up' A mathematical grade of 48, will NOT automatically be 
'rmded up' to 50 Your c- performance will be r e v i d  and a decision will be 
made 
c. While consultation on dacs wiU take place, once a date hsr, been ref, it is expected 
that tt will be honoured If a date is missed and no special arrangemats was made, a 
verifiable medical or other acceptable docwnem legitiminbg the aeeumnce must be 
offered Without thk, a'V" grade wll be asdgned 
Appendix A-3 Consent Forms 
Geneml Consen1 Fwm 
I a p e  to participate in this research d y  on the expaince  of 
learning from the perrpeetiw of educators and mdent educator9 I undmand that I may 
withdraw at my point ns my imrolvement is voluntary AU information is rtrinly confidenlial and 
no individual's name will be released 
Appendix A-L  Consent Forms 
Pmfessw 
Dear profesmr, 
I am a graduate studmi in educational psychology at Memorial My rnu reh  is in the area 
of human l m g  I ant exploring the teaching-leering dynamics. My f a  is on the experiaces 
of thov involved in this dvnamic 
My research involves interviews with yourself as pmfeuor of c o w  as weU as yow 
own m o n a l  retlenions on experiences in tbs class (Educational Psychology - 3615) A video 
tape of the c h a m  classes will be shown to three other professors wthin the Education 
Departmat They will be asked to wmplete the m e  questiomaire as both yourself and the 
students of the Educational Psychology e l m  Each mwce of information will provide the data 
for mv thesis research 
My aim will be to l w k  for panems m the information collated. I d l  be IooLing at the 
differences in nrpmmes of each group and camparing the different perspectives on the same 
EIBW . ... 
I am seeking ywr inwlvanent as a participant m this r-h As a participant, y w  will 
be asked ta fill out a questiomaire at the end of three classes over the tm. You will also be 
interviewed as the end of each of thne classes Your involvnnnn in this audy >s your choice 
Non panieipatlon will have no ramifications for you within the Department 
If you decide that you do not wpnt to participate, an explanation br h s  decision m y  
provide useful information foa me as the primary re-her 
My thnns wll represea both the views of professors and teachemin-training. Both 
yourself and the grwp of students have b m  chasm b a s e  it is assumed that you would 
experience a hdghlmed degree of Luight imo the teaching-learning process. 
Yow participation is completely voluntary If you chwse to g n  tmlved in this pmcess, 
your name will m no way be assoelated with my final repon Your anonymity is m t d .  
Results of the study will be made available to you upon request. 
For your c o d e m e ,  I can be reached at 7396303 My supervisor for this m h ,  
Clar Doyle. will also answer any questions you may have He can be reached at 737-7556 
Thank you for wnsidering this q c a .  
Appendix A-3b Coosent Forms 
Srwlenls 
Dear rmddmt, 
I am a graduate student in educational psychology at Memorial My research is in the area 
of human learning. I am exploring the teaching-lemg dynamics My focus is on the expenmces 
of  lhow involved in this dynamic 
My research involves mteniws with the p m l a s ~  o f  this c o w  as weU as yow own 
pemnal rdlectlons on experiences m ths class (Educational Psychology - 3615) 1 video tape of 
t h  chosen class will be sham to three other professors within the Education Departmmt and 
they w l l  be asked to complete the m e  queniomaire as both y o w ~ I f  and your p m f e s  Each 
source of information w l l  provide the data for my thesis research 
My aim will be to look for panems in the information callsted I will be lwking at the 
differences in experiences of each group and comparhg the different perlpnives on the rame 
class 
I am seeking yow iwalvrment as participants in this re-b. As a panicipant. you will 
be asked to fill out a quaiomre  at the end of three class over the term Y m  will also be 
invited back to d i m s  YOU class expience in a group Your involvrment in this rmdy is your 
choice 
I f  you arudr that you do not w m  to panmpate an explmtton for ths dmnon may 
pmwdr u w N  ~llrormauon for me s the primary researcher 
hly l hen~  dl rcprcvnl both the wwo of pmfe~aorr and teachers-tn-tmmg Both your 
gmvp and that of the professan haw k e n  chosen baaus it is assumed that you would 
e e e n c c  a haghtcned d e w  of insight into the teaching-learning pmeu?i 
Yow participation is completely voluntary Non psrticipation in this mdy  will in no way 
affect your grading in this counc. If you choose to gn  involved in this proees, your m e  will in 
no way be associated with my final repon Your anonpty 1s gumteed W t s  of the study 
will be made available to you upon ques t  
For yaw eonvcniaee, I can bc reached at 739-0103 My supemism for Ulis rerearch 
Clar Doyle, will also answer any quntianr you may have. He can be reached at 737-7556 
Thank you for considering this request 
Kindly, 
Appendix A-3c Consent Form 
Rnd Porry Vtewers 
Dear &ate student, 
I am a graduate mdent in educational psychology at Manorial My rexarch is in the area 
of human Icnming. I am uplaring the teaching-learning dynamics My f w  is on the experimces 
of those involved in this dynamic 
My research involves interviews with a professor of an Educational Psychology wurw, 
students in thr  courss as well as y o u  own personal rdlmiom on experiences m thir class 
A video tape of the chosen classes will be shown to you as weU as two of yow wlleagves 
within the Educaion Department You will be asked to complete the m e  questionnaire as both 
the profmor and the studmts the Educational Psychology class. You will also be asked to 
participate in a shon diwu~von group following the viewing of each video Each source of 
information will provide the data for my therir rewareh 
My aim wiU be to Imk for panems in the information collected I will be loo!+ at the 
differences in experiences of each gmup and comparing the different perspectives on the m e  
dw 
I am see!+ your imlvnnent as a participant in thir research As r panicipant. you will 
be asked to fill out a auRtiannlire at the end of each vidgl viewins and to oartlcioate in a &an . .  
gmup discusion of the video taper Your involvement in this nudy is your choice Non 
participation will have no ramificatlons for you within the Depammt. 
If you dedde that you do not warn to participate, an nrplanatian for this decision may 
orovide useful tnformaion for w as the orimarv mearcher 
My thestr wll repramt both the v i ew  or profarerr and ttesebm-lrmnmg The group 
of students and !he proferron utthtn the Edueatton Dcpanmml have bcm dorm befause r s 
armmcd that )od uould npenaee  a hoghraned degree of mght  unto the tearhmg l m n g  
process 
Your puticipation is completely voluntary If yar choose to get involved in this proms, 
yow name will in no way be aswiated with my final report Your anonymity is gumteed  
Results afthe study will be made available to you upon request. 
Far your wnvmiace, I can be ,ached at 739-0303 My stpenisor for t b  msem4 
Clar Doyle, will also answer my qua iom you may have He can be reached at 737-7556 
Tnank you for wmsdaing thr  request 
Kindly 
B-I Survey Questions 
8-2 Intmnv Protmol 
Appendix El Survey Quatiom 
A m  prspacnwr 
I To what extent did you contribute to class7 Explain reasons 
2-3 b >our pmlupa(on m thus class ~trmIpr to your pmlupabon in a cl-' Explam If 
dnRermt. what mgnt berk  rearon for tbr9 
CS How did you feel before this class W e d ?  Did thir fedrng chenge when CIW was over? 
7-8 How interested m thir class are yw? Haw motivated are you in this cIm7 How do you 
explain this9 
9 To what went did yau inlimtctm motivate you? Explain 
la From you palpective, did yovr instmctor mste an "e&nive learning envimnmem 
How wru this done7 What may have impmved a? 
11 To what degree is yow relationship with your professor helpll and suppodve of your 
learning efforts* W l r n  
I2  Dcwribe yarr preferred learning envimnment Be specific 
13-14 Emmate the amount of I-ng yw habe taken 6om h s  c l w 7  How uxful was the 
lnformauon carered to you as a men-re-be reacher' Explan 
I5 To what m a t  has this class nansformed or changed yow undernandmg of the contem 
m v d ?  If it has, how has this class changed your undernandingl 
16 How does your l d g  in this c l w  compar to l d g  you haw experienced in other 
elssaes? Explain 
17-18, What are some positive attributes of this PrDEMI for you? Whn are Iomc w t i w  
a m i h t n  of thts positive for you? 
19. Do you have other inrights to s h e  with regard to the teaching-I&g dwdmics you 
have emeriaeed in this class7 
Appendix 6-2 Interview Protow1 
Acrorrprpelrws 
The heuristic approach cncouragcp h e  use of an open-ended interview format Although this will 
be the prrfmed sfyle in thir research thir list was used to gmaate responses when di-an 
was not fonhwming nsfurW The foUow+ng list of adult learner srras of interen, derived fmm 
the work of Knawlcs (1973) w e d  as a guide for d l  panleipant interviews 
I Tht I&r (or teachefs) recognition of a wed to learn 
2 The nature of the learning envimmmt or amsphem 
3 The heagrrcman between tbe l&s gods and the teachers gods 
4 The learners' mrc of wntnbution or w d m e m  to the learning expenmee 
5 TIE degree of sftive mtan ion  between learner and teacher 
6 The degree to which the l e d s  prior &me 1s integrated into the teaching pmcess 
7 The wnr of pmgreu towards gods exprimed by learners and teacher 
Appodir C 
Rcflntiom Tnining 
Cmtlnls 
C-1 Critical Reflection Claa Handom 
C-2 Reflection Assignment 
C-3 Evaluation of Reflection Papers 
C.4 ExampleRmmion Paper 
Appendix C - 1 Rdleetioo Training 
CII~!M/ Reflu~I,~" c / a ~  Hmrd01lI 
nUNKlNVCrWLECnON--A C R m C A L ~ W R E n E C n O N *  
rdkamn on m d  -I of Ur ammaow uodrrlnngvaur pmblen daauons. wldauao  lor the ctla 
~ u r b o n ~ ~ l o m  mrldl~01 mgntuondIhulWCrTandm--m3.&~mAmrmrme 
e n m ~ ~ m m  w!h h t a  allow for r more w l -  dusnaumtron and l-uvs m h & d m e  ofmvrnm 
~ p m n s  levllld assumpaow m hRwd iu & te11d1 whtch LI M IO&I amp"aIe not uhng  m 
mm&mg a mdmcc or n m p l y g r c  
Mmm that tb ccdm&al MXcr se~eofUIc a-ma ~n~egrung M &as vllh 
-US hOUkds and -m lI9W)l He mbgN !hat mdM&dI need to r( On Uur OmIy Mlod 
m v s  and s k e w  vndmfanmlyvllhelhm UvDughdalogd mnmmmmow (1985) 
Value 3(W. (Based on a maximum of 4 p a p a )  
Due To be accepted, a papn must be rubmined no later than one week & n  the 
period on which it is based 
Task You mun lubmit four (4) papers for evaluation (plus one for practice), 
each on a diiennt smion (2 comewtive dasxs) afthe c w n c  You m y  
c h w x  the weeks for which a paps s oubmned The fir% you submit will 
be marked but will not be canted Each paper will be about 3 pages (W- 
900 words) in length 
G m d  Description 
This apsxgnmcm b intended to help y w  integrate, undssand and better leam how to 
apply course merial  by thinking critically about it while linking it to your own ideas and 
practice It should aid your mastery of the required content wNe allowing you the 
freedom to explore the implications of the materials for you and ymr practice The 
activity should also aid you to understand b e n s  the practices of others. The asnmptian 
is thu be "dming"  on w s e  content you will l m  from it in a more p m d  and 
professional way than is provided in the clau eontm alone 
Mom specifically, completion of this assignmat will help you. 
I I- h u t  the mhlre and valueof xIf-refleetion, 
2 develop skills in slfdirected, integrated learning, 
3 develop a"prads orientation" t o w d  teaching-laring ("I'm& mienfation" 
inmlver both d d o o  about and pnxlnal imegration of course content and 
p n c t i d  experience ), 
4 dewlop a i t i d ,  arulytiul and r d a i v e  skills, 
6 makeexplidt the nature of the l a r i n g  pm- and 
7 allow your pro- tbmu&out the term to be mom closely ma~litned 
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p u q  e q n ~ q  potqa~ lo p m  an m m  q t m  pey noA s m p i m  ~ a q ~ o  
dm pW qooqlu) 3 1  " ptuasa1d san!wdsmd aql qJym I? d1m dm q 1 n g  
.p 
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SmU3- pLtOFmP, 10 p O I I &  13410 h I O P  IUaU103 W l  qt'(180d 
pus w m  q~oq) g ~ m l ~  U I O ~  S ~ E  p q  nod SlqSnoqI lo sualum dus owls 3 
(puopdo) ( 3~ sa(qe1 a ~ w  'E3pmmuns 'sqod UO awoqrp 'sotou 
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wurse?) (optional) 
g. Cmsider and nate any implications o f  thc course might have for your presem or 
fume practice 
h. Although it a art a requirement, if you haw. a particular issue (i.e gender, time, 
discipline or value elated) which you would like to carry over d journal 
entries, this continued dialogue is welwmed. (optional) 
Anached is a eoov of the evaluatlan ofheme for ths assiment You will he muired to maintrn 
hgh nandardr ~n the m a s  lndxrated m !h,gutdc Thnc m a s  w l l  bedwupocd m clasr Ifyou 
have con- about what IS expected m a  category g n  clanficujan bdom complmg rhr 
a s ~ l g ~ l m t  If lherr arc w r r r m l  about W m g  cfforu. thew WU be d l ~ u r V d  uect ) w th  you 
Allhwgh h r  may ~nnally appear lo  be u n y  mmkrramc and perhap nme mmmng project I 
8s q m t e d  that by w v r v  end 18s value w l l  bc obnoul and you w l l  hsw furUln dcvdaped your 
rdlecttve capacity ar an educator and better lumed the commt required The,oumal entries. m 
many way% may be viewed as a t w l  for study 
Be armed that any specific mmmems about the nature ofthc imructian or any other aspm o f  
the w m .  wheths positive or mgative, will in no w y  reflect m h s  pooitivcb or negatively on 
the grade earned by an mdkidud paper or the cwr le 
A Closing Thourn About Rdlmlon 
'This activity demands that you @ve serious consideration to your practice as an educator You 
me expected to use this exncix as a means ofexploring your p m p n i v e  and defining your 
evolving style. Through a proms of thinking-rdecting-rethinbg about the m u m  content and 
how a rdated to your professional practice and through journal wnhng you dl gab gain ddrrper 
understanding of the dynamics of teaching-lmng process You are being encouraged to 
wnsder how y w r  thoughts relate to your past, presmt or fume pramice 
As wnh any new rWI. t h r  one may mmally be d l f f id t  to learn Some people "naturally" mgagc 
m x(f.rdm!on For o h %  the process may feel awkward, f d  and pcsvbly era false 
Same dlfieult~ep arc to be q m t c d  Da not la pomble early poblcmr tntdere wth your 
cotmnued dfonr to undnnand the wntmt and pmccrr o f  your o w  learmng m tho class 
Whm m doubt hour how to appmach k task ask younelf So What9 So whar rdevancc 
does thu ldea teciwque, p n s p w e .  or thww have to my o w  praeua? What docl n o8n to 
my understanding ofthis cnuse'J How docs it fit into my prrsmt perapenive on the iuue7 
Ifyau kve  wrr- fd k e  10 mum d h  Ms. White (daytime - 72.94107) myour 
pmfawr. Remnnber that questions are mwt etlstive md 
Appendix C-3 Reflection Training 
Ewholnm of ReflecI~m P q r s  
Yow submissions was judged I each ofthe categories lined above A rating of'yjmb'(3). 
"Acoeptable" (2). or Toor"  ( I )  will be migned The assigned score is based on the pans  (not 
any mathmutical total) of the ratings made. 
PaperLagth Legibilityleaw of Reading - 
Orgmkation Contmt Accuracy - 
W g d G r -  - Apparent ERon Expnded - 
Procef~ Content Crzsts 
Sta tmo t  d C o n t m  Covered in Smion (Brie0 
Rnopitiafldmificarion of IwwDilemma 
Evidence of Integration 
Comparison of Perspectives 
Quality (Depth) ofcritical Rd ln i an  on 
Pmpnives, Thmty, Tshnique, Ideas, 
Issuer or Dilemma Explored 
Rdlenion an Personal Learning Procers 
Insights about C N d l S ~ d m  Learning 
Consideration re ApplicationNtility of Materials 
(Personal andlor Professional) 
Statnnm of Persod Relevance 
Enimated (by Marlrer) Difficulty ofMarerial 
(Considered when a s s i h g  paper grade) 
Appendix C4 Reflection Training 
h p l e  Reflecrron Paper 
QUESTION I - Stale b~e& rhe eonrent or top~cs covered in rhtd seehon b.e. chqter nrle. 
ma," rop,opr$ key ,deer). 
This oaoer wiU cover the material found in chaoter one of the tenbook This m i o n  dtreussa the 
oat& i f  g w d  teaching particulirly novice v e r k  m p m  teacher styles Teaching is debated as 
an an or a science The role oftechnique is compared with that o f  refiemon for ongomg teaching 
oractice This m i o n  concludes with a discussion d t h e  role o f  thcorv and research in 
educatlonal psychology 
QUESTION 2 -Slate m y  rem1zm w r h @ D y " ~  hove sternmtng~om eImses ( k t h  nrnenr 
adpi). !he rerr content mri or m y  o r h e ~ p r s ~ ~ o l  or ~ d u e a t ~ o d  erp.r,em 
The lcrm"cxpm" may m p b  the pouanon of knoulcdgc rupmar la that o f  the nonnpm as 
weU as the studat This we ofcategonnng whdeuseful for undnstandmg the prmesr of 
leachef dc\.elopmmt. may ~nadvmn lv  re~nfara ewttcrpradunse poum arrangmms w t h n  
the c h r w m  or the whw l  environment 
Teaching is both an an (mating dfenive learning envimnment~ monitoring the learning proces 
to ensure o p t i d  learning by as many students as possible as well as creat~vely imerpreting and 
presenting the material to be learned )as  well as a science (grwnded m rewarch and theory which 
~nform our practice, gmving from our ongomg dfofls ta do ow jab well as well as a working 
hawledge of various t m h n g  techniques which may be used within the clarisroom 
EffecVvc teaching auum a balance b m e m  technique and anistry I t  qui res the teacher to 
bemme aware oftheir own teaching nyle md open to remving feedback from the class which 
may i n d i ~ ~ r e  that a chosen approach to teaching a lesson is not working as well as anticipated 
The proms o f  refienion is integral to achieving this balance and can inform a teaohern' technical 
development as well as thei understanding of their studems' and the learmng proces. 
The wthor'ri ncognition that b a k  b a mnmy element in p&ce (i.e, between 
technique and den ion  as a means o f  developing an"'qertS' penpnive) is 1 position I agree 
with. However, I feel that. in gmenl, teach- trair6ng oflm €cases more on technique than 
retlenion Ifthis is to hemme a valid i n s m w  ofteacher developmcm, it must be itttegated 
into teacher uaining pogr- 
Reseanh has shown that the p m p l i o n  of ' ~ e a s e a s e a s  is a rmesq ingedicm in e&nive 
teaching or ~ ~ U i n g  A mare humanist penpenive would argue that ~ focus will divide the 
teacher-dent relationship and therdare hinder learning A more rmdem cented approach is 
consided most M v e  by mmrbns of this schaol of thought A feminist might add that such a 
division d m  increases the power d i m t i a l  b e t m  the studmu and teach Fmm Uus 
p e e v e  power csn & a negative eRnf on d a s w m  dynamics and a n  to thwart learning 
The rmth lay somewhere in tuwa I t  is imporrant to have a store of- knowledge, 
h o w ,  it is equally imponant to be aware of how this howledge OUL most effectively be 
impmied As indicated m this chapter, balance 1s the guiding force here as well 
QUESTION 4 -Seek ro K*nlrfv md d e  expIte11 "y mmptronsyou me &"g md llw 
p s t b l e  ~mplrcmonr of rheje o n p r  leaehtng (parpreent wfunne) 
Underlying my interpretation of this material is the arsumptlon that teaching ud learning c m t  
be nmlrated Thw are two r ids  ofthe m e  coin As a result 1 onceive teachine within the 
emtext ofthe teachng-lmng dynarmcr I bcllrvr d f m ~ v e  l c m g  goes beyond the 
prrvnrn~an dconrmt to tncludc such factors as the tntcrperlond style of the nstructor the 
nature of the particular dass and the group flow dynamic that is created 
As a result of this pmp+xive an learning. I frequently seek to obtain feedback on the gmup or 
class I am working with am often o b s m g  persons within the group to see haw t k y  are 
following the discussion I kqumtly check in with memben to enswe that they are following the 
flow ofthc cLw or workshop 
At the m e  time, I M t d y  question my own anions and consider altemstiws This is 
panicularly useful h e n  I have chase to take a class or workshop in a direetnon which proved to 
be &titles. Rdlening on what may b e  gone wrong (feedback to the member ofthe group or 
class is very useful here) and what may provide a bmer choice for n m  trme s often h e n  most of 
my learning occun As Piagci would suggest, mistakes provide important data far future 
PI W n g  
Q U E S T I O N  5 (optieml) - Howdrdyou use thzs !err7 
I began by browsing the orgariation ofthe tnnbok Once I had an understanding of hawthe 
content w u  organized. I m d  the t m  and made notes in the I thm re-read t m  and 
comided haw wment was relevam far this cwm I developed model reflection papa based 
on this reading Revised it Discuss this with teaching mmar and finalired model for class 
presaation 
D-l Andpis Codes 
D-2 Analysis Qucatonr 
D-I Comparative Survey D m  
Appendii D-1 Data Analysis 
Amlysrrr C&I 
This Sst o f  codes were generated 60m a mde lin provided by Patton (1990, p 381) h 
codes were used to analyze the interview transcripts The tranxript wgmcnts were labeled using 
these codes This e m p a m t  o f  the data analysis wks do- using the WImgrqh xlfhuare 
pacltage. The code used for the m d m t  and professor transcripts are listed below. 
The m d a t  predetermined eodes were 
P x Pmg Participant's reaction to program 
P r  C Participants reaction to course 
P X  P Participant reaction to other panifipants 
P x  1 Participants reaction to the insVuctor 
P x  R Participants xaction to the researcher 
P x  L Panlcipantr reaction to l$mtittg 
PxTS Panicipant$ reaction to the innructorr teaching style 
P n  E l  Panicipantr educational tdmlogl 
PxOut Panicipant's react~an to outcame$ 
GQ Cnaup Process 
SR Self Retlection 
The i n m a r  predetermined mdes unc the lame as follows 
I x  Prog Innructor's reaction to program 
I x  C Innructor'r reaction to course 
l x  P Inaruotor'r readan to other participant8 
I x  l Innmctor's reaction to the instructor 
I x  R Innrunor's reaction to the rewarsher 
I x  L Innrucmr'r reaction to learning 
I x T S  Instructor'$ remion to the innrueton teaching style 
I x  E l  ImINtructor's e d u c a t ~ d  ideology 
1 x 0 ~ 1  InRructm'3 reaction to outcomes 
Appendix D-2 Data Analysis 
A M ~ ~ I I S  Q u e s ~ r  
The questions which follow N d e d  my "mental work" at each level of analysis and. in ntm 
shaped the thema identitied and the mntqretations made Each level included a re-visit to the 
previous Iwel(s) and was accompanied by many imermittent revlnvr ofthe data This was done 
in accordance with Harvey's (1990) assaion that "constant review of recorded material of all 
data helps reflexivity" (p 10) The pmeers o f  retlstion was impon- for each phase of this 
thesis research 
Tbe qualiom p a r d  at a c b  k e l  of d a u  anllylis are as folowr: 
I What are the a r rg rn t  fades in the studea n d p t s ?  
2 What arc the emergat coda in the prednmnirrd code categories? 
3 What arc the frequency ofthese codes? 
4 How do these emergent coder ( I  & 2) compm to m d m t  pestionnaire data? 
Establish student pmpcnive rommary 
5 What arc the emergent codes m the b l runo r  transcripts? 
6 Haw do these codes compare to the questioMaire data? Other datd 
Establish insmaor penpsUvr summary 
7 HOW does instrunor perspenlve campare to the rtudent perspective? 
ENb lkb  mmbr penpstbr summary 
8 Hou doer the rcscarchn data relate to the hltable thews" 
Eatablirh third party penspecthe summary 
9 Haw does third pany data fit imo this picture? 
Gcaente otber prrapcxtka from repon feedback 
10 What is insrmctor's rcaaion to the hl qanv 
What is committee's reanion to 6naI report? 
What are preliminary readem ranions to final q o n T Which themes nill stand 
strong7 
Appendix D3 Dais Analysis 
OMlpmr6w Surwy Dam 
The information p r m e d  hen represents the quantitative rn-n t&en born the survey data 
born all panicipaas Chapters Four and Five provide funha d i m s o n  of this information within 
the comexi of other dat* collected throughout the research 
S~dartoothrrelasscr - J T  1 yrr I yes 
Chan~ed fcclmg a e r  class yes 
lnnrucror crcard eKm~ve lkarmngmronmmt I ycr 1 no I yes 
S e w  Q a a h o m  
Snrmlar to 0 t h  classes 
Changed fellngr aRer clars 
lnmctor created et fmt \e  l m n g  c n v l m m t  
lndlcatnon o i ~ ~ e f ~ l  aearn~nq 
Additional Rnpomre 
Nac Include amaged -wr fiom mrtnrctor,thud p M y  wwur a d  -er 
hmwtu I -a 
yes >es 
a_mle I DO 
)er I yes 
b e  
I 
prrCeived mA-+ c~*.".+,,- I 2 9  
SNdent inter&.. .. ., I I,W , 
SNd I 
F e i v e d  instructor m ~ i  
ent motivation 1 3 5  1 2  I nb 
vatcd~caming 1 3 3  1 nb 1 4  
Helpful relationstup with instructor 1 4 3  1 3  7 1 4 5  
Erttmated amaunt of -dent learning 1 3 3 1 2 3  14 J ~ r m n e  



